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Introduction

This Revised Act presents the text of the Act as it has been amended since enactment, and preserves the format in which it was passed.

Related legislation

Electricity and Gas Regulation Acts 1999 to 2002: this Act is one of a group of Acts included in this collective citation, to be construed together as one (Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 (10/2002), s. 1(2)). The Acts in this group are:

- Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (23/1999)
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- Gas (Interim) (Regulation) 2002 (10/2002), other than ss. 11, 15 and s. 23(1), (2)

Annotations

This Revised Act is annotated and includes textual and non-textual amendments, statutory instruments made pursuant to the Act and previous affecting provisions.

An explanation of how to read annotations is available at www.lawreform.ie/annotations.

Material not updated in this revision

Where other legislation is amended by this Act, those amendments may have been superseded by other amendments in other legislation, or the amended legislation may have been repealed or revoked. This information is not represented in this revision but will be reflected in a revision of the amended legislation if one is available.

Where legislation or a fragment of legislation is referred to in annotations, changes to this legislation or fragment may not be reflected in this revision but will be reflected in a revision of the legislation referred to if one is available.

A list of legislative changes to any Act, and to statutory instruments from 1972, may be found linked from the page of the Act or statutory instrument at www.irishstatutebook.ie.
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Screening for Appropriate Assessment and Appropriate Assessment of implications for European Sites

42. ...

(22) Notwithstanding any provision of any statute listed in the Second Schedule that provides for the consent for a plan or project to which this Regulation applies to be obtained by default on the failure of the public authority to provide a response within a specified timescale or otherwise, that provision shall not have effect in respect of any plan or project to which this Regulation applies ...

Review of existing plans

46. ...

(3) For the purposes of this Regulation, a decision, including a decision to adopt or undertake, or give approval for a plan, may include those adopted, undertaken or approved pursuant to any of the enactments set out in the Second Schedule to these Regulations.

...

(1) O.J. No. L 027, 30.01.1997, p. 20
General provisions regarding licences etc

63. ...

(2) A licence, consent, permission, permit, derogation or other authorisation given under these Regulations or under any of the enactments referred to in the Second Schedule may include conditions requiring compliance with any guideline or code of practice issued under Regulation 71 or such provisions thereof as may be specified in the conditions.
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C2  Functions transferred and “Minister for” and “Department of Public Enterprise” construed (18.06.2002) by Communications, Energy and Geological Survey of Ireland (Transfer of Departmental Administration and Ministerial Functions) Order 2002 (S.I. No. 300 of 2002), arts. 3 and 4, subject to transitional provisions in arts. 5-9.

3. (1) The administration and business in connection with the exercise, performance or execution of any functions transferred by Article 4 of this Order are transferred to the Department of the Marine and Natural Resources.

(2) References to the Department of Public Enterprise contained in any Act or instrument made thereunder and relating to any administration and business transferred by paragraph (1) of this Article shall, on and after the commencement of this Order, be construed as references to the Department of the Marine and Natural Resources.

4. (1) The functions vested in the Minister for Public Enterprise -

(a) by or under any of the enactments or the provisions of the enactments mentioned in Part 1 of the Schedule to this Order,

(b) under the Regulations mentioned in Part 2 of that Schedule, and

(c) in relation to the Geological Survey of Ireland, are transferred to the Minister for the Marine and Natural Resources.

(2) References to the Minister for Public Enterprise contained in any Act or instrument made thereunder and relating to any functions transferred by this Article shall, on and after the commencement of this Order, be construed as references to the Minister for the Marine and Natural Resources.

...

SCHEDULE

PART 1.

Enactments and provisions of enactments, functions under which are transferred from the Minister for Public Enterprise to the Minister for the Marine and Natural Resources.

...

Electricity and Gas Regulation Acts 1999 to 2002

...
Preliminary and General

1.—(1) This Act may be cited as the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999.

(2) This Act shall come into operation on such day or days as the Minister may appoint by order or orders either generally or with reference to any particular purpose or provision and different days may be so appointed for different purposes or different provisions.

Annotions

Editorial Notes:


2. The 14th day of July, 1999, is hereby appointed as the day on which the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999 (No. 23 of 1999), shall come into operation.

Interpretation.

2.—(1) In this Act, except where the context otherwise requires—

F1 “Agency” means the agency set up under the Regulation (EC) 713/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council;

“authorisation” means an authorisation granted under section 16;

“authorised officer” means a person appointed under section 11 to be an authorised officer;

F2 “Authority” means Northern Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation;

“Board” means the Electricity Supply Board;

F3 “combined heat and power” means the simultaneous generation in one process of—

(a) thermal energy and electrical energy,

(b) thermal energy and mechanical energy, or

(c) thermal, electrical and mechanical energy;

F4 “Commission” means the Commission for Energy Regulation;

F5 “the Department” means the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment in Northern Ireland;

“direct line”, in relation to electricity, means an electric line which is used or is to be used to carry electricity for the purpose of supply and the construction of which line is permitted under section 37;

“distribution”, in relation to electricity, means the transport of electricity by means of a distribution system, that is to say, a system which consists of electric lines, electric plant, transformers and switchgear and which is used for conveying electricity to final customers;

“distribution code” means a code in respect of all technical aspects relating to connection to and operation of the distribution system prepared by F6[the distribution system operator] under section 33;

F7 “distribution system operator” means the holder of a licence under section 14(1)(g);
“economically justifiable demand” means the demand that does not exceed the needs for heat or cooling and which would otherwise be satisfied at market conditions by energy generation processes other than cogeneration;

“electricity derivative” means a financial instrument referred to in point 5, 6 or 7 of Section C of Annex I to Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 April 2004, where that instrument relates to electricity;


“electricity production from combined heat and power” means electricity produced from combined heat and power calculated in accordance with section 7;

“electricity supply contract” means a contract for the supply of electricity, but does not include an electricity derivative;

“electricity undertaking” means any person engaged in generation, transmission, distribution or supply of electricity, including any holder of a licence or authorisation under this Act, or any person who has been granted a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act;

“electric line” has the meaning assigned to it by section 4(1) of the ESB (Electronic Communications Networks) Act 2014;

“electric plant” means any plant, apparatus or appliance used for, or for purposes connected with, the generation, transmission, distribution or supply of electricity, other than—

(a) an electric line,

(b) a meter used for ascertaining the quantity of electricity supplied to any premises, or

(c) an electrical appliance under the control of a consumer;

“energy undertaking” means an electricity undertaking or a natural gas undertaking;

“establishment day” means the day appointed under section 8;

“final customer” means a person being supplied with electricity at a single premises for consumption on those premises;

“forecast statement” has the meaning assigned to it by section 38;

“functions” includes powers and duties;

“gas installer” means LPG installer or natural gas installer, as the case may be;

“generate”, in relation to electricity, means to produce electricity;

“generating station” means a station for the generation of electricity;

“grid code” means a code in respect of all technical aspects relating to connection to and operation of the transmission system prepared by the transmission system operator under section 33;

“high efficiency combined heat and power” means combined heat and power production which on an annual basis—
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(a) in the case of small scale combined heat and power and micro-combined heat and power, achieves primary energy savings calculated in accordance with paragraphs 3 and 4 of Schedule 3, and

(b) in the case of all other combined heat and power, achieves primary energy savings calculated in accordance with paragraphs 3 and 4 of Schedule 3 of at least 10 per cent compared with the references for separate production of heat and electricity.

“Internal Market Regulations” means the European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 and 2005;

“licence” means a licence issued under section 14;

“linepack” means the storage of gas by compression in gas transmission and distribution systems, but not including facilities reserved for transmission system operators carrying out their functions;

“LPG” means liquefied petroleum gas;

“LPG fitting” means any non-portable appliance, apparatus or other thing including associated pipework and flueing which is used or designed to be used by—

(a) a domestic customer, or

(b) such class or classes of industrial or commercial customer as the Commission may specify from time to time, in connection with the consumption or use of LPG;

“LPG incident” means an event or occurrence of a class prescribed by regulations made by the Commission under section 9JG;

“LPG safety licence” means a licence granted under section 9JE;

“LPG undertaking” means any person who imports LPG or purchases LPG directly from a refinery within the State and makes LPG available to individual domestic or commercial final customers by way of LPG cylinder, bulk tank or via a piped LPG distribution network;

“the Memorandum of Understanding” means the Memorandum of Understanding relating to the establishment and operation of a single competitive wholesale electricity market in the State and in Northern Ireland entered into between the Government of Ireland and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland signed on behalf of the Government of Ireland on 5 December 2006 and on behalf of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on 6 December 2006;

“micro-combined heat and power unit” means a combined heat and power unit with a maximum capacity of less than 50 kWe;

“Minister” means Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources;

“natural gas exchange” means a virtual trading location for the purchase and sale of natural gas;

“natural gas fitting” means any appliance, apparatus or other thing including associated pipework and flueing which is used or designed to be used by—

(a) a domestic customer, or

(b) such class or classes of industrial or commercial customer as the Commission may specify from time to time,
in connection with the consumption or use of natural gas whether the appliance, apparatus or thing is the property of a natural gas undertaking or otherwise;

F18[“natural gas infrastructure” means any pipeline, facility, structure or installation which is or has been established, maintained or operated, for the purpose of the supply, storage, transmission, distribution and use of natural gas under a natural gas licence;]


F12[“natural gas undertaking” means a person engaged in the transmission, distribution, supply or storage of natural gas, including any holder of a licence or a consent under this Act, or any person who has been granted a licence or given a consent under the Gas Acts, 1976 to 2002;]

F20[“petroleum undertaking” has the meaning given to it by section 13A(1);]

F21[“piped LPG distribution network” means a pipeline system connected to a central storage bulk tank or LPG cylinder but not including a bulk tank or LPG cylinder as the case may be, and includes pipework above and below ground and all other equipment necessary upstream of the point of delivery and downstream of the emergency control valve, supplying gas to two or more customers;]

“prescribe” means to prescribe by regulations made by the Minister or the Commission under this Act and cognate words shall be construed accordingly;

“Principal Act” means the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1927;

FS[“public electricity supplier” means the holder of a licence under section 14(1)(h);]

“record” means any book, document or any other written or printed material in any form including any information stored, maintained or preserved by means of any mechanical or electronic device, whether or not stored, maintained or preserved in a legible form;

“renewable, sustainable or alternative forms of energy” means energy used in the production of electricity which uses as its primary source one or a combination of more than one of the following—

\( (a) \) wind,
\( (b) \) hydro,
\( (c) \) biomass,
\( (d) \) waste, including waste heat,
\( (e) \) biofuel,
\( (f) \) geothermal,
\( (g) \) fuel cells,
\( (h) \) tidal,
\( (i) \) solar,
\( (j) \) wave;
“the SEM Committee” means the committee referred to in Section 8A;

“SEM matter” shall be construed in accordance with section 8A(5);

“the Single Electricity Market’ means the arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland—

(a) initially described in the Memorandum of Understanding,

(b) designed to promote the establishment and operation of a single competitive wholesale electricity market in the State and Northern Ireland, and

(c) which allow for the efficient application of the European Union rules for cross-border trade in electricity contained within or adopted pursuant to the Electricity Market Regulation as amended from time to time and as supplemented by—

(i) network codes established under Article 6 of that Regulation, and

(ii) guidelines adopted under Article 18 of that Regulation;

“Single Electricity Market operator” means the holder of a licence under section 14(1)(j) or a person exempted from the requirement to hold such a licence;

“single premises” means one or more buildings or structures, occupied and used by a person, where each building or structure is adjacent to, or contiguous with, the other building or structure;

“small scale combined heat and power” means combined heat and power units with an installed capacity greater than 50 kWe and less than 1 MWe;

“supply”, in relation to electricity, means supply through electric lines to final customers for consumption;

“transmission”, subject to section 2A, in relation to electricity, means the transport of electricity by means of a transmission system, that is to say, a system which consists, wholly or mainly, of high voltage lines and electric plant and which is used for conveying electricity from a generating station to a substation, from one generating station to another, from one substation to another or to or from any interconnector or to final customers but shall not include any such lines which the Board may, from time to time, with the approval of the Commission, specify as being part of the distribution system but shall include any interconnector owned by the Board.

“transmission system operator” means the holder of a licence under section 14(1)(e);

“useful heat” means heat produced in a cogeneration process to satisfy an economically justifiable demand for heat or cooling;

“wholesale customer” means a natural or legal person purchasing electricity for the purpose of resale inside or outside the system where he or she is established.

(1A) (a) Notwithstanding the definition of ‘Department’ in subsection (1) where

the electricity functions of the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment in Northern Ireland are, under the law for the time being in force in Northern Ireland, exercisable by any other Department, Ministry or authority, references to the Department in this Act shall be construed as references to

such other Department, Ministry or authority, as the case may be.

(b) Notwithstanding the definition of ‘Authority’ in subsection (1) where

the electricity functions of the Authority are, under the law for the time being in force in Northern Ireland, exercisable by any other authority, Department, Ministry, person or statutory body, references to the Authority in this Act
shall be construed as references to such other authority, Department, Ministry, person or statutory body, as the case may be.

(c) In this subsection ‘electricity functions’ has the same meaning as it has in Article 9 of the Electricity (Single Wholesale Market) (Northern Ireland) Order 2007.

(2) In this Act—

(a) a reference to a section or Schedule is a reference to a section of or Schedule to this Act unless it is indicated that a reference to some other enactment is intended,

(b) a reference to a subsection, paragraph or subparagraph is a reference to a subsection, paragraph or subparagraph of the provision in which the reference occurs unless it is indicated that reference to some other provision is intended, and

(c) a reference to the performance of functions includes with respect to powers and duties, a reference to the exercise of powers and the carrying out of duties.

(3) A reference to any enactment shall be construed as a reference to that enactment as amended, adapted or extended by or under any subsequent enactment, including this Act.

(4) The Minister may from time to time by order amend the definition of renewable, sustainable or alternative sources of energy by the addition of further renewable, sustainable or alternative sources of energy.

Annotations

Amendments:

F1 Inserted (1.12.2011) by European Communities (Internal Market in Natural Gas and Electricity) Regulations 2011(S.I. No. 630 of 2011), reg. 40(1).


F6 Substituted (20.06.2001) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 (S.I. No. 445 of 2000), reg. 25(4)(a), commenced as per reg. 1(2)(b) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil of 22 June 2001, No. 50 p. 822.

F7 Inserted (20.06.2001) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 (S.I. No. 445 of 2000), reg. 25(4)(b), (d), commenced as per reg. 1(2)(b) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil of 22 June 2001, No. 50 p. 822.


F9 Inserted (19.01.2015) by European Communities (Internal Market in Natural Gas and Electricity) (Amendment) Regulations 2015 (S.I. No. 16 of 2015), commenced as per reg. 1(2)(b) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil of 22 June 2015.
F10 Inserted (19.01.2015) by European Communities (Internal Market in Natural Gas and Electricity) (Amendment) Regulations 2015 (S.I. No. 16 of 2015), reg. 26(b).


F14 Substituted (20.06.2001) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 (S.I. No. 445 of 2000), reg. 25(4)(c), commenced as per reg. 1(2)(b) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil of 22 June 2001, No. 50 p. 822.


F24 Inserted (19.01.2015) by European Communities (Internal Market in Natural Gas and Electricity) (Amendment) Regulations 2015 (S.I. No. 16 of 2015), reg. 26(1)(d).

Modifications (not altering text):


Change of name of Commission for Energy Regulation

4. The Commission for Energy Regulation (established by section 8 of the Act of 1999) shall, on and from such day as the Minister appoints by order, be known as the Commission for Regulation of Utilities or in the Irish language as An Comisiún um Rialáil Fóntais and references in this Act or any other Act of the Oireachtas, any instrument made under this Act or any other Act of the Oireachtas, any legal proceedings and any document to the Commission for Energy Regulation shall from that day be read as references to the Commission for Regulation of Utilities.


Commission for Energy Regulation
5.—The Commission for Electricity Regulation (established by section 8 of the Act of 1999) shall, on the appointed day, be known as the Commission for Energy Regulation or in the Irish language as An Comisiún um Rialáil Fuinnimh and references in that Act, any other Act of the Oireachtas, any instrument made under any Act of the Oireachtas, any legal proceedings and any document to the Commission for Electricity Regulation shall from that day be construed as references to the Commission for Energy Regulation.

Editorial Notes:

E2 Previous affecting provision: definition of “Natural Gas Market Directive” inserted (1.12.2011) by European Communities (Internal Market in Natural Gas and Electricity) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 630 of 2011), reg. 40(1); substituted as per F-note above.

E3 Previous affecting provision: definition of “single electricity market” substituted (18.06.2007) by Electricity Regulation (Amendment) (Single Electricity Market) Act 2007 (5/2007), s. 3(a), S.I. No. 287 of 2007; substituted as per F-note above.

F25

Position of interconnectors as respects transmission system.

2A.—(1) An interconnector owned by the Board shall be part of the transmission system.

(2) Subject to subsection (3) an interconnector owned by a person other than the Board shall not be part of the transmission system.

F26

Notwithstanding subsection (2)—

(a) an interconnector owned by a person other than the Board—

(i) shall, where subsection (4) applies, and

(ii) may, where the Commission determines that it is in the public interest, be considered to be part of the transmission system for the purposes of calculating charges and imposing charges for use of the transmission system, and

(b) an interconnector owned by the transmission system operator shall be regarded as part of the transmission system for the purposes of the functions of the transmission system operator.

(4) For the purpose of subsection (3)(a), an interconnector constructed pursuant to section 16A shall be deemed to be in the public interest.]

Annotations

Amendments:


Laying of orders, etc.

3.—Every order, other than orders under section 1(2) or section 27(6), or regulations made by the Minister, in the case of orders or regulations made by the Minister, or by the Commission, in the case of orders or regulations made by the Commission, shall be laid before each House of the Oireachtas as soon as may be after it is made and, if a resolution annulling the order or regulation is passed by either such House within the next subsequent 21 days on which that House has sat after the order or
Service of notices.

F27[4. (1) Any notice required to be served or given by or under this Act shall be addressed to the person concerned and served or given in one of the following ways:

(a) by addressing it to the person by name and delivering it to him or her;

(b) by leaving it at the address at which the person ordinarily resides or carries on any profession, business or occupation;

(c) by sending it by post in a prepaid registered letter addressed to the person at the address at which he or she ordinarily resides or carries on any profession, business or occupation;

(d) if an address for the service of notices has been furnished by the person, by leaving it at, or sending it by prepaid registered post addressed to him or her to, that address;

(e) by sending it by means of electronic mail or a facsimile machine, to a device or facility for the reception of electronic mail or facsimiles located at the address at which the addressee concerned carries on any profession, business or occupation or, if an address for the service of a notice has been furnished by the energy undertaking concerned, that address, but only if—

(i) the recipient’s facility for the reception of electronic mail generates a message confirming a receipt of the electronic mail, or

(ii) the sender’s facsimile machine generates a message confirming successful delivery of the total number of pages of the notice,

and it is also given in one of the other ways mentioned in any of the preceding paragraphs;

(f) where the address at which the person ordinarily resides cannot be ascertained by reasonable inquiry and notice is required to be served on, or given to, him or her in respect of any premises, by delivering it to a person over the age of 16 years resident in or employed on the premises, or by affixing it in a conspicuous position on or near the premises.

(2) Where the name of the person concerned cannot be ascertained by reasonable inquiry, a notice under this Act may be addressed to “the occupier”, “the owner” or “the person in charge”, as the case may be.

(3) For the purposes of this section, a company within the meaning of the Companies Acts or the Companies Act 2014, shall be deemed to be ordinarily resident at its registered office, and every other body corporate and every unincorporated body shall be deemed to be ordinarily resident at its principal office or place of business.

(4) For the purpose of this section, an EEA company within the meaning of Part 21 of the Companies Act 2014 that establishes a branch in the State shall be deemed to be ordinarily resident at the address of the branch notified under section 1302 of that Act.

(5) A person shall not at any time during the period of 3 months after a notice is affixed under subsection (1)(f) remove, damage or deface the notice without lawful authority and a person who contravenes this subsection commits an offence.

(6) A person who commits an offence under subsection (5) is liable on summary conviction to a class A fine.]
5.—(1) Where an offence under this Act has been committed by a body corporate and is proved to have been committed with the consent or connivance of or to be attributable to any neglect on the part of a person being a director, manager, secretary or other officer of the body corporate, or a person who was purporting to act in any such capacity, that person, as well as the body corporate, shall be guilty of an offence and be liable to be proceeded against and punished as if he or she were guilty of the first-mentioned offence.

(2) Where the affairs of a body corporate are managed by its members, subsection (1) shall apply in relation to the acts and defaults of a member in connection with his or her functions of management as if he or she were a director or manager of the body corporate.

6.—(1) Summary proceedings for offences under this Act may be brought and prosecuted by the Commission.

(2) Notwithstanding section 10(4) of the Petty Sessions (Ireland) Act, 1851, summary proceedings for an offence under this Act may be instituted within [2 years] from the date of the offence.

(3) Proceedings for an offence under Part IIA of this Act committed in any part of—

(a) the licensed area (within the meaning of section 13A) to which subparagraph (i) or (ii), or both, of paragraph (a) of the definition of “licensed area” relates, or

(b) a designated area,

may be taken, and the offence may for all incidental purposes be treated, as having been committed in any place in the State.

(4) Where a person is convicted of an offence in proceedings brought by the Commission the court shall, unless it is satisfied that there are special and substantial reasons for not so doing, order the person to pay to the Commission the costs and expenses, measured by the court, incurred by the Commission in relation to the investigation, detection and prosecution of the offence.

(5) Where a court imposes a fine or affirms or varies a fine imposed by another court for an offence in proceedings brought by the Commission, it shall, on the application of the Commission (made before the time of such imposition, affirmation or variation), provide by order for the payment of the amount of the fine to the Commission.
7.— (1) Electricity production from combined heat and power shall be calculated in accordance with paragraphs 1 and 2 of Schedule 3.

(2) The Minister may by order appoint a person to calculate and certify the actual power to heat ratios of such classes of combined heat and power units as are specified in the order, and such person shall have such powers and duties as are specified in the order.

(3) A person appointed under subsection (2) shall calculate the actual power to heat ratios of combined heat and power units in accordance with this Act and the Directive.

(4) The Minister may by order specify power-to-heat ratio default values for any technology or technologies which satisfy the definition of combined heat and power, provided that—

(a) in respect of the technologies referred to in paragraphs (a) to (e) of Part II of Annex I to the Directive, such default values shall be consistent with those specified in paragraph (b) of that Annex, and

(b) in respect of technologies other than those referred to in paragraph (a) of this subsection, such default values shall be notified to the European Commission.

(5) The relative amount of primary energy savings provided by combined heat and power production shall be calculated in accordance with paragraphs 3 and 4 of Schedule 3.

(6) [F33...]

(7) [F33...]

(8) The Minister may by order amend or revoke an order made under this section including an order made under this subsection.

(9) The provisions of this section and Schedule 3 apply to installations or generating stations whether first licensed before or after the coming into operation of section 6 of the Energy (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2006.


Annotations

Amendments:


PART II

Establishment of Commission for Electricity Regulation

8.—(1) The Minister shall by order appoint a day to be the establishment day for the purposes of this Act.

(2) There shall stand established on the establishment day a body to be known in the Irish language as An Coimisiún um Rialáil Leictrechais or in the English language as the Commission for Electricity Regulation and in this Act referred to as the “Commission” to perform the functions conferred on it by this Act.

(3) F35[Schedule 1] shall apply to the Commission.

(4) The Commission shall be a body corporate with perpetual succession and a common seal and power to sue and be sued in its corporate name and to acquire, hold and dispose of land or an interest in land, and to acquire, hold and dispose of any other property.

(5) The seal of the Commission shall be authenticated by the signature of the chairperson of the Commission, or by the signatures of any other member of the Commission and a member of the staff of the Commission authorised by the Commission to act in that behalf.

(6) Judicial notice shall be taken of the seal of the Commission and every document purporting to be an instrument made by and to be sealed with the seal of the Commission (purporting to be authenticated in accordance with this section) shall be received in evidence and be deemed to be such instrument without proof unless the contrary is shown.
4. The Commission for Energy Regulation (established by section 8 of the Act of 1999) shall, on and from such day as the Minister appoints by order, be known as the Commission for Regulation of Utilities or in the Irish language as An Coimisiún um Rialáil Fón tais and references in this Act or any other Act of the Oireachtas, any instrument made under this Act or any other Act of the Oireachtas, any legal proceedings and any document to the Commission for Energy Regulation shall from that day be read as references to the Commission for Regulation of Utilities.

5.—The Commission for Electricity Regulation (established by section 8 of the Act of 1999) shall, on the appointed day, be known as the Commission for Energy Regulation or in the Irish language as An Coimisiún um Rialáil Fuinnimh and references in that Act, any other Act of the Oireachtas, any instrument made under any Act of the Oireachtas, any legal proceedings and any document to the Commission for Electricity Regulation shall from that day be construed as references to the Commission for Energy Regulation.

8A.— (1) There shall be a committee of the Commission to be known as the Single Electricity Market Committee or as the SEM Committee.

(2) The SEM Committee shall comprise such members as stand appointed to it from time to time.

(3) Schedule 1A applies to the SEM Committee.

(4) Any decision as to the exercise of a relevant function of the Commission in relation to a SEM matter shall be taken on behalf of the Commission by the SEM Committee.

(5) For the purposes of this Act a matter is a SEM matter if the SEM Committee determines that the exercise of a relevant function of the Commission in relation to that matter materially affects, or is likely materially to affect, the Single Electricity Market.

(6) For the purposes of this section “relevant function” means—

(a) a function under this Act relating to electricity,

(b) a function under the Internal Market Regulations.

Amendments:

F37[Commission and working arrangements as respects Single Electricity Market.]

8B.— (1) The Commission shall publish a statement—

(a) setting out the procedures and working arrangements adopted by the Commission for ensuring compliance with section 8A(4), and

(b) describing how the Commission will work together with the Authority in the exercise of their respective statutory functions in relation to the Single Electricity Market.

(2) A statement under this section may be amended from time to time and the Commission shall as soon as practicable thereafter publish the statement as so amended.

Annotations

Amendments:


Functions of Commission.

9.—(1) The Commission shall have the following functions, namely—

(a) to publish, pursuant to a policy direction or directions of the Minister, which shall be made publicly available when given to the Commission, proposals for a system of contracts and other arrangements, including appropriate rights and obligations, for trading in electricity,

(b) to engage in a public consultation process on the procedures to be adopted by the Commission to implement the proposals drawn up under paragraph (a),

(c) to advise the Minister on the impact of electricity generation in relation to sustainability, and international agreements on the environment to which the State is or becomes a party,

(d) following the public consultation process referred to in paragraph (b) and taking account of matters raised in the public consultation process, to make regulations, subject to the consent of the Minister, establishing a system of trading in electricity, including the supervision and review of such a system by the Commission, F38[...]

F39[(d)] to monitor the level and effectiveness of market opening and the development of competition in the supply of electricity and gas to final customers, which shall include but is not limited to monitoring—

(i) final tariffs charged to domestic customers including those on prepayment systems,

(ii) rates of customer switching between licensed electricity and gas suppliers,

(iii) disconnection and de-energisation rates,

(iv) charges for, and the execution of, maintenance services,

(v) complaints by domestic customers,

(vi) any distortion or restriction of competition in the supply of electricity and gas to final customers,

(vii) whether the development and operation of competition in the supply of electricity and gas is benefitting final customers, and
(viii) the level of market opening and of competition on natural gas exchanges,

(db) to take any actions which the Commission, on foot of the monitoring in paragraph (da), has determined to be necessary in order to—

(i) prevent a distortion or restriction of competition in the supply of electricity and gas to final customers, or

(ii) ensure that final customers are benefiting from competition in the supply of electricity and gas,

F40[(dc) where the Commission determines it to be necessary under paragraph (db), to—

(i) examine the charges and the costs underlying such charges for electricity which have been supplied by the Board,

(ii) examine any proposal by the Board to alter charges for the supply of electricity,

(iii) examine the charges and the costs underlying such charges for natural gas which have been supplied in accordance with the licence granted to Bord Gáis Energy or its assignees,

(iv) examine any proposal by Bord Gáis Energy or its assignees to alter charges for the supply of natural gas,

(v) issue directions or approvals to the Board or Bord Gáis Energy or its assignees, in relation to either or both the nature or the amount of any charge or proposed charge for the supply of electricity or natural gas as relevant, to such class or classes of final customers as the Commission may specify, and

(vi) publish a notice on the Commission’s website of any directions or approvals issued under subparagraph (v) stating the nature of the direction and the reasons for it.]]

F41[(dd) to advise the Minister or other relevant persons on and publish at least annually—

(i) any relevant information arising from the monitoring in paragraph (da),

(ii) any determination made by the Commission under paragraph (db), and

(iii) any action which the Commission has taken or intends to take under paragraphs (db) and (dc) and on the outcomes or intended outcomes of such actions,

(de) to ensure such arrangements are in place, as the Commission deems appropriate, which have the effect of securing the extent to which each generating station, group of generating stations or all generating stations, owned by the Board, supplies electricity to or is supplied with electricity by, either or both, the public electricity supplier, suppliers and generators licensed under section 14(1),

(df) to examine charges, and the costs underlying such charges, or any proposal to alter such charges, as the Commission deems appropriate, for electricity supplied from each generating station, group of generating stations or all generating stations, owned by the Board, to the public electricity supplier, suppliers and generators licensed under section 14(1),

(dg) following an examination under paragraph (df) and where the Commission considers it necessary, to issue directions or approvals to the Board in relation to either or both the nature and the amount of any charge or proposed charge referred to in paragraph (df),]
(dh) F42[…]

(di) F42[…]]

F43[(dj) to publish recommendations, at least annually, in relation to compliance of supply prices with Article 3 of the Natural Gas Market Directive and Article 3 of the Electricity Market Directive,

(dk) to monitor the implementation of rules relating to the roles and responsibilities of transmission system operators, distribution system operators, suppliers and customers and other market parties pursuant to the Electricity Market Regulation and the Natural Gas Market Regulation,

(dl) to respect contractual freedom with regard to interruptible supply contracts as well as with regard to long-term contracts provided that they are compatible with European Union law and consistent with European Union policies,

(dm) to monitor the occurrence of restrictive contractual practices, including exclusivity clauses which may prevent large non-household customers from contracting simultaneously with more than one supplier or restrict their choice to do so and, where appropriate, to inform the Competition Authority of such practices,

(dn) where applicable, to monitor technical cooperation between electricity transmission system operators and third-country electricity transmission system operators, and

(do) to review and approve, as appropriate, the criteria determined by the electricity transmission system operator to underpin the dispatch of generation installations and the use of interconnectors and such criteria shall—

(i) be objective, published, applied in a non-discriminatory matter, and be without prejudice to the supply of electricity on the basis of existing contractual obligations ensuring the proper functioning of the internal market in electricity, and

(ii) take into account the economic precedence of electricity from available generation installations or interconnector transfers and the technical constraints on the system.]]

F45[(ea) to advise the Minister on the development of the electricity and gas industries and on the exercise of the functions of the Minister under this Act,]]

F47[(ea] to regulate the activities of natural gas undertakings, holders of LPG safety licences for the purposes of making LPG available via a piped LPG distribution network and natural gas installers, with respect to safety,

(eb) to promote the safety of—

(i) natural gas customers and the public generally as respects the supply, storage, transmission, distribution and use of natural gas (excluding such activities carried out at upstream pipelines or facilities except where such pipeline or facility is engaged in the storage of natural gas), and

(ii) LPG customers and the public generally as respects the supply and use of LPG.]

F48[(ec] to consult with The National Standards Authority of Ireland regarding standards and specifications relating to gas safety,]]

F50[(ed] to regulate the activities of LPG installers with respect to safety,]
F51[(f) to contribute to the development of the internal market and to the
development of compatible regulatory frameworks between regions of the
European Union, by engaging, co-operating and consulting with other
national regulatory authorities, the Agency and with the European Commission
in regard to cross-border issues F52[, and in respect of infrastructure to and
from a third country, to co-operate with the relevant authorities of the third
country, after consulting the regulatory authorities of other Member States,
aiming at, as regards such infrastructure, consistent application of the
Natural Gas Market Directive in the territory of the European Union].

(fo) to share information, as necessary for the fulfilment of its functions, with
other national regulatory authorities and the Agency,

F53[(fao) to ensure that any information obtained from another regulatory
authority in regard to a cross-border issue under the Natural Gas Market
Directive, the Natural Gas Market Regulation, the Electricity Market Directive
or the Electricity Market Regulation is treated confidentially to the same
extent that is required of the other regulatory authority,]

(fb) to co-operate with other regulatory authorities, at least at a regional level,
to—

(i) foster the creation of operational arrangements in order to enable optimal
management of the electricity and gas networks,

(ii) promote joint electricity and gas exchanges and the allocation of cross-
border capacity,

(iii) co-ordinate the development of network codes for electricity and gas
transmission system operators and electricity and gas undertakings,

(iv) develop rules on access to cross border infrastructure including allocation
of capacity and congestion management,

(v) foster operational arrangements to enable an adequate level of intercon-
nection capacity within the region and between regions to allow the
development of effective competition and improvement of security of
supply,

(vi) foster non-discriminatory operational arrangements in regard to supply
undertakings, and

(vii) contribute to safeguarding secure electricity and gas supplies on the
internal market by co-operating with, and keeping other national regula-
tory authorities informed of any co-operation measure which the
Commission takes pursuant to this section. Such cooperation shall cover
situations resulting or likely to result in the short-term in a severe
disruption of supply and shall include—

(I) co-ordination of national emergency measures referred to in Article 8
and of the Council5,

(II) identification and, where necessary, development or upgrading of
electricity and natural gas interconnections, and

(III) conditions and practical procedures for mutual assistance,

F52[(fbb) to consult and co-operate with the relevant authorities of third countries
in relation to the operation of gas infrastructure to and from third countries
with a view to ensuring, as regards the infrastructure concerned, that the
Natural Gas Market Directive is applied consistently in the territory and
territorial seas of the State.]

5 OJ No. L 127, 29.04.2004, p.92
(fc) to engage with transmission system operators in order to—
   (i) promote and facilitate co-operation between transmission system operators
       at a regional level on cross-border issues,
   (ii) foster the consistency of legal, regulatory and technical frameworks,
   (iii) facilitate the integration of isolated systems forming electricity and gas
       islands in the European Union, and
   (iv) create competitive internal electricity and gas markets,

(fd) to ensure that electricity and gas transmission system operators have one or
more integrated systems at regional level covering 2 or more Member States
for capacity allocation and for checking the security of the network,

F54((fe) to request the opinion of the Agency on the compliance of a decision,
taken by another regulatory authority on a cross border trade issue, with
guidelines referred to in the Natural Gas Market Regulation, the Natural Gas
Market Directive, the Electricity Market Regulation or the Electricity Market
Directive,

(ff) where it considers that a decision relevant for cross-border trade taken by
another regulatory authority does not comply with the guidelines referred
in paragraph (fe), to, if it considers it necessary, inform the European
Commission within 2 months of the taking of the decision by that other
regulatory authority,

(fg) where, following a request to the Agency by another regulatory authority in
regard to a decision made by the Commission on a cross-border trade issue,
the European Commission has requested the Commission to withdraw its
decision, to comply with any such decision within a period of 2 months and
to inform the European Commission accordingly,

F55((g) to grant, monitor the performance of, modify, revoke and enforce licences
and authorisations pursuant to this Act,

(h) to publish information and advice and settle disputes in accordance with the
provisions of this Act,

(i) to carry out the role assigned to it by section 39,F56[...]

F57((j) to comply with and implement relevant legally binding decisions of the
Agency and of the European Commission,]

F58((k) to collect and recover the carbon revenue levy (within the meaning of
section 40D) under F59[Part VIB,]

F60((ka) to act as the competent authority for the purposes of European
Communities (Geological Storage of Carbon Dioxide) Regulations 2011 and
2014,]

F61((l) ensure compliance by electricity and gas undertakings, including transmis-
sion system operators, distribution system operators and system owners,
with their obligations under the Natural Gas Market Directive, the Electricity
Market Directive including as regards cross-border issues in accordance with
their statutory functions,

F62((m) to carry out investigations into the functioning of the electricity and gas
markets,

(n) to decide upon and impose effective and proportionate measures to promote
effective competition,
(o) to have regard to the benefits of developing demand-side participation in electricity markets, including through energy efficiency, demand-response, distributed generation, energy storage and the use of digital technologies,

(p) to have regard to the facilitation of consumers to provide, consume and trade electricity that they have generated,

(q) to have regard to the need to provide for flexibility in the trading of electricity to facilitate trading close to real time in order to better integrate renewable electricity and provide accurate price signals to the market,

(r) to have regard to the use of energy storage technologies in participating in the balancing of electricity demand and supply, and

(s) to have regard to the need to ensure that grid connection policy takes account of renewable energy policy, including any such policy in relation to community energy projects.

F63[(1A) For the purposes of this Act, the functions of the Commission under the Electricity Market Directive and under the Natural Gas Market Directive and any regulations made under either, shall be deemed to be functions of the Commission under this Act.]

F64[(1B) The Commission shall be responsible for ensuring non-discrimination, effective competition and the efficient functioning of the electricity and gas markets, by monitoring in particular—

(a) the rules on the management and allocation of interconnection capacity in conjunction with the regulatory authority or authorities of those Member States with which the interconnection exists,

(b) mechanisms to deal with management of congestion capacity within the electricity and gas systems,

(c) the time taken by transmission and distribution system operators to make connections and repairs,

(d) the publication of appropriate information by transmission and distribution system operators concerning interconnectors, grid usage and capacity allocation to interested parties, taking into account the need to treat non-aggregated information as commercially confidential,

(e) effective unbundling of accounts to ensure that there are no cross-subsidies between generation, transmission, distribution, storage, LNG and supply activities,

(f) conditions of access to storage facilities, linepack and to other ancillary services in relation to gas,

(g) the application by storage operators of the criteria relating to storage facilities that fall under Article 33 of the Natural Gas Market Directive,

(h) the extent to which transmission and distribution system owners and operators fulfil their functions in accordance with statutory requirements,

(i) the level of competition and transparency in respect of wholesale prices,

(j) ensuring compliance of transmission and distribution system owners and operators with transparency obligations,

(k) ensuring compliance by transmission system operators with recommendations of the Commission in regard to amendment or modification of investment plans of transmission system operators,
(l) compliance with, and review of, past performance of network security and reliability rules, and

(m) the terms, conditions and tariffs for connecting new producers of electricity to guarantee that these are objective, transparent and non-discriminatory, in particular taking full account of the costs and benefits of the various renewable energy sources technologies, distributed generation and combined heat and power.

F65[(1B) F66[...]]

F67[(1C) The Commission shall in its annual report, under paragraph 25(c) of the Schedule include details on the carrying out and fulfilment of its duties under Article 37 of the Electricity Market Directive, and Article 41 of the Natural Gas Market Directive and subsection (3) of section 9BA.]

F68[(1D)(a) Any dispute between a gas transmission, gas distribution, LNG or gas storage system operator and a person regarding—

(i)(I) the matters specified in section 9(1B), in relation to gas,

(II) the terms and conditions for the provision of balancing services or the methodologies used to calculate such terms and conditions,

(III) the terms and conditions, including tariffs or the methodologies used to calculate or establish such terms and conditions for connection and access to the national networks,

(b) The Commission shall issue a binding determination referred to in paragraph (a) within 2 months from the date of receipt of the complaint. This 2 month period may be extended by a further 2 months (and such further extension as may be consented to by the applicant) where the Commission seeks additional information in the matter.

(c) This subsection does not apply to a dispute between a final customer and a system operator where the dispute concerns a refusal to offer to enter into a third party access agreement within the meaning of section 10A or 10B of the Gas Act 1976.]

F70[(1E) The Commission when carrying out its monitoring at paragraph (k) of subsection (1B) may make recommendations in its reporting obligations under section 9(1C) to amend or modify those investment plans to ensure consistency with the network development plan referred to in Article 8(3)(b) of the Electricity Market Regulation and Article 8(3)(b) of the Natural Gas Market Regulation.]

F71[(1F) It shall be a function of the Commission to ensure that there is a high standard of protection for all final customers, including in their dealings with energy undertakings.]

F72[(1FA) For the purposes of subsection (1F) “final customer”—

(a) in the case of an electricity undertaking, has the meaning given to it by section 2, and

(b) in the case of a natural gas undertaking, has the meaning given to it by section 2 of the Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002.]
In carrying out its functions under paragraphs (ea), (eb) and (ed) of subsection (1) the Commission shall, having consulted with the Minister, establish and implement a LPG and natural gas safety regulatory framework, and report annually to the Minister on the functioning of such framework.

The framework established under paragraph (a) shall include—

(i) a system for the inspection and testing of all natural gas transmission and distribution pipelines, storage and LNG facilities to an extent and at a frequency specified in the framework,

(ii) a system for the regulation, certification, ongoing inspection of the work and assessment of the competence of individual trained natural gas installers and LPG installers,

(iii) procedures for the investigation of complaints regarding the competence of any particular natural gas installer or LPG installer,

(iv) procedures for the investigation of a LPG incident as prescribed by regulations under section 9H and any incidents involving natural gas which in the opinion of the Commission warrant such investigation,

(v) procedures relating to the making of a report to the Minister in respect of an investigation under subparagraph (iv),

(vi) any other matter considered necessary by the Commission.

The Commission may review or amend the framework referred to in paragraph (a) as often as it considers necessary.

(a) In carrying out its functions under paragraphs (ea), (eb) and (ed) of subsection (1) the Commission may require natural gas undertakings and LPG undertakings to regularly advise and provide information to their final customers and the public as respects—

(i) best practice in relation to the safe use of natural gas and LPG and on the operation and maintenance of natural gas fittings and LPG fittings, and

(ii) the detection and reporting of natural gas and LPG leaks and other faults in natural gas fittings and LPG fittings, in such manner as the Commission may, from time to time, direct.

(b) Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph (a), the Commission may direct a natural gas undertaking or a LPG undertaking, as the case may be, to engage in, either on its own or in concert with any other natural gas undertaking or LPG undertaking (whether or not such other undertaking operates within the State), campaigns promoting natural gas safety or LPG safety, as the case may be, which campaigns shall take such form as the Commission may specify in its direction and each natural gas undertaking or LPG undertaking concerned shall comply with any such direction.

Notwithstanding the generality of subsection (1) (a), a policy direction of the Minister shall include a direction that procedures of the Commission enable the implementation of orders made by the Minister under sections 39 and 40.

It shall be the duty of the Minister and the Commission to carry out their functions and exercise the powers conferred on them under this Act in a manner which—

(a) in relation to electricity, does not discriminate unfairly between holders of licences, authorisations and the Board or between applicants for authorisations or licences,
(b) in relation to gas, does not discriminate unfairly between holders of licences, consents and Bord Gáis Éireann or between applicants for consents or licences, and

c) the Minister or the Commission, as the case may be, considers protects the interests of final customers of electricity or gas or both, as the case may be.

F80[(4)(a) In carrying out the duty imposed by subsection (3), statutory functions in Article 37 of the Electricity Market Directive and Article 41 of the Natural Gas Market Directive, the Minister and the Commission shall have regard to the need—

(i) to promote competition in the generation and supply of electricity and in the supply of natural gas in accordance with this Act,

(ii) to secure that all reasonable demands by final customers of electricity for electricity are satisfied,

(iii) to secure that licence holders are capable of financing the undertaking of the activities which they are licensed to undertake,

(iv) to promote safety and efficiency on the part of electricity and natural gas undertakings,

(v) to promote the continuity, security and quality of supplies of electricity,

(vi) to promote the use of renewable, sustainable or alternative forms of energy,

(vii) to secure that there is sufficient capacity in the natural gas system to enable reasonable expectations of demand to be met, and

(viii) to secure the continuity, security and quality of supplies of natural gas.

(b) In carrying out its duties under paragraph (a) of this subsection, the Commission shall also have regard to the following objectives:

(i) to integrate large and small scale production of electricity and gas from renewable resources and distributed production in both transmission and distribution networks in the most cost effective way;

(ii) to develop competitive and properly efficient and reliable functioning regional electricity and gas markets;

(iii) to eliminate restrictions on trade in electricity and gas between Member States, including developing appropriate cross-border transmission capacities to meet demand and enhancing the integration of national markets which may facilitate electricity and gas flows across the European Union;

(iv) to promote system adequacy;

(v) to facilitate access to the network for electricity generation and for gas production, in particular removing barriers that could prevent access for new market entrants and of electricity and gas from renewable energy sources;

(vi) in fixing and approving tariffs or methodologies and the balancing services, to ensure that system operators and system users are granted appropriate incentives, in both the short and long term to—

(I) increase the efficiencies in system performance,

(II) to foster market integration,
to foster security of supply, and

(IV) to support research activities.

(5) Without prejudice to subsections (3) and (4), it shall be the duty of the Commission:

(a) to take account of the protection of the environment;

(b) to encourage the efficient use and production of electricity;

(c) to take account of the needs of rural customers, the disadvantaged and the elderly;

(d) to encourage research and development into—

(i) methods of generating electricity using renewable, sustainable and alternative forms of energy and combined heat and power, and

(ii) methods of increasing efficiency in the use and production of electricity;

(e) to require that the system operator gives priority to generating stations using renewable, sustainable or alternative energy sources when selecting generating stations, and

(f) to take account of the rights of customers, particularly household customers and small enterprises, to be supplied with electricity of a quality specified by the Commission pursuant to Regulation 26 of the European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 at reasonable, easily and clearly comparable and transparent prices.

Where the Single Electricity Market is in operation, subsections (3), (4) and (5) shall not apply in relation to a matter which is a SEM matter.

In carrying out its functions pursuant to this Act, the Commission shall:

(a) act in as consistent a manner as practicable, and

(b) any decisions taken by it shall be fully reasoned and justified and shall be publicly available while preserving the confidentiality of commercially sensitive information.
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Modifications (not altering text):

Transfer of functions to Commission

39. (1) All functions that, immediately before the establishment day, were vested in the dissolved bodies are transferred to the Commission.

(2) References in any Act of the Oireachtas passed before the establishment day or in any instrument made before that day under an Act of the Oireachtas to—

(a) the National Consumer Agency, or
(b) the Competition Authority, shall, on and after that day, be construed as references to the Commission.


Billing-regulated energy sector

19. (1) It shall be a function of the CER under the Act of 1999, to ensure the provision of smart metering systems in the electricity and natural gas retail market and the CER may take all reasonable steps to discharge its functions in accordance with the Directive, the Electricity Market Directive and the Natural Gas Market Directive.

...
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9A.(1) The Commission shall be responsible for the following:

(a) determining or approving prior to their entry into force, at least the methodologies used to calculate the terms and conditions for the provision of balancing services in relation to electricity and gas systems;

(b) providing in the most economic manner balancing services, with the appropriate incentives for network users to balance the input and off-take of gas in the system;

(c) providing balancing services in a fair and non-discriminatory manner and based on objective criteria.

(2) The Commission shall publish the methodologies or the terms and conditions referred to in 9A(1) on a publically available website.

Annotations

Amendments:

Substituted (1.12.2011) by European Communities (Internal Market in Natural Gas and Electricity) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 630 of 2011), reg. 40(3).

Editorial Notes:

Previous affecting provision: section inserted (20.07.2004) by European Communities (Internal Market in Natural Gas) (No. 2) Regulations 2004 (S.I. No. 452 of 2004), reg. 12(2); substituted as per F-note above.

9B.—(1) It shall be, and be deemed always to have been, a function of the Commission to participate in the development of an all-island energy market, including the preparation of proposals and the provision of advice to the Minister in regard to any part or aspect of the establishment, management and operation of such a market.

(2) The Commission may take all actions it considers necessary, in carrying out its function under subsection (1).

(3) The powers conferred on the Commission by subsection (1) include the power to direct—

(a) a person holding a licence under section 14(1)(e) or ESB National Grid to negotiate with any person holding an analogous licence as respects any part of Northern Ireland and to enter into an agreement with any such person to establish an entity to be known as a single market operator,

(b) the holder of a licence under section 14(1)(e) or ESB National Grid to take such steps as are necessary to ensure the proper functioning and operation of the system of trading in electricity for which it is responsible on foot of a direction from the Commission under this Act or the European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 and 2005, and

(c) the holder of a licence granted under section 14 or a person who stands licensed to generate electricity by virtue of subsection (1A) or (1B) of section 14 to comply with any directions, codes or rules made by the Commission under this Act or the European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 and 2005.

(4) The power of the Commission under subsection (3) includes the power to direct that necessary expenditure be undertaken by the holder of a licence under section 14(1)(e) or ESB National Grid.
(5) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (2) the Commission in exercising its powers under this section may—

(a) liaise,

(b) co-operate, or

(c) enter into arrangements including arrangements involving—

(i) the sharing of information, or

(ii) the sharing of expenditure,

with a relevant person in any other Member State of the European Union and in particular the Northern Ireland Authority for Energy Regulation.

(6) In this section—

“all-island energy market” means a market in energy for the island of Ireland resulting from the integration of the equivalent markets in Ireland with those of Northern Ireland;

“island of Ireland” includes its islands and seas;

“ESB National Grid” means the National Grid Business Unit of the Board performing the functions of the transmission system operator under this Act and the European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 and 2005, pending the granting of a licence under section 14(1)(e);

“market in energy” includes a market in respect of—

(a) the generation, supply, transmission, distribution and trading, including the export or import, of electricity, including electricity generated from renewable sources,

(b) the storage, supply, transmission, distribution and trading, including the export and import, of natural gas,

(c) energy efficiency services,

(d) energy research and development, and

(e) other sustainable energy activities;

“relevant person” means—

(a) any person exercising a function in relation to an energy market which corresponds to any of the functions of the Commission or the Minister under—

(i) the Electricity and Gas Regulation Acts 1999 to 2002,

(ii) European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 and 2005,

and

(b) any person engaged in—

(i) generation, supply, including the export or import, transmission or distribution of electricity, or

(ii) storage, supply including the export or import, transmission or distribution of natural gas;

“single market operator” means an entity established pursuant to an agreement made under subsection (3) for the purpose of establishing and operating a system of
contracts and arrangements (including such rights and obligations as appear to the Commission to be necessary) for trading in electricity on the island of Ireland.

Annotations

Amendments:


F89 Functions of Commission relating to Single Electricity Market.

9BA.— (1) In addition to the functions conferred on it by section 9, the Commission shall have as a function, following consultation with the Authority, the taking of all necessary steps (including the making of regulations under subsection (2) to have effect in the State in connection therewith) to establish and facilitate the operation of the Single Electricity Market, including a Trading and Settlement Code in relation to that market.

(2) (a) The Commission may make regulations for the purposes of subsections (1) and (3).

(b) Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph (a) regulations under subsection (1) may—

(i) subject to paragraph (iii), require every person holding a licence under section 14(1)(a) to (d) and (h) to make available for trading under the Single Electricity Market such electricity as is generated by that person or available to that person for supply,

(ii) prescribe an amount of electricity to be a threshold quantity (expressed in megawatts) for the purposes of paragraph (iii) and may prescribe different amounts in relation to different classes of licence holder,

(iii) provide that a person holding a licence under section 14 who does not generate an amount of electricity greater than the relevant threshold quantity may, but is not required to, make available for trading under the Single Electricity Market such electricity as is generated by that person.

(3) In performing the function referred to in subsection (1) the Commission shall monitor, supervise and keep under review the operation and effectiveness of the Single Electricity Market including the functions of the Single Electricity Market operator, and may make regulations under subsection (2) in relation to the Single Electricity Market.

Annotations

Amendments:


C9 Term “Single Electricity Market” construed (30.07.2016) by Energy Act 2016 (12/2016), s. 7(2), commenced on enactment.

Single Electricity Market: provision in respect of revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland

7. ...

(2) During the interim period section 9BA of the Act of 1999 shall have effect as if references to the Single Electricity Market included references to the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland.
9BB.— (1) (a) This subsection applies to information received by the Minister or the Commission, which information has been given to that person under or by virtue of—

(i) any provision of the law of Northern Ireland corresponding to a provision under this Act (including a condition in a licence, exemption or authorisation granted under it) or the Internal Market Regulations, or

(ii) a licence, exemption or authorisation granted in Northern Ireland by the Department analogous to a licence, exemption or authorisation which may be granted by the Commission under this Act.

(b) Subject to paragraph (c), information to which this subsection applies shall not be disclosed or published by the recipient of the information unless—

(i) that person is required or permitted to disclose that information—

(I) under or by virtue of any enactment, or

(II) by order of a Court exercising its jurisdiction,

or

(ii) such disclosure or publication is made for the purpose of facilitating the performance of any of the functions of that person under this Act.

(c) The Minister and the Commission, to the extent that each of them believes it necessary or expedient for the effective operation of the Single Electricity Market, may share information with such persons exercising a function in Northern Ireland in relation to electricity which corresponds to any of the functions of the Commission or the Minister under—

(i) the Electricity and Gas Regulation Acts 1999 to 2002, or

(ii) the Internal Market Regulations,

including information which is commercially sensitive, and information which has been furnished to that person by the holder of a licence or exemption under section 14 or the holder of an authorisation under section 16.

(2) (a) This subsection applies to information received by the holder of a licence, an exemption or an authorisation, which information has been given to that person under or by virtue of—

(i) this Act (including a condition of a licence, exemption or authorisation granted under it),
(ii) the Internal Market Regulations,

(iii) any corresponding provision of the law of Northern Ireland, or

(iv) a licence, exemption or authorisation granted in Northern Ireland by the Department analogous to a licence, exemption or authorisation which may be issued by the Commission under this Act.

(b) Information to which this subsection applies shall not be disclosed or published by the recipient of the information unless that person is required to disclose or publish that information—

(i) by reason of a condition in a licence, exemption or authorisation,

(ii) under or by virtue of any enactment, or

(iii) by order of a Court exercising its jurisdiction.]

Annotations

Amendments:


9BC. — (1) The principal objective of—

(a) the Minister in carrying out his or her electricity functions in relation to matters which the Minister considers materially affect, or are likely materially to affect, the Single Electricity Market,

(b) the Commission in giving effect to any decision of the SEM Committee, and

(c) the SEM Committee in carrying out its functions under section 8A(4),

is to protect the interests of consumers of electricity in the State and Northern Ireland supplied by authorised persons, wherever appropriate by promoting effective competition between persons engaged in, or in commercial activities connected with, the sale or purchase of electricity through the Single Electricity Market.

(2) The Minister, the Commission and the SEM Committee shall carry out their respective functions referred to in subsection (1) in the manner which each considers is best calculated to further the principal objective, having regard to—

(a) the need to secure that all reasonable demands for electricity in the State and Northern Ireland are met,

(b) the need to secure that authorised persons are able to finance the activities which are the subject of conditions or obligations imposed by or under this Act or the Internal Market Regulations or any corresponding provision of the law of Northern Ireland,

(c) the need to secure that the functions of the Minister, the Commission, the Authority, and the Department in relation to the Single Electricity Market are exercised in a co-ordinated manner,

(d) the need to ensure transparent pricing in the Single Electricity Market, and

(e) the need to avoid unfair discrimination between consumers in the State and consumers in Northern Ireland.
(3) The Minister, the Commission and the SEM Committee may, in carrying out any of the functions mentioned in subsection (1), have regard to the interests of consumers in the State and Northern Ireland in relation to gas.

(4) Subject to subsection (2), the Minister, the Commission and the SEM Committee shall carry out the functions mentioned in subsection (1) in the manner which each of them consider is best calculated—

(a) to promote efficiency and economy on the part of authorised persons,
(b) to secure a diverse, viable and environmentally sustainable long-term energy supply in the State and Northern Ireland,
(c) to promote research into, and the development and use of—
   (i) new techniques by or on behalf of authorised persons, and
   (ii) methods of increasing efficiency in the use and generation of electricity.

(5) Subject to subsection (2), in carrying out any of the functions mentioned in subsection (1) the Minister, the Commission and the SEM Committee shall have regard to—

(a) the effect on the environment in the State and Northern Ireland of the activities of authorised persons, and
(b) the need, where appropriate, to promote the use of energy from renewable energy sources.

(6) In carrying out any of the functions mentioned in subsection (1) the Minister, the Commission and the SEM Committee shall not discriminate unfairly as regards terms and conditions—

(a) between authorised persons, or
(b) between persons who are applying to become authorised persons.

(7) In this section—

“authorised person” means the holder of a licence or exemption under a provision of this Act relating to electricity or under any corresponding provision of the law of Northern Ireland;

“electricity functions” means—

(a) functions under this Act, and
(b) functions under the Internal Market Regulations, relating to electricity;

“environmentally sustainable” includes the need to guard against climate change;

“renewable energy sources” has the same meaning as in Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 96/92/EC.\(^6\)

---

\(^6\) OJ No L 176, 17.07.2003, p.37
9BD.— The Minister, the Commission and the SEM Committee shall have regard to the objective that the performance of any of their respective functions in relation to the Single Electricity Market should, to the extent that the person exercising the function believes is practical in the circumstances, be transparent, accountable, proportionate, consistent and targeted only at cases where action is needed.

9C.— (1) It is a function of the Commission to regulate the activities of electrical contractors with respect to safety.

(2) In carrying out its functions under this section, the Commission may by notice require electricity undertakings to advise and provide information to their final customers and the public in respect of the safe installation and maintenance of electrical works in such manner and frequency as the Commission, may from time to time, direct.

9D.— (1) (a) The Commission may appoint a person or persons to be a designated body for the purposes of this section and such body may be referred to as an Electrical Safety Supervisory Body.

(b) Where the Commission has not appointed a person or persons to be a designated body, or a designated body is, in the opinion of the Commission, no longer able to carry out its functions under this section, the Commission may, with the consent of the Minister, appoint an employee of the Commission to carry out those functions on a temporary basis.

(2) (a) In determining the number of persons appointed under subsection (1) the Commission shall have regard to the costs likely to be incurred—

(i) by the Commission in carrying out its functions under this section, and

(ii) by final customers.
(b) Paragraph 16 of Schedule 1 shall apply to any costs incurred by the Commission in carrying out its functions under this section.

(c) In paragraph (b) the words “any costs incurred by the Commission” includes any moneys provided by the Commission to a designated body, following its appointment under subsection (1), to facilitate that body in establishing and carrying out its functions.

(3) A person shall not be appointed to be a designated body, or if so appointed shall cease to act as a designated body, if that person is or becomes a trade association or performs representative functions on behalf of persons working in the electrical industry.

(4) A person who does not for the time being stand appointed as a designated body shall not describe himself or herself as an Electrical Safety Supervisory Body or in a manner likely to suggest that such person is a designated body for the purposes of this section.

(5) (a) The Commission shall publish criteria (in this section referred to as “the criteria”) relating to—

(i) electrical safety supervision,

(ii) the safety standards to be achieved and maintained by electrical contractors, and

(iii) the procedures to be operated by a person appointed as a designated body.

(b) The criteria to be published in connection with paragraph (a) shall include, but shall not be limited to, the following information:

(i) the procedures to be adopted by a designated body for the registration of its members;

(ii) the procedures to be followed by a person applying for membership of a designated body;

(iii) the services which a designated body may carry out on behalf of its members to facilitate the performance of its functions;

(iv) the standards of training and safety to be achieved and maintained by members of a designated body and the procedures to be followed by a designated body in monitoring such standards;

(v) the procedures to be followed by a designated body for the inspection of any work carried out by one of its members, or by a person who is not a registered electrical contractor;

(vi) the procedures to be followed by a designated body in connection with the suspension or revocation of the membership of one of its members;

(vii) the matters to be covered by a completion certificate in respect of different categories or classes of electrical works and the circumstances in which each such class of certificate shall be used;

(viii) the type of accounts to be kept by the designated body, and the manner in which such accounts should be audited;

(ix) the method by which the accounts kept under subparagraph (viii) should be published; and

(x) the procedures to be followed, and the records to be maintained, by a designated body or its members (where appropriate), in connection with subparagraphs (i) to (ix).
(c) The Commission may review or amend the criteria as often as it considers necessary.

(6) The Commission shall not appoint a person to be a designated body unless it is satisfied that the person is capable of complying with the criteria, and as respects each person who is a member (in this section referred to as a “registered electrical contractor”) of that designated body that the body has, or will have if appointed, the capability and entitlement to—

(a) inspect any work carried out by a registered electrical contractor,

(b) monitor the training and safety standards of a person who is a registered electrical contractor,

(c) review training undertaken by a person engaged either as an employee or as an independent contractor of a registered electrical contractor,

(d) issue directions to a registered electrical contractor regarding the training to be given to or undertaken by a class or classes of persons engaged either as employees or as independent contractors,

(e) suspend the membership of a registered electrical contractor in a designated body where that registered electrical contractor is the subject of an investigation by that body into whether—

(i) work carried out by the registered electrical contractor concerned is unsafe or otherwise of an unsatisfactory standard,

(ii) the training of employees and independent contractors engaged by the registered electrical contractor concerned is materially inadequate, or

(iii) the registered electrical contractor has acted in contravention of the criteria to a material extent,

(f) suspend or revoke the membership of a registered electrical contractor in the designated body where that body is satisfied that any of the matters specified in subparagraphs (i) to (iii) of paragraph (e) apply as respects the contractor concerned.

(7) (a) Where a designated body decides to suspend or revoke the membership of a registered electrical contractor in that body, such designated body shall inform, in writing, both—

(i) the Commission, and

(ii) the registered electrical contractor concerned,

of its decision to suspend or revoke the membership of a registered electrical contractor in the designated body.

(b) A registered electrical contractor, the subject of a decision under paragraph (a), may submit an appeal, in writing, of the decision to the Commission within 28 days of being informed of the decision.

(8) (a) The Commission shall appoint one or more persons (“Appeals Officer”) to—

(i) duly consider, and

(ii) furnish a report to the Commission on,

any appeal submitted by a registered electrical contractor relating to a decision made by the designated body to suspend or revoke his or her membership in the designated body.
(b) The Commission shall have regard to the report of the Appeals Officer under paragraph (a) and shall advise the designated body, the Appeals Officer and the registered electrical contractor concerned of its decision to confirm, vary or set aside the decision of the designated body concerned.

(c) An appeal shall not be considered under this subsection if—

(i) it relates to any matter the subject of proceedings before a court or other tribunal, until those proceedings are determined, or

(ii) it is not submitted to the Commission within 28 days of the registered electrical contractor concerned being informed of the decision.

(9) Notwithstanding the generality of subsections (7) and (8), the Commission may specify the procedures to be followed by:

(a) the Appeals Officer in considering the appeal;

(b) the Appeals Officer in drafting his or her report to the Commission;

(c) the designated body when suspending or revoking the membership of a registered electrical contractor; and

(d) a registered electrical contractor who is the subject of a decision by the designated body to suspend or revoke his or her membership in the designated body,

in the criteria published under subsection (5).

(10) (a) The tariff of fees and charges imposed by a designated body relating to—

(i) membership of an electrical contractor in that body,

(ii) registration of an electrical contractor as a registered electrical contractor,

(iii) inspections of electrical works, and

(iv) any service provided to a member of a designated body by or on behalf of that body,

shall be subject to the approval of the Commission.

(b) All expenses and costs incurred by a designated body in carrying out any of its functions under this section shall be defrayed by the designated body out of funds at its disposal which are obtained in accordance with paragraph (a).

(11) A person may not be a member of more than one designated body.

(12) Where a registered electrical contractor carries out electrical works, the works shall be carried out in accordance with the safety requirements approved by the Commission from time to time.

(13) Where a registered electrical contractor carries out electrical works, which by reason of a determination by the Commission under subsection (27) are specified works, the registered electrical contractor concerned shall issue a completion certificate to the person who requested the works to be carried out.

(14) Where specified works are carried out by an electrical contractor who is not a member of a designated body, the person on whose behalf the specified works are being carried out shall request a designated body to arrange for the carrying out of an inspection of the works and, if the works meet the safety requirements approved by the Commission, for the issue of a completion certificate.
(15) A designated body which receives a request under subsection (14) shall arrange for the carrying out of the inspection as soon as practicable and, if appropriate, the issue of a completion certificate.

(16) Subject to subsection (17), a designated body shall be entitled to payment of fees and charges in respect of the inspection of the works, and those fees and charges shall be no greater than is set out in the tariff of fees and charges published by the designated body concerned.

(17) The tariff of fees and charges referred to in subsection (16) shall not have effect until approved by the Commission, which approval shall not be given unless the Commission is satisfied that the fees and charges are calculated on the basis of the reasonable costs attributable to the carrying out of inspections under this section.

(18) The Commission shall specify a form of completion certificate to be used for the purposes of this section and may specify different forms for different circumstances or different classes of electrical work and may make provision relating to—

(a) procedures to be followed, and

(b) records to be maintained,

by registered electrical contractors and a designated body in connection with the issue of such certificates.

(19) (a) The Commission may conduct an inspection or audit of a designated body to verify compliance by the designated body with the requirements of this section, the terms and conditions of appointment and the criteria of the Commission.

(b) The Commission may appoint a person to assist it in performing inspections or audits referred to in paragraph (a).

(20) The Commission may determine the appointment of a designated body—

(a) in accordance with the terms and conditions of the appointment,

(b) where the Commission is of the opinion that an act or default by the designated body is a cause of serious danger to the public, with immediate effect,

(c) where it is, in the opinion of the Commission, in the interests of consumers that the appointment be determined, and paragraph (b) does not apply, on giving not less than 3 months notice or such shorter period as may be specified in the terms and conditions of appointment in that respect.

(21) The Commission may appoint a person, including a person who is an employee of a designated body, to be an authorised officer for the purposes of carrying out inspections of electrical work—

(a) of registered electrical contractors on any land where the authorised officer believes such work is being or has been carried out by such a contractor, or

(b) which has been the subject of a completion certificate,

but an authorised officer who is an employee of a designated body shall not exercise the powers conferred under this section as respects the work of a person who is a member of a designated body other than the designated body by which the authorised officer concerned is employed.

(22) A person appointed to be an authorised officer under subsection (21) shall on his or her appointment be furnished with a certificate of his or her appointment, and when exercising a power conferred by this section shall, if requested by any person thereby affected, produce such certificate to that person for inspection.
(23) A registered electrical contractor and every employee or independent contractor of a registered electrical contractor shall give all reasonable assistance to—

(a) an authorised officer in the exercise of his or her powers under this section, and

(b) the Commission in exercising its powers under subsection (19) including a person assisting the Commission pursuant to subsection (19).

(24) A person shall not obstruct—

(a) an authorised officer performing any function he or she is authorised to exercise or perform under this section,

(b) the Commission in exercising its powers under this section, or

(c) a person assisting the Commission pursuant to subsection (19).

(25) A person shall not describe himself or herself as a registered electrical contractor or in a manner likely to suggest that such person is a registered electrical contractor unless that person is for the time being a member of a designated body.

(26) A person who contravenes subsection (4), (24) or (25) is guilty of an offence and liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding €5,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 6 months or to both, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €50,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or to both.

(27) The Commission, having consulted with such persons as it considers appropriate, may determine that a class or classes of electrical works be specified works.

(28) In this section—

“completion certificate” means a certificate the form of which has been specified by the Commission under subsection (18);

“designated body” means a person appointed under subsection (1) to be a designated body for the purposes of this section;

“specified works” means such class or classes of works as have been determined to be such by the Commission in accordance with subsection (27).]

Annotations

Amendments:


9E.— (1) The Commission, having consulted with such persons as it considers appropriate, and with the consent of the Minister, may by regulations designate a class or classes of electrical works to be designated electrical works.

(2) Where the Commission proposes to make regulations under subsection (1) the Minister, where he or she has approved the draft of such regulations, shall cause a draft of the regulations to be laid before each House of the Oireachtas and the regu-
lations shall not be made until a resolution approving of the draft has been passed by each such House.

(3) A person shall not carry out electrical works which are designated electrical works unless that person is a registered electrical contractor.

(4) A person who contravenes subsection (3) is guilty of an offence and liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding €5,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 6 months or to both, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €15,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or to both.

Annotations

Amendments:


C10 Terms “ Restricted Electrical Works” and “ Designated Electrical Works” construed (1.10.2013) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Restricted Electrical Works) Regulations 2013 (S.I. No. 264 of 2013), regs. 4(1)-(3), in effect as per reg. 2.

Restricted Electrical Works

4. (1) For the purposes of these Regulations and section 9E(1) of the Act, the phrase ‘Restricted Electrical Works’ has the same meaning as and shall be construed as a reference to ‘Designated Electrical Works’.

4. (2) For the purposes of section 9E(1) of the Act ‘Designated Electrical Works’ means:

(a) the installation, commissioning, inspection or testing of a new Electrical Installation which is fixed, fastened or mounted or otherwise secured so that its position does not change and requires connection or re-connection to the distribution network or the transmission network, as the case may be;

(b) the modification, installation or replacement of a Distribution Board including customer tails on either side of the Main Protective Device or of an Electrical Installation in any of the special locations listed in Part 7 of the National Rules for Electrical Installations, as the case may be;

(c) the installation or replacement of one or more circuits in an Electrical Installation, including the installation of one or more additional protective devices for such circuits on a Distribution Board; or

(d) the inspection, testing or certification of, or reporting on, existing Electrical Installations covered by Part 6 of the National Rules for Electrical Installations;

4. (3) For the purposes of section 9E(1) of the Act, ‘Designated Electrical Works’ does not include:

(a) Electrical works in potentially explosive atmospheres;

(b) Electrical works in a Commercial Premises setting including MV and HV connection and installations;

(c) Electrical works on a construction site;

(d) Electrical works within exhibitions, shows and stands;

(e) Electrical works on agricultural and horticultural installations;

(f) Electrical works on public lighting and associated cabling;

(g) Minor electrical works including the replacement of an electrical accessory such as a light switch, the replacement or relocation of a light fitting where the existing circuit is retained, the provision of an additional socket to an existing radial circuit, or electrical
works which do not require the issuance of a completion certificate under section 9D of the Act.

Editorial Notes:

E37 Power pursuant to section exercised (1.10.2013) Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Restricted Electrical Works) Regulations 2013 (S.I. No. 264 of 2013), in effect as per reg. 2.

9EA. — (1) The Commission may appoint a person to be an electrical investigation officer for the purposes of investigating whether designated electrical works and specified works are carried out safely and adequately and by registered electrical contractors.

(2) In exercising his or her powers under this section an electrical investigation officer may enter on any land or premises at any reasonable time where he or she has reason to believe that designated electrical works or specified works have been or are being carried out and there—

(a) make such inspections or inquiries and carry out such tests including inspection of specified or designated electrical work carried out by any person in the interests of safety, as he or she thinks fit,

(b) take any verbal or written statement, measurement or photograph or make any electrical or electronic recording which he or she considers necessary for the purposes of any such inspection or inquiry,

(c) take samples of electrical cabling or fittings or any other part of an electrical installation which he or she considers necessary to the inspection or inquiry,

(d) require any relevant person in authority to produce to him or her such documents, records or materials as are in that person’s possession or control relating to the matter under inquiry and to give to him or her such information as he or she may reasonably require in regard to such documents, records or materials,

(e) inspect and copy or extract information from documents, records or materials produced to him or her under paragraph (d) or which he or she finds during the course of entry on the land or into the premises concerned,

(f) carry out such designated works or specified works or take such measures as he or she considers appropriate, including requesting the distribution system operator to disconnect or turn off the supply of electricity, for the protection of any person or any property from any danger arising from electrical works,

(g) where he or she has carried out designated works or specified works under paragraph (f) issue a completion certificate for such works,

(h) instruct any person to perform or refrain from performing any act, if in the opinion of the electrical investigation officer, the performance or non-performance of such act is necessary for the purposes of preserving evidence or in order to reduce or prevent any danger arising from electricity.

(3) Where an electrical investigation officer enters on any land or into any premises in pursuance of his or her duties under this section, he or she shall act in a reasonable manner and shall provide a report on his or her activities and findings to either the Commission or the designated body or both as the case may be.

(4) A person appointed under subsection (1) shall be furnished with a certificate of his or her appointment by the Commission and when exercising a power conferred by this section shall, if requested by any person thereby affected, produce the certificate to such person for inspection.
(5) Where an electrical investigation officer enters on land or into any premises in pursuance of powers conferred by this section, the Commission shall ensure as soon as possible after the powers have been exercised under this section that—

(a) the land or premises, as the case may be, is left no less secure by reason of the entry, and

(b) any damage caused by the electrical investigation officer is made good or that compensation is paid to the occupier or owner of the land concerned.

(6) A person commits an offence if he or she—

(a) obstructs or impedes an electrical investigation officer in the exercise of his or her powers conferred by this section,

(b) fails or refuses to comply with an instruction given by an electrical investigation officer under this section,

(c) knowingly gives to an electrical investigation officer information which is false or misleading in a material respect, or

(d) turns on or reconnects the supply of electricity which supply has been turned off or disconnected by the distribution system operator on the request of the electrical investigation officer without the consent of the distribution system operator.

(7) A person who commits an offence under this section is liable—

(a) on summary conviction, to a class A fine, or

(b) on conviction on indictment, to a fine not exceeding €15,000.

(8) In this section:

“designated electrical works” means a class of electrical works designated under section 9E(1);

“electrical investigation officer” means a person appointed as such under subsection (1);

“specified works” has the meaning assigned to it by section 9D(28).]
consent of the Minister, appoint an employee of the Commission to carry out those functions on a temporary basis.

(2) (a) In appointing a person to be the designated body in accordance with subsection (1) the Commission shall have regard to the costs likely to be incurred—

(i) by the Commission in carrying out its functions under this section, and

(ii) by final customers.

(b) Paragraph 16 of Schedule 1 shall apply to any costs incurred by the Commission in carrying out its functions under this section.

(c) In paragraph (b) the words “any costs incurred by the Commission” includes any moneys provided by the Commission to the designated body, following its appointment under subsection (1), to facilitate that body in establishing and carrying out its functions.

(3) A person shall not be appointed to be the designated body, or if so appointed shall cease to act as the designated body, if that person is or becomes a trade association or performs representative functions on behalf of persons working in the gas industry.

(4) A person who does not for the time being stand appointed as the designated body shall not describe himself or herself as a Gas Safety Supervisory Body or in a manner likely to suggest that such person is the designated body for the purposes of this section.

(5) (a) The Commission shall publish criteria (in this section referred to as “the criteria”) relating to—

(i) gas safety supervision,

(ii) the safety standards to be achieved and maintained by gas installers, and

(iii) the procedures to be operated by a person appointed as the designated body.

(b) The criteria document to be published in connection with paragraph (a) shall include, but shall not be limited to, the following information:

(i) the procedures to be adopted by the designated body for the registration of its members;

(ii) the procedures to be followed by a person applying for membership of the designated body;

(iii) the services which the designated body may carry out on behalf of its members;

(iv) the standards of training and safety to be achieved and maintained by members of the designated body and the procedures to be followed by the designated body in monitoring such standards;

(v) the procedures to be followed by the designated body for the inspection of any work carried out by one of its members;

(vi) the procedures to be followed by the designated body in connection with the suspension or revocation of the membership of one of its members;
(vii) the matters to be covered by a completion certificate in respect of different categories or classes of gas works and the circumstances in which each such class of certificate shall be used;

(viii) the type of accounts to be kept by the designated body, and the manner in which such accounts should be audited;

(ix) the method by which the accounts kept under subparagraph (viii) should be published; and

(x) the procedures to be followed, and the records to be maintained, by the designated body or its members (where appropriate), in connection with subparagraphs (i) to (ix).

(c) The Commission may review or amend the criteria as often as it considers necessary.

(6) The Commission shall not appoint a person to be the designated body unless it is satisfied that the person is capable of complying with the criteria, and as respects each person who is a member (in this section referred to as a “registered gas installer”) of the designated body that the body has, or will have if appointed, the capability and entitlement to—

(a) inspect any work carried out by a registered gas installer,

(b) monitor the training and standards of a person who is a registered gas installer,

(c) suspend the membership of a registered gas installer in the designated body where that registered gas installer is the subject of an investigation by that body into whether—

(i) work carried out by the registered gas installer concerned is unsafe or otherwise of an unsatisfactory standard, or

(ii) the registered gas installer concerned has acted in contravention of the criteria to a material extent,

(d) suspend or revoke the membership of a registered gas installer in the designated body where the body has established that any of the matters specified in subparagraphs (i) or (ii) of paragraph (c) apply as respects the installer concerned.

(7) (a) Where the designated body decides to suspend or revoke the membership of a registered gas installer in the body, the designated body shall inform, in writing, both—

(i) the Commission, and

(ii) the registered gas installer concerned,

of its decision to suspend or revoke the membership of a registered gas installer in the designated body.

(b) A registered gas installer, the subject of a decision under paragraph (a), may submit an appeal, in writing, of the decision to the Commission within 28 days of being informed of the decision.

(8) (a) The Commission shall appoint one or more persons (“Appeals Officer”) to—

(i) duly consider, and

(ii) furnish a report to the Commission on,
any appeal submitted by a registered gas installer relating to a decision made by the designated body to suspend or revoke his or her membership in the designated body.

(b) The Commission shall have regard to the report of the Appeals Officer under paragraph (a) and shall advise the designated body, the Appeals Officer and the registered gas installer concerned of its decision to confirm, vary or set aside the decision of the body.

(c) An appeal shall not be considered under this subsection if—

(i) it relates to any matter the subject of proceedings before a court or other tribunal, until those proceedings are determined, or

(ii) it is not submitted to the Commission within 28 days of the registered gas installer concerned being informed of the decision.

(9) Notwithstanding the generality of subsections (7) and (8), the Commission may specify the procedures to be followed by—

(a) the Appeals Officer in considering the appeal,

(b) the Appeals Officer in drafting his or her report to the Commission,

(c) the designated body when suspending or revoking the membership of a registered gas installer, and

(d) a registered gas installer who is the subject of a decision by the designated body to revoke his or her membership in the designated body,

in the criteria published under subsection (5).

(10) (a) The tariff of fees and charges imposed by the designated body relating to—

(i) membership of a gas installer in the body,

(ii) registration of a gas installer as a registered gas installer,

(iii) inspections of gas works, and

(iv) any service provided to a member of the designated body by or on behalf of the body,

shall be subject to the approval of the Commission.

(b) The designated body may impose fees and charges under paragraph (a) of different amounts in respect of different categories of membership, registration or service as the Commission may specify in the criteria.

(c) All expenses incurred by the designated body in carrying out any of its functions under this section shall be defrayed by the designated body out of funds at its disposal which are obtained in accordance with paragraph (a).

(11) Where a registered gas installer carries out any gas works, the works shall be carried out in accordance with any safety requirements which the Commission may specify in the criteria.

(12) Where a registered gas installer carries out any gas works, the registered gas installer concerned shall issue the appropriate completion certificate to the person who requested that the works be carried out.

(13) A person on whose behalf a registered gas installer has carried out any gas works may request, on grounds specified in writing, that the designated body arrange for the carrying out of an inspection of those gas works.
(14) The designated body shall, after it receives a request under subsection (13), arrange for the carrying out of an inspection as soon as practicable, and following its completion, shall advise, in writing, both the registered gas installer who carried out the gas works and the person who requested that the inspection be carried out, as to whether the gas works meet the safety requirements of the Commission.

(15) Subject to subsection (16), the designated body shall be entitled to payment of fees and charges in respect of the inspection of gas works under subsection (14), which fees and charges shall be no greater than is set out in the tariff of fees and charges published by the designated body.

(16) The tariff of fees and charges referred to in subsection (15) shall not have effect until approved by the Commission, which approval shall not be given unless the Commission is satisfied that the fees and charges are calculated on the basis of the reasonable costs attributable to the carrying out of inspections under this section.

(17) The Commission shall specify a form of completion certificate to be used for the purposes of this section and may specify different forms for different circumstances or different classes of work and may make provision relating to—

(a) procedures to be followed, and

(b) records to be maintained,

by registered gas installers in connection with the issue of such certificates.

(18) (a) The Commission may conduct an inspection or audit of the designated body to verify compliance by the designated body with the requirements of this section, the terms and conditions of appointment and the criteria of the Commission.

(b) The Commission may appoint a person to assist it in performing inspections or audits referred to in paragraph (a).

(19) The Commission may determine the appointment of the designated body—

(a) in accordance with the terms and conditions of the appointment,

(b) where the Commission is of the opinion that an act or default by the designated body is a cause of serious danger to the public, with immediate effect, or

(c) where it is, in the opinion of the Commission, in the interests of consumers that the appointment be determined, and paragraph (b) does not apply, on giving not less than 3 months notice or such shorter period as may be specified in the terms and conditions of appointment in that respect.

(20) The Commission may appoint a person, including a person who is an employee of the designated body, to be an authorised officer for the purposes of carrying out inspections of the work—

(a) of a registered gas installer on any land where the authorised officer believes such work is being or has been carried out by such an installer, or

(b) which has been the subject of a completion certificate.

(21) A person appointed to be an authorised officer under subsection (20) shall on his or her appointment be furnished with a certificate of his or her appointment, and when exercising a power conferred by this section shall, if requested by any person thereby affected, produce such certificate to that person for inspection.

(22) A registered gas installer and every employee or independent contractor of a registered gas installer shall give all reasonable assistance to—

(a) an authorised officer in the exercise of his or her powers under this section, and
(b) the Commission in exercising its powers under subsection (18) including a person assisting the Commission pursuant to subsection (18).

(23) A person shall not obstruct—

(a) an authorised officer performing any function he or she is authorised to exercise or perform under this section,

(b) the Commission in exercising its powers under this section, or

(c) a person assisting the Commission pursuant to subsection (18).

(24) A person shall not—

(a) describe himself or herself as a registered gas installer, or

(b) describe himself or herself in a manner likely to suggest that he or she is a registered gas installer, unless that person is a member of the designated body.

(25) A person who contravenes subsection (4), (23) or (24) is guilty of an offence and liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding €5,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 6 months or to both, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €50,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or to both.

(26) In this section—

“completion certificate” means a certificate the form of which has been specified by the Commission under subsection (17);

“designated body” means a person appointed under subsection (1) to be the designated body for the purposes of this section;

“gas works” means works designated to be such under section 9G.

Annotations

Amendments:


F101 Gas works. 9G.— (1) The Commission, having consulted with such persons as it considers appropriate, and with the consent of the Minister, may by regulations designate a class or classes of works to be gas works.

F102 (2) In this section “works” means work which is related to the installation, removal, repair or replacement of a natural gas fitting or an LPG fitting.

F103 (3) A person shall not carry out works which are gas works unless that person is—

(a) a registered gas installer,

(b) a gas transmission system operator carrying out its functions in accordance with the terms and conditions of the relevant licence,
(c) a gas distribution system operator carrying out its functions in accordance with the terms and conditions of the relevant licence,

(d) a gas emergency officer appointed under section 9I performing his or her duties, or

(e) a gas safety officer appointed under section 9J performing his or her functions under that section.

(4) A person who contravenes subsection (3) is guilty of an offence and liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding €5,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 6 months or to both, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €15,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or both.
(k) work on a single LPG installation (excluding repair or maintenance) without fixed pipework, achieved by a flexible connector from an adjacent LPG storage cylinder; or

(l) The welding of pipework for Domestic Customers prior to the admission of gas.

E39 Power pursuant to section exercised (27.06.2011) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Liquefied Petroleum Gas Works) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 299 of 2011), in effect as per reg. 2.

E40 Power pursuant to section exercised (26.06.2009) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Gas Works) Regulations 2009 (S.I. No. 225 of 2009), in effect as per reg. 2.

E41 Previous affecting provision: definition of ‘works which are gas works’ provided (26.06.2009) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Gas Works) Regulations 2009 (S.I. No. 225 of 2009), reg. 4, in effect as per reg. 2; superseded (27.06.2011) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Liquefied Petroleum Gas Works) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 299 of 2011, reg. 4, in effect as per reg. 2.

\[\text{Regulations relating to gas safety.}\]

F104

F105[9H.— (1) The Commission may, in the performance of its functions under paragraphs (ea), (eb) and (ed) of section 9(1) make regulations relating to gas safety.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1) regulations made under this section may provide for—

(a) specifications or requirements regarding the installation or maintenance of natural gas fittings and LPG fittings, and

(b) the conditions to be fulfilled before natural gas or LPG may be connected or reconnected to any premises following the installation, maintenance, modification or repair of a natural gas fitting or LPG fitting, as the case may be.]

(3) Where the Commission propose to make regulations under this section, the Commission shall, before doing so, consult with the Minister, the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government and such other Minister of the Government (if any) as, in the opinion of the Commission, appears appropriate.

(4) A person who fails to comply with regulations made under this section is guilty of an offence under this section.

(5) A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding €5,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 6 months or to both, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €15,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or to both.

(6) (a) Notwithstanding anything specified in regulations made under subsection (2), nothing in this section shall be construed as placing an onus of responsibility on a gas installer to ensure that a natural gas fitting or LPG fitting which he or she has correctly installed in a dwelling, place of business or any common area is safely maintained after the point of delivery of natural gas or LPG, as the case may be, unless a contractual obligation exists obliging the installer concerned to do so.

(b) Unless specified in any other enactment, the person responsible for ensuring that a natural gas fitting or LPG fitting is safely maintained after the point of delivery of natural gas or LPG, as the case may be, shall be—

(i) in the case of a dwelling:

(I) where that dwelling is the subject of a tenancy, but is not the subject of a lease between a landlord and tenant, the person entitled to receive the rent;
(II) where that dwelling is the subject of a lease between a landlord and tenant, the landlord (subject to the responsibilities of landlords and tenants as set out in sections 12 and 16 of the Residential Tenancies Act 2004); or

(III) where that dwelling is not the subject of a lease or tenancy between a landlord and tenant, the person who would be entitled to receive the rent if the dwelling were the subject of a tenancy or lease,

(ii) in the case of a premises used as a place of business:

(I) where that premises is the subject of a lease between a landlord and tenant, and a covenant (whether express or implied and whether general or specific) exists that the tenant, as lessee, shall keep the premises in repair, the tenant in occupation; or

(II) where that premises is not a premises to which clause (I) applies, such person as the Commission may specify from time to time in the framework F110[published under section 9(1G)], following consultation with the Minister, the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government and such other Minister of the Government (if any) as, in the opinion of the Minister, appears appropriate,

and

(iii) in the case of a common area of land which includes any dwellings the subject of subparagraph (i), or any places of business the subject of subparagraph (ii), or both, and which area is being managed by a management company, that management company.

(c) For the purposes of this subsection—

(i) the term “business” is to be interpreted in accordance with the meaning given it by section 3 of the Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Act 1980,

(ii) the term “dwelling” is to be interpreted in accordance with the meaning given it by section 4 of the Residential Tenancies Act 2004,

(iii) the terms “lease”, “landlord”, “tenant”, and tenancy” as they are used in paragraph (b)(i), are to be interpreted in accordance with the meaning given to them by section 5 of the Residential Tenancies Act 2004, and

(iv) the terms lease”, lessee”, landlord “and tenant “as they are used in paragraph (b)(ii) are to be interpreted in accordance with the meaning given to them by section 3 of the Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Act 1980.

**Annotations**

**Amendments:**


A transmission system operator or a distribution system operator in relation to natural gas or a holder of a LPG safety licence may appoint a person to be a gas emergency officer for the purposes of this section.

(2) A gas emergency officer may, subject to this section, enter and inspect any land (with reasonable force, if he or she considers it necessary in the circumstances) without giving notice or obtaining the consent of any person, and there take such measures as the officer considers appropriate for the protection of any person or any property from any danger arising from natural gas or LPG.

(3) A person appointed under subsection (1) shall be furnished with a certificate of his or her appointment by the system operator or LPG undertaking making the appointment, and when exercising a power conferred by this section shall, if requested by any person thereby affected, produce such certificate to such person.

(4) A gas emergency officer may not exercise the powers conferred by this section unless he or she is of the opinion that there is or may be a danger to any person or property arising from—

(a) the use, misuse or leakage of natural gas or LPG, or

(b) a defect or possible defect in any pipeline or natural gas fitting or LPG fitting.

(5) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (2), in exercising his or her powers under this section a gas emergency officer may—

(a) instruct any person to evacuate any place until such time as the premises are, in the opinion of the officer, safe,

(b) instruct any person to perform or refrain from performing any act, if in the opinion of the officer, the performance or non-performance of such act is necessary in order to reduce or prevent any danger arising from natural gas or LPG,

(c) search for any escaped natural gas or LPG, or any leak or defect in any pipeline or natural gas fitting or LPG fitting, or

(d) interrupt or disconnect the supply of natural gas or LPG without notice.

(6) Where a gas emergency officer enters on land in pursuance of powers conferred by this section, the transmission system operator or the distribution system operator or a LPG undertaking on whose behalf the entry was made shall ensure as soon as possible after the powers have been exercised under this section that—
(a) the land is left no less secure by reason of the entry, and

(b) any damage caused by the gas emergency officer is made good or that compensation is paid to the occupier or owner of the land concerned.

(7) A person who—

(a) obstructs or impedes a gas emergency officer in the exercise of powers conferred by this section,

(b) fails or refuses to comply with an instruction given by a gas emergency officer under this section,

(c) knowingly gives to a gas emergency officer information which is false or misleading in a material respect, or

(d) turns on or reconnects the supply of natural gas or LPG where supply has been turned off or disconnected by a gas emergency officer, without the consent of a gas emergency officer,

commits an offence.

(8) A person who commits an offence under subsection (7) is liable—

(a) on summary conviction, to a class A fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or to both, or

(b) on conviction on indictment, to a fine not exceeding €15,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or to both.

Annotations

Amendments:


F113 Gas safety officers.

F114(9).—(1) The Commission may appoint a person to be a gas safety officer for the purposes of—

(a) this section,

(b) paragraphs (ea), (eb) and (ed) of section 9(1),

(c) section 9(1G), and

(d) investigating alleged contraventions of sections 9F(4), 9F(23) and (24), 9G(3) and 9H(4).]

(2) A gas safety officer may, subject to the provisions of this section—

(a) enter and inspect any land (with force if he or she considers it necessary in the circumstances) without giving notice or obtaining the consent of any person, and there inspect any—

(i) natural gas pipeline,

(ii) natural gas installation or facility (including a storage facility),
(iii) natural gas fitting, F116[...]

F117[(iii) LPG fitting, or,]

(iv) ventilation fittings (whether mechanical or otherwise) associated with
or required for the safe operation of a natural gas fitting F118[or LPG
fitting],

and take such measures as the officer considers appropriate for the protection
of any person or any property F119[from any danger arising from natural gas
or LPG, as the case may be.]

(b) enter on any land at any reasonable time and there—

(i) make such inspections and carry out such tests as he or she thinks fit in
relation to any activities in or on a premises or installation,

(ii) take any measurement or photograph or make any electrical or electronic
recording which he or she considers necessary for the purposes of any
such examination or inquiry,

(iii) require any relevant person in authority to produce to him or her such
documents, records or materials as are in that person’s possession or
control relating to the matter under inquiry and to give him or her such
information as he or she may reasonably require in regard to such docu-
ments, record or materials,

(iv) inspect and copy or extract information from documents, records or
materials produced to him or her under subparagraph (iii) or which he or
she finds during the course of entry to premises,

(v) take samples of natural gas F120[or LPG, as the case may be].

(3) A person appointed under subsection (1) shall be furnished with a certificate
of his or her appointment by the Commission, and when exercising a power conferred
by this section shall, if requested by any person thereby affected, produce such
certificate to such person.

(4) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (2), in exercising his or her
powers under this section, a gas safety officer may—

(a) instruct any person to evacuate any premises until such time as the premises
are, in the opinion of the officer, safe,

(b) instruct any person to perform or refrain from performing any act, if in the
opinion of the officer, the performance or non-performance of such act is
necessary in order to reduce or prevent any danger arising from natural gas
F121[or LPG, as the case may be],

F122[(c) search for any escaped natural gas or LPG, as the case may be, or any
leak or defect in any pipeline, natural gas fitting or LPG fitting,]

(d) interrupt or disconnect the supply of F123[natural gas or LPG, as the case
may be,] without notice.

(5) Where a gas safety officer enters on land in pursuance of powers conferred by
this section, the Commission shall ensure as soon as possible after the powers have
been exercised under this section—

(a) that the land is left no less secure by reason of the entry,

(b) any damage caused by the gas safety officer is made good or that compensation
is paid to the occupier or owner of the land concerned.

(6) A person who—
(a) obstructs or impedes a gas safety officer in the exercise of powers conferred by this section,

(b) fails or refuses to comply with an instruction given by a gas safety officer under this section,

(c) knowingly gives to a gas safety officer information which is false or misleading in a material respect, or

(d) turns on or reconnects the supply of natural gas or LPG, as the case may be, which supply has been turned off or disconnected by a gas safety officer, without the consent of a gas safety officer, is guilty of an offence.

(7) A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding €5,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 6 months or to both, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €15,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or to both.

Annotations

Amendments:


F121 Inserted (1.02.2011) by Energy (Biofuel Obligation and Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2010 (11/2010), s. 27(g), S.I. No. 42 of 2011.


F125 Improvement plan.

9JA. — (1) Where the Commission is of the opinion that a LPG undertaking or a natural gas undertaking or a person under the control or on behalf of that undertaking—

(a) is not operating in accordance with the LPG or natural gas safety regulatory framework under section 9(1G), or

(b) is contravening or has contravened or is failing to comply with or has failed to comply with any other requirement of this Part,

the Commission may give a direction in writing to the LPG undertaking or the natural gas undertaking concerned requiring it to submit to the Commission, within the time period stated in the direction, a plan (in this section referred to as an “improvement plan”) specifying the remedial action proposed to be taken by the LPG undertaking or the natural gas undertaking to rectify the matters set down in the direction.

(2) Where an improvement plan is submitted in accordance with subsection (1) or re-submitted under paragraph (b), the Commission shall, within 30 days, write to the LPG undertaking or the natural gas undertaking—

(a) stating that the Commission is satisfied with the remedial action proposed to be taken, or

(b) if the Commission is not satisfied that the remedial action proposed to be taken is adequate, directing that the plan be revised and re-submitted to the Commission within a specified time period.

(3) The Commission may withdraw a direction under this section at any time before a date specified in the direction and may extend and further extend such date.

Annotations

Amendments:


F126 Improvement notice.

9JB. — (1) Where the Commission is of the opinion that—

(a) a LPG undertaking or a natural gas undertaking has failed to comply with a direction to submit or implement an appropriate improvement plan under section 9JA, or

(b) a LPG undertaking or a natural gas undertaking or a person under the control of or on behalf of that undertaking—

(i) is not operating in accordance with the LPG or natural gas safety regulatory framework under section 9(1G), or
(ii) is contravening or has contravened or is failing to comply with or has failed to comply with any other requirement of this Part,

the Commission may serve a written notice (in this section referred to as an “improvement notice”) on that LPG undertaking or natural gas undertaking.

(2) An improvement notice shall—

(a) state that the Commission is of the opinion referred to in subsection (1),

(b) state the reasons for that opinion,

(c) where applicable, state that the LPG undertaking or natural gas undertaking has failed to submit or implement an improvement plan,

(d) direct the LPG undertaking or natural gas undertaking to remedy the alleged contraventions or the matters occasioning that notice by a date specified in the notice, which shall not be earlier than the period within which an appeal may be brought under subsection (5),

(e) contain details of the consequences, under this section of a failure to comply with the notice,

(f) include information regarding the making of an appeal under subsection (5), and

(g) include any other requirement that the Commission considers appropriate.

(3) An improvement notice may include directions as to the measures to be taken to remedy any contravention or matter to which the notice relates or otherwise comply with the notice.

(4) Where the Commission proposes to serve an improvement notice, it shall notify the LPG undertaking or natural gas undertaking concerned in writing of its intention to serve the improvement notice and the LPG undertaking or natural gas undertaking concerned may, within 21 days of such notification, make representations to the Commission, which shall consider them.

(5) Where the Commission decides, having considered any representations made to it under subsection (4), to serve an improvement notice, a LPG undertaking or natural gas undertaking which is aggrieved by such improvement notice may, within the period of 14 days beginning on the day on which the notice is served on it, appeal to the High Court against the notice and in determining the appeal the Court may—

(a) if it is satisfied that in the circumstances of the case it is reasonable to do so, confirm the notice with or without modification, or

(b) cancel the notice.

(6) Where an appeal against an improvement notice is taken, the notice shall, unless cancelled by the High Court, take effect on the day next following the day on which the notice is confirmed on appeal or the appeal is withdrawn or on the day specified in the notice as that on which it is to come into effect, whichever is the later.

(7) Where no appeal is taken against an improvement notice, the notice shall take effect on the expiration of the period during which such an appeal may be taken or on the day specified in the notice as that on which it is to come into effect, whichever is the later.

(8) The Commission may withdraw an improvement notice at any time before the date specified in it under subsection (2)(d) and the Commission may extend or further extend that date at any time when an appeal against the notice is not pending.

(9) A person who fails to comply with an improvement notice commits an offence and is liable—
(a) on summary conviction, to a class A fine, or
(b) on conviction on indictment, to a fine not exceeding €25,000.

Annotations

Amendments:


9JC. — (1) Where the Commission is of the opinion that an activity being or likely to be carried on by or under the control or on behalf of the holder of a LPG safety licence or a natural gas undertaking involves a substantial risk to safety, the Commission may serve a notice (in this section referred to as a “prohibition notice”) on that holder or natural gas undertaking.

(2) A prohibition notice shall—

(a) state that the Commission is of the opinion referred to in subsection (1),
(b) state the reasons for that opinion,
(c) specify the activity, or the infrastructure, in respect of which that opinion is held,
(d) where, in the opinion of the Commission, the matter involves a contravention, or is likely to involve a contravention, of the requirements of this section, specify the provision or provisions concerned and the reasons for that opinion,
(e) prohibit the carrying on of the activity concerned until the matters which give rise or are likely to give rise to the risk are remedied, and
(f) contain details of the consequences under this section of a failure to comply with the notice.

(3) A prohibition notice may include directions—

(a) as to the measures to be taken to remedy any contravention or matter to which the notice relates or to otherwise comply with the notice, and
(b) to bring the notice to the attention of any person affected by it, or to the attention of the public generally.

(4) A prohibition notice shall take effect—

(a) if the notice so declares, immediately the notice is received by the holder of the LPG safety licence or natural gas undertaking or the person on whom it is served,
(b) if no appeal is taken against the notice, on the expiration of the period during which such an appeal may be taken or on the day specified in the notice as that on which it is to come into effect, whichever is the later, or
(c) in case an appeal is taken (unless the notice is cancelled by the High Court) on the day next following the day on which the notice is confirmed on appeal or the appeal is withdrawn or on the day specified in the notice as that on which it is to come into effect, whichever is the later.

(5) The bringing of an appeal against a prohibition notice which is to take effect in accordance with subsection (4)(a) does not have the effect of suspending the operation of the notice unless—
(a) the appellant applies to the High Court to have the operation of the notice suspended until the appeal is disposed of, and

(b) on such application, if it thinks proper to do so, the Court directs that the operation of the notice be suspended until the appeal is disposed of.

(6) (a) The holder of a LPG safety licence or natural gas undertaking which is aggrieved by a prohibition notice may, within the period of 7 days beginning on the day on which the notice is served on it, appeal to the High Court against the notice and in determining the appeal the Court may—

(i) if it is satisfied that in the circumstances of the case it is reasonable to do so, confirm the notice with or without modification, or

(ii) cancel the notice.

(b) Where on the hearing of an appeal under this section a prohibition notice is confirmed, notwithstanding subsection (4), the High Court by which the appeal is heard may, on the application of the appellant, suspend the operation of the notice for such period as in the circumstances of the case the Court considers appropriate.

(7) The Commission may at any time withdraw a prohibition notice.

(8) A person who fails to comply with a prohibition notice commits an offence and is liable—

(a) on summary conviction, to a class A fine, or

(b) on conviction on indictment, to a fine not exceeding €25,000.

Annotations

Amendments:


9JD. — (1) Where the Commission considers that the risk to the safety of—

(a) human life,

(b) a piped LPG distribution network or natural gas infrastructure, or

(c) property not in the ownership of the holder of a LPG safety licence or natural gas undertaking concerned,

is so serious that any of the activities of a LPG or natural gas undertaking should be restricted or should be immediately prohibited until specified measures have been taken to reduce the risk to a level which is as low as is reasonably practicable, the Commission may apply, ex parte, to the High Court for an order restricting or prohibiting the activities concerned.

(2) The High Court may make such interim or interlocutory order as it considers appropriate, and the Court in considering whether to make the order shall consider whether the elimination or necessary reduction of the risk concerned could be achieved by the issue of an emergency direction or a prohibition notice.

(3) Any order of the High Court under subsection (2) shall have effect notwithstanding the terms of any permission given under this Act or any other enactment for the carrying on of the activity concerned or, where the order refers to another person, the carrying out of an activity by such person.
(4) On any application for the revocation or variation of an order made under this section, the Commission shall be entitled to appear, be heard and adduce evidence.

Annotations

Amendments:


9JE.—(1) For the purposes of ensuring LPG safety a person shall not make available LPG by way of a piped LPG distribution network for use by individual domestic final customers unless a LPG safety licence is in force in respect of the activity.

(2) A person who contravenes subsection (1) commits an offence and is liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a class A fine, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €500,000.

(3) The Commission may, upon application to it, grant or refuse to grant to a LPG undertaking a LPG safety licence to make LPG available to final customers by way of a piped LPG distribution network.

(4) A LPG safety licence is granted subject to such conditions as are specified in the licence.

(5) An application for a LPG safety licence shall be—

(a) in writing and be in such form and contain such information as the Commission may request, and

(b) accompanied by such a fee, if any, as the Commission may determine under section 9JF to be appropriate, having regard to the application being made.

(6) The Commission shall make information on such fees payable under subsection (5)(b) available on the request of an applicant for a LPG safety licence.

(7) The Commission shall monitor the activities of a holder of a LPG safety licence to ensure that the holder complies with the terms and conditions of the licence.

(8) The Minister may specify by regulations the criteria in accordance with which an application for a LPG safety licence in respect of any activity referred to in subsection (1) may be determined by the Commission.

(9) The criteria specified by the Minister under subsection (8) may relate to any or all of the following:

(a) the safety of the piped LPG distribution network,

(b) the qualifications of an applicant, including the technical qualifications of the applicant, and

(c) any other criteria specified by regulations made under subsection (8).

(10) A person shall comply with any request in writing from the Commission for additional information specified by regulations made under subsection (8).

(11) A person undertaking any of the activities mentioned in subsection (1) on the commencement of this section shall apply for a LPG safety licence, within 3 months of such commencement or such other periods as may be agreed by the Commission.
(12) A holder of a LPG safety licence shall—

(a) operate, maintain and develop such facilities or systems as may be required for the purpose of carrying out the activity for which it is licensed with due regard to safety and in accordance with the terms of the licence,

(b) provide the Commission with sufficient information to ensure that LPG activities licensed under this section may take place in a safe and secure manner, and

(c) provide all documents, records, accounts, estimates and other information, whether oral or written, requested from time to time by the Commission, in the form and at the times specified by the Commission, for the purpose of verifying that the holder of the licence is complying with the conditions of the licence, or as may be required by the Commission in the performance of its duties or functions imposed under this Act.

(13) The Commission shall reach a determination on the issue of a LPG safety licence under subsection (1) as soon as practicable after it has completed its assessment but no later than 6 months after the date of receipt of all information including receipt of the additional information requested under subsection (9).

(14) A LPG safety licence remains in force until it is revoked by the Commission or replaced by a new safety licence.

(15) The Commission shall, as soon as practicable after the issue of a LPG safety licence to a LPG undertaking, ensure that a copy of that licence is published in the manner prescribed by the Commission.

(16) Where—

(a) the holder of a LPG safety licence, requests the Commission to modify the terms or conditions of the licence, or

(b) the Commission is of the opinion that a LPG safety licence should be amended,

the Commission may modify the terms or conditions of the licence.

(17) The procedures to be followed before modifying LPG safety licences shall be as prescribed under sections 19 and 20 in regard to all licences and authorisations other than a modification made to give effect to an order under section 39 or 40.]
(3) The Commission shall make information on the structure and methodology of how it has determined such fees available to the LPG undertaking concerned where requested to do so.

Annotations

Amendments:

9JG.— (1) The Commission may make regulations relating to the reporting and investigation of LPG incidents.

(2) Each of the following is a class of event or occurrence which is a LPG incident—
(a) the death of any person,
(b) injury to any person which requires medical attention to be given to such person in hospital other than as an out-patient, or
(c) loss or damage to any building, land or other property, where in the opinion of the LPG undertaking concerned the aggregate value of such loss or damage is in excess of €6,500,
resulting from the use, misuse, abuse, leakage, combustion or explosion of LPG.

Annotations

Amendments:

Editorial Notes:
E46 Power pursuant to subs. (1) exercised (31.03.2014) by Liquefied Petroleum Gas Safety (Liquefied Petroleum Gas Incident) Regulations 2014 (S.I. No. 77 of 2014), in effect as per reg. 2.

9K.— ...]
by Energy (Biofuel Obligation and Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2010 (11/2010), s. 28, not commenced as of date of revision.

F132[9K.— A reference in—
(a) sections 9F to 9J of this Act,
(b) paragraphs (ea) to (ec) of section 9(1), and
(c) subsections (1G) and (1H) of section 9,
to natural gas shall be construed and have effect as if it included a reference to liquefied petroleum gas.]

F133[9L. The Commission shall, through licence conditions, place a requirement on energy undertakings to ensure that tariffs do not create incentives that may unnecessarily increase the volume of distributed or transmitted energy.]

Annotions
Amendments:

Editorial Notes:

F134[9M.— (1) The Commission shall, where it considers it appropriate, having regard to subsection (2), direct an energy undertaking to comply with the requirements of subsection (5), or part thereof, from such date and in such manner as it may specify in that direction.

(2) In determining whether to issue a direction under subsection (1), the Commission shall have regard to the likely costs to the undertaking concerned of complying with such a direction and the likely energy efficiency benefits to final customers of the actions required of the undertaking concerned.

(3) Before issuing a direction under subsection (1), the Commission shall undertake a public consultation process.

(4) Nothing in this section shall affect the responsibilities or duties of an energy undertaking under the Data Protection Regulation or the Data Protection Act 2018.

(5) The Commission may, by direction under subsection (1), require an energy undertaking to do any or all of the following:

(a) provide bills to its final customers, based on actual energy use, at such frequency as may be specified by the Commission to enable those customers to regulate their own energy consumption in a timely manner;]
(b) provide such information in or with a bill to its final customers that, in the opinion of the Commission provides a comprehensive account of the customer’s current energy costs;

(c) present bills to its final customers in a manner which, in the opinion of the Commission, is clear and easily understandable; or

(d) provide any or all of the following information in or with its bills, contracts, or other relevant communications, in a manner which, in the opinion of the Commission, is clear and understandable—

(i) current actual prices and actual consumption of energy,

(ii) a comparison of the final customer’s current energy consumption with that customer’s consumption for the same period in the previous year, in graphic form where the Commission considers it practicable,

(iii) a comparison of the final customer’s energy use with the energy use of an average normalised or benchmarked final customer, or

(iv) sources of information on available energy efficiency improvement measures, comparative customer profiles or objective technical specifications for energy-using equipment, including contact information and website addresses.

(6) The Commission may request that an energy undertaking provide such information, and in such format, as the Commission considers necessary for the purposes of determining whether to issue a direction under subsection (1), or for the purposes of monitoring compliance with a direction so issued.

(7) In this section a “bill” includes a bill provided or made available to the final customer in electronic format.

(8) An energy undertaking that fails to comply with a direction issued by the Commission under subsection (1), or with a request under subsection (6), commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a class A fine.

(9) Where a direction under subsection (1) or a request under subsection (6) is to be issued or given to an energy undertaking, it shall be addressed to the undertaking and shall be given to the undertaking in one of the following ways—

(a) by delivering it to the energy undertaking concerned,

(b) by leaving it at the address at which the energy undertaking concerned carries on business,

(c) by sending it by post in a pre-paid registered letter addressed to the energy supplier concerned at the address at which the undertaking carries on business,

(d) if an address for the service of a direction or request has been furnished by the energy undertaking concerned, by leaving it at, or sending it by pre-paid registered post addressed to the energy undertaking at, that address, or

(e) by sending it by means of electronic mail or a facsimile machine, to a device or facility for the reception of electronic mail or facsimiles located at the address at which the energy undertaking concerned carries on business or, if an address for the service of a direction or request has been furnished by the energy undertaking concerned, that address, but only if—

(i) the recipient’s facility for the reception of electronic mail generates a message confirming a receipt of the electronic mail, or

(ii) the sender’s facsimile machine generates a message confirming successful delivery of the total number of pages of the direction or request,
and it is also given in one of the other ways mentioned in any of the preceding paragraphs.

(10) For the purposes of subsection (9), a company registered under the Companies Acts is deemed to be ordinarily resident at its registered office, and every other body corporate and every unincorporated body is deemed to be ordinarily resident at its principal office or place of business.


Annotations

Amendments:


F136 Inserted (25.05.2018) by Data Protection Act 2018 (7/2018), s. 185(b), S.I. No. 174 of 2018.

Modifications (not altering text):


Billing - regulated energy sector

19. ...

(5) Smart metering systems installed in accordance with the Electricity Market Directive and the Natural Gas Market Directive shall enable accurate billing information based on actual consumption and final customers, notwithstanding the provisions of section 9M(5) of the Act of 1999 shall have the possibility of easy access to complementary information on historical consumption allowing detailed self-checks. Such complementary information shall include detailed data according to the time of use for any day, week, month and year. These data shall be made available to the final customer by way of the internet or the meter interface for the period of at least the previous 24 months or the period since the start of the supply contract if this is shorter.

...

C14 Application of section restricted (9.09.2011) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity and Gas) (Consumer Protection) Regulations of 2011 (S.I. No. 463 of 2011), reg. 9(3).

Electricity and gas consumption data

9. ...

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 9M (inserted by Regulation 19 of the European Communities (Energy End-Use Efficiency and Energy Services) Regulations 2009 (S.I. No. 542 of 2009)) of the Act of 1999 the Commission shall put in place procedures such that final customers are properly informed of actual electricity and gas consumption and related charges frequently enough to enable them to regulate their own electricity and gas consumption.

...
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9N.— In addition to the functions conferred on it by section 9, the Commission has the functions specified in Part IIA relating to petroleum safety.

Directions to Commission.

10.—(1) Subject to subsections (2) and (4), the Minister may give directions to the Commission as regards the performance of its functions under this Act, including directions in relation to the terms and conditions of licences.

(2) The Minister shall not give directions in respect of—

(a) the persons to whom licences or authorisations may be granted, or

(b) the performance of its functions in relation to individual holders of licences or authorisations, individual eligible customers or the Board.

(3) The Commission shall comply with directions given by the Minister under subsection (1).

(4) This section shall stand repealed on the 19th day of February, 2000.

10A.—(1) (a) In the interests of the proper and effective regulation of the electricity and natural gas markets and the formulation of policy applicable to such proper and effective regulation, the Minister may give such general policy directions to the Commission, as he or she considers appropriate, to be followed by the Commission in the exercise of its functions.

(b) Notwithstanding the generality of paragraph (a), such general policy directions may have regard to the following issues—

(i) security of energy supply,

(ii) sustainability of energy supply,

(iii) competitiveness of energy supply, or

(iv) such other matter which the Minister considers appropriate.

(2) The Commission shall comply with any direction given under subsection (1), and shall report to the Minister on the implementation (including the costs of such implementation) of any directions given under subsection (1) in the report prepared in accordance with paragraph 25(b) of Schedule 1 to this Act.

(3) Before giving a direction under subsection (1), the Minister shall—
(a) provide a draft of the proposed direction to—

(i) the Commission,

F139[(ii) the Joint Committee referred to in paragraph 26 of Schedule 1 of this Act,

(iii) the SEM Committee, and]

F140[(iv) any other person the Minister deems appropriate,]

inviting them, in writing, to make representations on the proposal and specifying the period (being not less than 30 days from the giving of the draft to the Commission F141[or publication under paragraph (b)], whichever is the later) within which representations relating to the proposal may be made by them, and

(b) publish a draft of the proposed policy direction to the Commission, which shall—

(i) include details of the proposed policy direction, including the reasons for giving the direction, and

(ii) specifying the period (being not less than 30 days from the giving of the draft to the Commission or such publication, whichever is the later) within which representations relating to the proposal may be made by interested parties.

F142[(3A) The Minister, having provided a draft of the proposed direction to the persons referred to in subsection (3)(a) and having published a draft of that direction under subsection (3)(b), shall provide a draft of the proposed direction to the Department.]

(4) F143[Subject to subsection (4A), the Minister,] having considered any representations made under subsection (3), may give the direction under subsection (1), with or without amendment.

F144[(4A) The Minister shall not give a direction under subsection (1) where the SEM Committee has informed the Minister that the proposed direction would materially affect, or would be likely to materially affect, the Single Electricity Market.]

(5) Where, in the opinion of the Minister, a direction which the Minister proposes to give to the Commission under subsection (1) relates or may relate to the functions of another Minister of the Government, the Minister shall consult with that Minister of the Government prior to the carrying out of any obligation imposed on him or her under subsection (3).

(6) The Minister shall not give a direction under subsection (1) in respect of—

(a) a person who has applied for, or holds a licence, authorisation or consent, or

(b) a person to whom a licence, authorisation or consent may be granted by the Commission, or

(c) the performance of the functions of the Commission in relation to individual energy undertakings or persons.

(7) Where the Minister gives a direction under subsection (1), a notice of such direction and details thereof, including reasons for giving the direction, shall be published in the Iris Oifigiúil.]

F145[(8) Nothing in this section shall allow the Commission to seek or take instructions from any natural or legal person in relation to a decision on a matter which is set out in Article 37 of the Electricity Market Directive or in Article 41 of the Natural Gas Market Directive.]
11.—F146[(1) In this section, a “person to whom this section applies” means the Board, a holder of a licence or an authorisation (or a natural gas licence granted under section 16 of the Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act, 2002, or a consent given under the Gas Act, 1976) or Bord Gáis Éireann or Irish Water.]

(2) The Commission may appoint persons to be authorised officers for the purposes of this section.

(3) A person appointed under subsection (2) shall, on his or her appointment, be furnished with a certificate of his or her appointment and when exercising a power conferred by subsection (4) shall, if requested by any person thereby affected, produce such certificate to that person for inspection.

F149[(3A) An appointment under this section as an authorised officer shall cease—

(a) on the revocation by the Commission of the appointment,

(b) if the appointment is for a fixed period, on the expiry of that period, or

(c) if the person appointed ceases to be a member of staff of the Commission, on the date on which he or she so ceases.]

(4) For the purposes of the exercise by the Commission of its functions under this Act, an authorised officer may—

(a) enter at any reasonable time any premises owned or occupied by a person to whom this section applies for the purpose of exercising any powers conferred on him or her by this subsection,

(b) require a person to whom this section applies or any member, officer or employee of the person to whom this section applies to produce to the authorised officer any books, documents or records (and in the case of such information in a non-legible form to reproduce it in permanent legible form) which are in his or her power or control or to give him or her such informa-
tion, whether oral or written, as the officer may reasonably require in relation to any entries in such records,

(bb) require any such person to give to the officer any other information, whether oral or written, which the officer may reasonably require to determine whether this Act [F153], the Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013 or the Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act, 2002, are being complied with,

(c) inspect and take extracts from or make copies of any books, documents and records (including in the case of information in a non-legible form a copy of or extract from such information in a permanent legible form), and

(d) require a person to whom this section applies to maintain such books, documents and records for such period or periods of time as the authorised officer may direct.

(5) Where an authorised officer in exercise of his or her powers under this section is prevented from entering any premises an application may be made under section 12 for a warrant to authorise such entry.

(6) A person to whom this section applies who—

(a) obstructs or impedes an authorised officer in the exercise of a power under this section,

(b) fails or refuses to comply with a requirement under this section,

(c) knowingly alters, suppresses or destroys any books, documents or records which the person concerned has been required to produce, or may reasonably expect to be required to produce, or

(d) knowingly gives to the Commission or to an authorised officer information which is false or misleading, in a material respect,

shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable on summary conviction [F154] to a class A fine.

Annotations

Amendments:


F147 Inserted (10.04.2002) by Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act, 2002 (10/2002), s. 18(a), commenced on enactment.

F148 Substituted (7.02.2014) by Water Services (No.2) Act 2013 (50/2013), s. 44(1)(a), S.I. No. 76 of 2014.


F150 Inserted (7.02.2014) by Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013 (50/2013), s. 44(1)(b)(i), S.I. No. 76 of 2014.


Search warrants.

12.—If a judge of the District Court is satisfied on the sworn information of an authorised officer that there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that there has been a contravention of a condition or requirement of a licence or an authorisation F155[or a natural gas licence granted under section 16 of the Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act, 2002, or a consent given by the Minister prior to the appointed day under section 8(7) or 40(1) of the Gas Act, 1976, or given by the Commission under section 39A(1) of the Gas Act, 1976] F156[or that the Board or Bord Gáis éireann has failed to comply with a requirement under section 7(1) of the Gas (Amendment) Act, 2000] the judge may issue a warrant authorising the authorised officer, accompanied by other authorised officers or members of the Garda Síochána, at any time or times within one month from the date of issue of the warrant, on production if so required of the warrant, to enter such premises as are specified in the warrant, if need be by reasonable force, and exercise all or any of the powers conferred on an authorised officer under section 11.

Annotatons

Amendments:

F155 Inserted (10.04.2002) by Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 (10/2002), s. 18(c), commenced on enactment.


Prohibition on unauthorised disclosure of information.

13.—(1) Save as otherwise provided by law, a person shall not disclose confidential information obtained by him or her while performing duties as a member of, or as a member of the staff of, or an adviser or consultant to, or as an authorised officer of, the Commission, unless he or she is duly authorised by the Commission to do so.

F157[(1A) In subsection (1) “duties” means duties falling to be performed in the course of the performance by the Commission of its functions under this Act, the Gas (Amendment) Act, 2000, F158[the Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 or the Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013.]]

(2) A person who contravenes subsection (1) shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable on summary conviction to a F159[class A fine] or imprisonment for a period not exceeding 12 months or, at the discretion of the District Court, to both such fine and imprisonment.

(3) (a) In this section “confidential information” means that which is expressed by the Commission to be confidential either as regards particular information or as regards information of a particular class or description.

(b) In expressing information to be confidential, the Commission shall have regard to the requirement to protect information of a confidential commercial nature.

(4) The Freedom of Information Act, 1997, is hereby amended in the Third Schedule thereto by the addition to Part I at the end thereof—

(a) in column (2), of “Electricity Regulation Act, 1999.”, and

(b) in column (3), of “Section 13.”.
Enactments relating to non-disclosure of records.

41. —(1) A head shall refuse to grant an FOI request if—
(a) the disclosure of the record concerned is prohibited by law of the European Union or any enactment (other than a provision specified in column (3) of Part 1 or 2 of Schedule 3 of an enactment specified in that Schedule), or

SCHEDULE 3

ENACTMENTS EXCLUDED FROM APPLICATION OF SECTION 41

PART I

STATUTES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 23 of 1999</th>
<th>Electricity Regulation Act 1999</th>
<th>Section 13.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Editorial Notes:

ES1 Previous affecting provision: subs. (1A) inserted (10.07.2000) by Gas (Amendment) Act 2000 (26/2000), s. 14, commenced on enactment; substituted as per F-note above.

13A. (1) In this Part—
“Act of 1968” means Continental Shelf Act 1968;
“accepted safety case” means a safety case in respect of a designated petroleum activity or activities which has been accepted by the Commission under this Part and includes any revision made to a safety case which—
   (a) may take effect without prior acceptance by the Commission, or
   (b) has been accepted by the Commission;
“combined operation” means a designated petroleum activity carried out from an installation with another installation for purposes related to the other installation which thereby materially affects the risks to the safety of persons or the protection of the environment on any or all of the installations;
“Commission” means Commission for Energy Regulation;
“competent authority” means Commission;
“contact points” means the body or authority appointed by another Member State without offshore oil and gas operations under its jurisdiction for the purposes of exchanging information with competent authorities in other Member States;
“contractor” means any entity contracted by an operator or owner to perform any activity on behalf of the operator or owner;
“Court” means High Court;
“decommissioning”, in relation to petroleum infrastructure, means taking the facility, structure or installation, or any part of such facility, structure or installation, permanently out of use with a view to its abandonment in situ or removal;
“designated area” means an area designated by order under section 2 of the Act of 1968;
“designated petroleum activity” means a petroleum activity which is designated by regulations under section 13D;
“established petroleum activity” means a designated petroleum activity which immediately before 22 May 2010 was being carried out by a petroleum undertaking and continued to be carried on after 22 May 2010 by a petroleum undertaking;
“European Union Offshore Oil and Gas Authorities Group” means the forum set up under Commission Decision (2012/C18/07) of 19 January 2012;²
“exclusive economic zone”, “internal waters” and “territorial seas” have the meanings assigned to them, respectively, by Part 3 of the Sea-Fisheries and Maritime Jurisdiction Act 2006;
“foreshore” has the same meaning as in section 1 of the Foreshore Act 1933;

¹ OJ No. L178, 28.6.2013 p.66
² OJ No. C18, 21.1.2012, p.8
“installation” means the class of petroleum infrastructure which includes a stationary, fixed or mobile facility, or combination of facilities permanently inter-connected by bridges or other structures, used for carrying out activities or in connection with such activities;

“licensed area” means the whole or any part of—

(a) the State, including the internal waters and the territorial seas, and

(b) a designated area,

in respect of which a petroleum authorisation is in force;

“major accident” means, in relation to petroleum infrastructure or petroleum activities—

(a) an event involving an explosion, fire, loss of well control, or release of oil, gas or dangerous substances involving, or with a significant potential to cause, fatalities or serious personal injury,

(b) an event leading to serious damage of petroleum infrastructure involving, or with a significant potential to cause, fatalities or serious personal injury,

(c) any other event leading to fatalities or serious injury to multiple persons, or

(d) any major environmental incident resulting from incidents referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) and which relates to petroleum activities carried out offshore;

“major accident hazard” means a hazard that if realised could result in a major accident;

“major environmental incident” means an incident which results, or is likely to result, in significant adverse effects on the environment in accordance with the Environmental Liability Regulations;

“non-production installation” means the class of installation involved in carrying out offshore petroleum exploration or other designated petroleum activity or activities whilst stationed in the licensed area, but does not include installations involved in production of petroleum;

“offshore” means situated in the territorial seas, the exclusive economic zone or a designated area;

“operator” means the entity appointed under section 13KA(1) to conduct designated petroleum activities including managing and controlling the functions of petroleum infrastructure (except non-production installations) in carrying out petroleum activities;

“owner” means a person entitled to control the operation of a non-production installation;

“petroleum” includes—

(a) any mineral oil or relative hydrocarbon and natural gas and other liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons and their derivatives or constituent substances existing in its natural condition in strata (including, without limitation, distillate, condensate, casinghead gasoline and other substances that are ordinarily produced from oil and gas wells), and

(b) any other substance contained in oil and natural gas brought to the surface with them in the normal process of extraction,

but does not include coal and bituminous shales and other stratified deposits from which oil can be extracted by distillation;
“petroleum authorisation” means any one or more of the following:

(a) an exploration licence granted under section 8 of the Act of 1960;
(b) a petroleum prospecting licence granted under section 9 of the Act of 1960;
(c) a reserved area licence granted under section 19 of the Act of 1960;
(d) a lease undertaking granted under section 10 of the Act of 1960;
(e) a petroleum lease granted under section 13 of the Act of 1960;
(f) a consent given under section 40 of the Act of 1976;

“petroleum incident” means an event or occurrence in, at or in the precincts of petroleum infrastructure which is an event or occurrence of a class prescribed by regulations made by the Commission under section 13V and includes all major accidents;

“petroleum infrastructure” means any facility, structure or installation which is or has been established, maintained or operated, or is intended to be established, for the purpose of carrying on a petroleum activity and includes onshore and offshore facilities, installations and structures or a combination of such facilities, installations and structures;

“petroleum undertaking” means a person to whom a petroleum authorisation has been given or granted;

“processing”, in relation to petroleum, means the treatment of unprocessed or partially processed petroleum at a processing plant or terminal or offshore processing installation;

“published in the prescribed manner”, in relation to any document or information (however described), means—

(a) published on a relevant internet website, or
(b) available for inspection, at the offices of the Commission and at all reasonable times, by members of the public;

“relevant internet website” means the internet website of the Commission (including part of such a website)—

(a) to which access is readily available by members of the public, and
(b) where anything published on the website is readily available for inspection by members of the public;

“revised safety case” means a safety case submitted for review under section 13N;

“safety case” means a document, in accordance with the safety case guidelines, describing the components of the safety management system relating to the designated petroleum activity concerned, or the safety and environmental management system with respect to designated petroleum activities carried out offshore (and all petroleum infrastructure associated with carrying out that designated petroleum activity);

“safety case guidelines” means guidelines prepared under section 13L;

“safety framework” means the risk-based petroleum safety framework established under section 13I;

“safety permit” means a permit issued under section 13P;

“tripartite consultation” means a formal arrangement established by the Commission under section 13H(2)(h) to enable dialogue and cooperation between the Commission, operators and owners, and workers’ representatives;
“upstream pipeline” means so much of any pipeline (including the subsea and onshore sections) operated or constructed—

(a) as part of a petroleum production project, or

(b) for the purpose of conveying unprocessed petroleum from one or more than one such project to a processing plant or terminal or final coastal landing terminal.

(2) (a) In this Part, “petroleum activity” includes any activity referred to in paragraph (b) —

(i) that is authorised to be carried on under or in connection with a petroleum authorisation,

(ii) which is carried on from, by means of or on, or for purposes connected with, any petroleum infrastructure, and

(iii) which is carried on in a licensed area.

(b) The activities referred to in paragraph (a) include, but are not limited to, the following:

(i) petroleum exploration activities carried on under any one or more of the authorisations referred to in paragraphs (a) to (d) of the definition of “petroleum authorisation” in subsection (1) and in respect of which petroleum infrastructure for the drilling of exploration wells in the seabed or subsoil is intended to be established, maintained or operated;

(ii) petroleum extraction activities carried on under an authorisation referred to in paragraph (e) of the definition of “petroleum authorisation” in subsection (1) and in respect of which petroleum infrastructure for the drilling of wells as part of a petroleum field plan of development and the subsequent extraction, and processing of petroleum, and offshore storage and loading of petroleum is intended to be established, maintained or operated;

(iii) activities relating to the conveyance of unprocessed, partially processed or fully processed petroleum by subsea pipelines or vessels and petroleum infrastructure, including the onshore section of any subsea pipeline carried on pursuant to an authorisation referred to in paragraph (f) of the definition of “petroleum authorisation” in subsection (1);

(iv) activities relating to the processing of petroleum at a petroleum processing plant or terminal, offshore installation or other similar facility carried on under the terms and conditions of an authorisation referred to in paragraph (e) of the definition of “petroleum authorisation” in subsection (1);

(v) activities relating to the decommissioning of petroleum infrastructure.

(3) Any reference in this Part to a petroleum activity or a designated petroleum activity includes, unless the context otherwise requires, a reference to the establishment, maintenance or operation of any petroleum infrastructure for the purpose of carrying on the petroleum activity or designated petroleum activity.

(4) A word or expression that is used in this Part and is also used in the Directive has, unless the contrary intention appears, the same meaning in this Part as it has in the Directive.
13B.— Nothing in this Part shall be read so as to be restrictive of any other duty, requirement or obligation imposed by law in respect of safety which would otherwise apply to a petroleum undertaking.

13C.— This Part applies to any petroleum undertaking that—  

(a) proposes to carry on a designated petroleum activity, or  

(b) is carrying on an established petroleum activity.

13D.— (1) Subject to subsection (3), the Commission shall, where safety considerations render it appropriate, by regulation, designate for the purposes of this Part any petroleum activity or a class or classes of such activity to be a designated petroleum activity.

(2) For the purposes of making a designation under subsection (1), the Commission shall have regard to the following:

(a) the nature of the petroleum activity;  

(b) the type of petroleum infrastructure;  

(c) an assessment of the risks posed by the carrying on of the petroleum activity;  

(d) the safety measures required to reduce the risks;
(e) the extent to which the petroleum activity and petroleum infrastructure is regulated by or under another Act of the Oireachtas.

(3) (a) Before making a designation under subsection (1), the Commission shall for the purpose of satisfying itself that it is appropriate and in the public interest that the petroleum activity or class or classes of such activity be designated—

(i) consult with the persons specified in paragraph (b), and

(ii) give interested persons, organisations and other bodies an opportunity to make representations to it concerning the proposed designation,

(b) The Commission shall consult with—

(i) The National Standards Authority of Ireland,

(ii) the Health and Safety Authority,

(iii) the Environmental Protection Agency,

(iv) the Minister for Transport,

(v) the Irish Aviation Authority, and

(vi) such other persons as may be prescribed by order by the Minister.]
13F.— It shall be a condition of every petroleum authorisation that purports to authorize a person to carry on a designated petroleum activity or an established petroleum activity that person hold a safety permit mentioned in section 13E(1) in respect of any such activity carried on after the commencement of this section.

Annotations

Amendments:


13G.— The principal objective of the Commission in exercising its functions under this Part is to protect the public by fostering and encouraging safety as respects the carrying on of designated petroleum activities.

Annotations

Amendments:


13GA. (1) The Commission is appointed as the competent authority in the State for the purposes of Article 8 of the Directive.

(2) The principal objective of the Commission in exercising its functions as competent authority is the effective safety regulatory oversight of operator and owner compliance with this Part in reducing the risk and potential consequences (including major environmental incidents) of major accidents offshore to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable.

(3) The Commission shall—

(a) monitor and enforce compliance by operators and owners with their obligations under this Part with respect to safety;

(b) regularly exchange knowledge, information and experience with other competent authorities in other Member States, inter alia, through the European Union Offshore Oil and Gas Authorities Group;

(c) prepare and submit an annual report to the European Commission;

(d) co-operate with other competent authorities and contact points under Article 27 of the Directive;

(e) establish mechanisms for—

(i) the confidential reporting of safety and environmental concerns relating to offshore designated petroleum activities from any source, and

(ii) the appropriate investigation of such reports while maintaining the anonymity of the individuals concerned;

(f) prepare and send to the European Commission a report of the summary findings of any investigation of petroleum incidents which resulted in an offshore major accident, at the conclusion of the investigation or at the conclusion
of the legal proceedings with respect to the petroleum incident as appropriate;

(g) operate in accordance with the requirements of this Act and Annex III to the Directive.

(4) Where the Commission considers that a major accident hazard relating to designated petroleum activities to be carried out offshore is likely to have significant effects on the environment in another Member State, the Commission shall, prior to making its decision under section 13P(1) to accept a safety case or a revised safety case, forward the relevant information to the competent authority of the potentially affected Member State. The Commission shall endeavour, jointly with the competent authority of that Member State, to adopt measures to prevent damage without prejudice to its regulatory functions.

(5) The Commission may—

(a) advise the Minister on matters relating to the functions and obligations of the competent authority;

(b) request a petroleum undertaking, operator or owner to provide a report on the circumstances of any major accident in which they have been involved, either themselves or through subsidiaries outside of the European Union. The report shall be in such form, provided in such timeframe, and accompanied by such additional information and particulars as may be determined by the Commission.

Annotations

Amendments:

(i) the safety framework established under section 13I,
(ii) the safety case guidelines under section 13L,
(iii) matters set out in Annex VI to the Directive, and
(iv) any other matter considered necessary by the Commission.

(3) The Commission shall, in performing its functions under this Part, have regard to—

(a) such functions with respect to the safety of petroleum activities as may be performed by the persons specified in subsection (4),
(b) the need to co-operate and consult with the persons specified in subsection (4) for the purpose of—
   (i) encouraging and fostering safety in the carrying on of petroleum activities, and
   (ii) avoiding duplication of activities by the Commission and the persons specified in subsection (4).

(4) The following are the persons to whom paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (3) apply:

(a) the National Standards Authority of Ireland;
(b) the Health and Safety Authority;
(c) the Environmental Protection Agency;
(d) the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport;
(e) the Irish Aviation Authority;
(f) such other persons as may be prescribed by order by the Minister.

(5) Where necessary, the Commission may prepare and implement coordinated or joint procedures with other authorities, specified in subsection (4), to carry out its functions under this Part.

(6) The Commission shall—

(a) make annual plans for the purpose of carrying out its function to monitor and enforce compliance under subsection (2)(c),

(b) provide advice on any matter requested by the Minister—
   (i) under section 9A(3) of the Act of 1960 to support the Minister’s consideration of the technical capability of a person under that section, and
   (ii) on the technical capacity of any operator proposed by a petroleum undertaking to the Minister,

and

(c) inform the Minister immediately in circumstances where it determines that an operator no longer has the capacity to meet its obligations under this Part.

(7) Subsections (3), (4) and (5) of section 9 do not apply to the functions of the Commission under this Part.]
F170 Emergency preparedness

The Commission may—

(a) at its own behest or following consultation with other agencies, direct operators and owners to conduct tests or exercises on their preparedness to respond effectively to major accidents, and

(b) where a petroleum undertaking assumes the responsibility for the discharge of operator responsibility under section 9B(2) or (4) of the Act of 1960, take, or direct the petroleum undertaking to take, adequate measures to ensure the continuing safety of designated petroleum activities up to and including prohibiting designated petroleum activities taking place.

F171 Safety framework

(1) In exercising its functions under section 13H, the Commission shall, subject to subsection (5) and after consultation with such of the persons specified in subsection (2) as the Commission considers appropriate, establish and implement a risk-based petroleum safety framework (in this Part referred to as a “safety framework”).

(2) The following are the persons specified for the purposes of subsection (1):

(a) the Minister,

(b) the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government with respect to petroleum activities undertaken on the foreshore,

(c) the Minister for Transport,

(d) the Health and Safety Authority, and

(e) any other relevant person.

(3) (a) The safety framework shall be in writing and shall contain information relating to—

(i) the nature and scope of the petroleum activities and petroleum infrastructure to be regulated by the Commission, and

(ii) the systems and procedures to be operated by the Commission in regulating designated petroleum activities.
(b) The information contained in the safety framework shall include, but shall not be limited to, the following information:

(i) a list of designated petroleum activities;

(ii) procedures for the assessment by the Commission of safety cases and notifications;

(iii) the processes used by the Commission to assure compliance by petroleum undertakings operators and owners with the safety framework and this Part. These processes shall include, but are not limited to, audit and inspection by the Commission of petroleum undertakings, operators and owners and the establishment of a scheme of independent verification by owners and operators in accordance with requirements and procedures stated by the Commission;

(iv) the standards and system for assessing safety performance;

(v) any other matter considered necessary by the Commission.

(4) In considering what other matters it may be necessary to include in the safety framework, the Commission may have regard to—

(a) technological developments in the petroleum exploration and extraction industry,

(b) best practice relating to the carrying on of petroleum activities,

(c) the necessity to keep under review safety standards and specifications relating to designated petroleum activities,

(d) any directions given by the Minister under section 13J,

(e) recommendations made in reports on petroleum incidents, or

(f) any submissions or recommendations made by interested persons, organisations and other bodies in relation to the safety of petroleum activities.

(5) (a) The Commission shall not establish or implement a safety framework until after a public consultation process has taken place in respect of the safety framework.

(b) In paragraph (a) “public consultation process” means an invitation by the Commission to the public for submissions, within a specified time limit, on a draft of the proposed safety framework where such invitation is made by means of a notice to that effect published in a newspaper circulating within the State and published in the prescribed manner.

(6) The Commission shall report annually to the Minister on the functioning of the safety framework.

(7) The Commission may, from time to time, review or amend the safety framework.

(8) The Commission shall publish in the prescribed manner—

(a) a copy of the safety framework, and

(b) where the safety framework has been amended in accordance with subsection (7), a copy of the safety framework as amended.
13J. — (1) The Minister may give written directions to the Commission relating to—

(a) the measures to be taken arising from reports prepared by the Commission under section 13H(2)(b) with regard to petroleum incidents, and

(b) review or amendment of the safety framework where the Minister considers it is in the public interest for the safety framework to be so reviewed or amended.

(2) The Commission shall comply with any directions of the Minister given under this section.

(3) A notice of any direction of the Minister under this section shall be published in the *Irish Official Gazette* as soon as practicable after it is given.

(4) Where the safety framework referred to in section 13I has not been published within 6 months after the commencement of that section, the Minister may direct the Commission in writing to publish that safety framework no later than the date specified in the direction.

13K. — (1) In addition to complying with the requirements of any other provisions of this Part a petroleum undertaking shall ensure that—

(a) any petroleum activity is carried on in such a manner as to reduce any risk to safety to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable, and

(b) any petroleum infrastructure is designed, constructed, installed, maintained, modified, operated and decommissioned in such a manner as to reduce any risk to safety to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1), the duties of a petroleum undertaking include, but are not limited to, the following—

(a) as regards any petroleum infrastructure, ensuring, in so far as is reasonably practicable—

(i) that the construction and installation of petroleum infrastructure is sound and fit for the purpose for which it has been designed,
(ii) that the modification, maintenance or other work is carried out in such a manner to secure that the soundness and fitness for purpose for which the infrastructure is designed is not compromised,

(iii) that safe operating limits for the infrastructure have been established,

(b) ensuring that the standards of safety and training of persons carrying on petroleum activities or operating petroleum infrastructure, are such so as to ensure, in so far as is reasonably practicable, the competence of such persons to undertake the activities concerned,

(c) preparing, implementing and operating, arrangements and procedures for ensuring, in so far as is reasonably practicable, that the risk of a petroleum incident is as low as is reasonably practicable,

(d) having adequate plans in place and adopting measures to be taken in the case of an emergency or serious and imminent danger arising from the carrying on of petroleum activities, and

(e) F176[...]}

**Annotations**

**Amendments:**


---

**13KA.** (1) A petroleum undertaking shall appoint an operator prior to carrying out any designated petroleum activities. A petroleum undertaking shall ensure that the operator has the capacity to meet the requirements of this Act for the carrying out of designated petroleum activities under the appointment.

(2) Prior to the appointment of an operator by a petroleum undertaking, the petroleum undertaking shall notify the Minister of its proposed appointment and seek the approval of the Minister for the appointment.

(3) Where the Minister objects to the appointment of an operator by a petroleum undertaking under section 13KA(1), the petroleum undertaking shall comply with any direction by the Minister to—

(a) propose a suitable alternative operator to the Minister for consideration as soon as possible, or

(b) assume the responsibilities of the operator under this Part.

(4) Where a petroleum undertaking has received a notification from the Minister under section 9B(4) of the Act of 1960 regarding the determination of the Commission on the capacity of the operator, the petroleum undertaking shall assume responsibility for the discharge of operator responsibilities, and shall, without delay, propose a replacement operator to the Minister.

(5) A petroleum undertaking shall not change the appointed operator without the prior written approval of the Minister.

(6) A petroleum undertaking shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that its appointed operator is discharging his or her obligations under section 13KB in carrying out designated petroleum activities and is complying with the requirements of this Part.
(7) A petroleum undertaking shall comply with any request by the Commission for a report on the circumstances of any major accident in which the undertaking has been involved, either itself or through a subsidiary, in conducting oil or gas operations outside of the European Union.

(8) A petroleum undertaking shall communicate details of the mechanism established by the Commission for the confidential reporting of safety concerns to its employees and ensure that reference to confidential reporting is included in relevant training and notices.

(9) Without prejudice to the existing scope of liability relating to the prevention and remediation of environmental damage under the Environmental Liability Regulations, a petroleum undertaking is financially liable for the prevention and remediation of environmental damage within the meaning of those Regulations, caused by offshore petroleum activities carried out pursuant to a petroleum authorisation.

(10) A petroleum undertaking shall comply with any request by the Commission for such information as it requires to discharge its functions under this Part.

(11) A petroleum undertaking shall put in place any necessary arrangements to ensure that it has the continued technical and financial capability to discharge its obligations under this Part and the conditions of its petroleum authorisation.

Annotations

Amendments:


Editorial Notes:


13KB. (1) An operator shall ensure that the risk of all major accident hazards in carrying out designated petroleum activities is reduced to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable.

(2) The use of contractors by an operator in carrying out petroleum activities and any action or omissions carried out by contractors which may lead or contribute to a major accident does not relieve the operator of his or her duties under this Act.

(3) An operator shall have primary responsibility for, inter alia, the control of risks of a major accident that are a result of its carrying on designated petroleum activities and for continuously improving control of those risks so as to ensure that the risks are reduced to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable.

(4) An operator shall comply with any direction issued by the Commission under section 13HA.

(5) Where an activity carried out by an operator poses an immediate danger to human health or significantly increases the risk of a major accident, the operator shall take suitable measures which may include, suspending the relevant activity until the danger or risk is adequately controlled.

(6) In the case of a major accident, the operator shall take all suitable measures to prevent its escalation and to limit the consequences for human health and the environment and shall put into action without delay the internal emergency response plan described in the accepted safety case.
(7) An operator shall take measures to use technical means or procedures, as the Commission considers adequate, in order to promote the reliability of the collection and recording of relevant data in the discharge of its reporting requirements to the Commission and to prevent possible manipulation thereof.

(8) An operator shall comply with any request of the Commission for a report on the circumstances of any major accident in which the operator has been involved, either itself or through a subsidiary, in conducting oil or gas operations outside of the European Union.

(9) An operator shall communicate details of the mechanism established by the Commission for the confidential reporting of safety concerns to its employees and contractors connected with carrying out designated petroleum activities, and shall ensure that reference to confidential reporting is included in relevant training and notices.

(10) Where requested by the Commission, an operator shall provide the Commission, or any other person acting under the direction of the Commission, with transport to or from the petroleum infrastructure associated with petroleum activities, including the conveyance of their equipment, at any reasonable time, and with accommodation, meals and other subsistence in connection with the visits, for the purpose of facilitating the Commission in carrying out its functions under this Part.

(11) An operator shall comply with any request by the Commission for such information as it requires to discharge its functions under this Part.

Annotations

Amendments:


F179 Obligations on owners

13KC. (1) An owner shall ensure that the risk of all major accident hazards related to a non-production installation in carrying out designated petroleum activities is reduced to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable.

(2) An owner shall comply with any direction issued by the Commission under section 13HA.

(3) Where an activity carried out by an owner poses an immediate danger to human health or significantly increases the risk of a major accident, the owner shall take suitable measures which may include, if deemed necessary, suspending the relevant activity until the danger or risk is adequately controlled.

(4) In the case of a major accident, an owner concerned shall take all suitable measures to prevent its escalation and to limit the consequences for human health and the environment and shall put into action without delay the internal emergency response plan described in the accepted safety case.

(5) An owner shall take suitable measures to use suitable technical means or procedures in order to promote the reliability of the collection and recording of relevant data in the discharge of its reporting requirements to the Commission and to prevent possible manipulation thereof.

(6) An owner shall communicate details of the mechanism established by the Commission for the confidential reporting of safety concerns to its employees and contractors connected with carrying out designated petroleum activities, and shall ensure that reference to confidential reporting is included in relevant training and notices.
(7) Where requested by the Commission, an owner shall provide the Commission, or any other person acting under the direction of the Commission, with transport to or from the petroleum infrastructure associated with petroleum activities, including the conveyance of their equipment, at any reasonable time, and with accommodation, meals and other subsistence in connection with the visits, for the purpose of facilitating the Commission in carrying out its functions under this Part.

(8) An owner shall comply with any request by the Commission for such information as it requires to discharge its functions under this Part.

(9) An owner shall comply with any request by the Commission for a report on the circumstances of any major accident in which they have been involved, either themselves or through subsidiaries, outside of the European Union]

Annotations

Amendments:


13L. (1) Subject to subsection (2), the Commission shall, from time to time, prepare guidelines (‘safety case guidelines’) relating to the preparation and contents of a safety case applicable to all or any designated petroleum activity or activities.

(2) For the purpose of developing safety case guidelines, the Commission—

(a) may consult, as it considers appropriate, with—

(i) the National Standards Authority of Ireland,

(ii) the Health and Safety Authority,

(iii) the Environmental Protection Agency,

(iv) the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport,

(v) the Irish Aviation Authority, and

(vi) such other persons as may be prescribed by order by the Minister, and

(b) may give interested persons, organisations and other bodies an opportunity to make representations to it concerning the proposed guidelines.

(3) Safety case guidelines may include provision for one or more of the following:

(a) the appropriate contents of a safety case;

(b) the appropriate technical principles and specifications relating to the design, construction, operation, maintenance, modification and decommissioning of petroleum infrastructure;

(c) the standards and codes of practice applicable to designated petroleum activities including relevant standards and codes of practice, that have been formulated or recommended by the National Standards Authority of Ireland;

(d) the safety standards to be achieved and maintained in respect of each designated petroleum activity;
(e) the procedures to be followed by an operator, or where relevant an owner, for the submission of a safety case or a revised safety case for acceptance by the Commission;

(f) the relevant performance indicators according to which safety performance in respect of each designated petroleum activity will be assessed;

(g) guidance on the corporate major accident prevention policy to be submitted as part of the safety case or notification;

(h) guidance on the description of the safety management system or, with respect to designated petroleum activities carried out offshore, the safety and environmental management system, to be included as part of the safety case or notification;

(i) guidance on the description of the scheme of independent verification to be established by the operator or the owner as the case may be, and to be included in the safety case or notification as appropriate;

(j) guidance on emergency response arrangements to be described in the safety case or notification;

(k) guidance on the preparation and maintenance of a complete inventory of emergency response equipment by operators and owners pertinent to operations;

(l) guidance on the worker representative consultation in the preparation and review of safety cases and notifications;

(m) the procedures to be followed by an operator for the submission of a notification, or revised notification for acceptance by the Commission;

(n) guidance on the contents of a design notification to be submitted by an operator before the intended submission of a safety case relating to relevant designated petroleum activities;

(o) guidance on the contents of a combined operation notification to be submitted by an operator.

(4) The Commission shall ensure, where appropriate, that the information to be included in safety cases and notifications as specified under safety case guidelines is consistent with the requirements of the Directive and, in particular, Annex I and Annex IV.

(5) Safety case guidelines shall specify that safety cases or notifications relating to any designated petroleum activity carried out offshore (and all petroleum infrastructure associated with the carrying out of that designated petroleum activity) shall include a safety and environmental management system.

(6) The Commission may revise any safety case guidelines or may withdraw those guidelines and prepare new guidelines.

(7) The Commission shall ensure that safety case guidelines are published in the prescribed manner as soon as practicable after the guidelines have been prepared.]

Annotatons

Amendments:

(1) (a) An owner shall, where relevant, and at least 6 months or, such other lesser time as the Commission may specify, before an operator proposes to commence a designated petroleum activity from the non-production installation, submit a safety case to the Commission for acceptance.

(b) An owner shall submit a safety case with respect to a non-production installation and the review and revision of that safety case.

(2) (a) An operator that proposes to carry on a designated petroleum activity shall prepare a safety case and shall, at least 6 months or, such other lesser time as the Commission may specify in writing, before it proposes to commence the activity, submit the safety case to the Commission for acceptance.

(b) An operator shall submit a safety case (except with respect to a non-production installation) and the review and revision of that safety case.

(3) (a) An operator shall not carry on a designated petroleum activity unless the safety case submitted under subsection (2)(a), and where relevant the associated owner safety case for the non-production installation, has been accepted by the Commission and a safety permit has been issued under section 13P in respect of the designated petroleum activity.

(b) Notwithstanding section 13E(1), a petroleum undertaking may continue to carry on an established petroleum activity where the petroleum undertaking has submitted a safety case to the Commission within 12 months of the publication in the prescribed manner of the guidelines relating to that activity pursuant to the Act of 2010 until the day which is 14 days after the Commission notifies the petroleum undertaking of—

(i) the acceptance of the safety case and issue of a safety permit under section 13P, or

(ii) the refusal of a safety permit under section 13Q(1).

(4) A safety case shall be prepared in accordance with such safety case guidelines as shall be prepared and published by the Commission under section 13L.

(5) A safety case shall contain such particulars as are specified in the safety case guidelines that relate to the designated petroleum activity or activities in respect of which the safety case is being prepared and shall include sufficient particulars to demonstrate to the Commission that—

(a) the operator is complying with his or her obligations under section 13KB or where relevant the owner is complying with his or her obligations under section 13KC,

(b) the operator, or where relevant the owner, has the ability to properly assess and effectively control risks which may arise from the carrying on of the designated petroleum activity or activities to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable,

(c) having identified all major accident hazards and the risks presented by those hazards, the relevant owner or operator has taken such measures as are adequate to ensure that its safety management system or the safety and environmental management system with respect to designated petroleum activities carried out offshore, is capable of reducing the risks to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable,
(d) all petroleum incident risks have been evaluated and emergency measures are in place in the event of such petroleum incident arising,

(e) adequate arrangements for monitoring, audit and for the making of reports on safety performance and compliance have been established,

(f) the emergency response arrangements are—

(i) consistent with the major accident hazard risk assessment described in the safety case and the relevant national emergency response arrangements which are in place to prevent escalation or limit the consequences of a major accident, and

(ii) capable of being put into action without delay to respond to any major accident or a situation where there is an immediate risk of a major accident,

(g) it has consulted with workers’ representatives in the preparation and review of the safety case, and

(h) a complete inventory of emergency response equipment pertinent to their operation has been prepared and is maintained.

(6) A petroleum activity shall cease to be an established petroleum activity where—

(a) the Commission accepts the safety case and issues a safety permit under section 13P,

(b) the Commission refuses to issue a safety permit under section 13Q(1), or

(c) the petroleum undertaking fails to submit a safety case within the time period specified in subsection (1)(b).

(7) In this section “audit” means systematic assessment of the adequacy of the safety management system, carried out by persons who are sufficiently independent of the system (but who may be employed by the operator or owner) to ensure that such assessment is objective.

Annotations

Amendments:


Editorial Notes:


F182[Revised safety case - transitional arrangement]

13MA. (1) Where a petroleum undertaking—

(a) has an accepted safety case and safety permit under section 13P to carry out a designated petroleum activity or activities with respect to production prior to 19 July 2015, or

(b) is carrying out established petroleum activities in accordance with section 13M(3)(b),

an operator appointed by that petroleum undertaking shall submit a revised safety case by the earliest of the following dates—
(i) the date of the scheduled review of the safety case under section 13N(2)(a),

(ii) the date by which the petroleum undertaking is required to submit the revised safety case as stated in a notice in writing issued by the Commission, or

(iii) 19 July 2018.

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act and subject to subsection (3), a petroleum undertaking who satisfies either the conditions set out in subsection (1) (a) or (b), may continue to carry out designated petroleum activities in accordance with its existing safety permit and accepted safety case until the assessment by the Commission of the revised safety case, submitted under subsection (1) has been completed.

(3) A petroleum undertaking referred to in subsection (1) shall review its safety case during the period from the commencement of this section under the Petroleum (Exploration and Extraction) Safety Act 2015 and the submission of the safety case in accordance with subsection (1) —

(a) whenever such a review is necessary because of new facts or to take account of new technical knowledge about safety matters,

(b) whenever such a review is necessitated arising from—

(i) reports related to audits (whether within the meaning of section 13M(7) or otherwise), or

(ii) reports on safety performance and compliance,

(c) in circumstances where the petroleum undertaking considers it appropriate to do so,

(d) where the Commission issues a notice in writing to a petroleum undertaking requiring it to do so, or

(e) where a change is made to the safety management system which could significantly affect the ability of the petroleum undertaking to comply with its duty to reduce the risks to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable.

(4) Where in consequence of the review under subsection (3) it is necessary to revise a safety case, the petroleum undertaking shall do so as soon as practicable and inform the Commission in writing of the details of such revision. Where the revision of a safety case results in a material alteration of the safety case previously accepted by the Commission, the petroleum undertaking shall immediately inform the Commission and a revised safety case in accordance with subsection (1) shall be submitted to the Commission by the operator appointed by the petroleum undertaking.

Annotations

Amendments:


F183 Review and revision of safety case

F184 (13N. (1) A safety case shall be regarded as a working document by which an operator, or owner, as the case may be, may demonstrate that the safety management system, or the safety and environmental management system with respect to designated petroleum activities carried out offshore, described in the safety case is being properly implemented and continues to be maintained.
A safety case shall be reviewed—

(a) at least every 5 years,

(b) whenever such a review is necessary because of new facts or to take account of new technical knowledge about safety matters,

(c) whenever such a review is necessitated arising from—

(i) reports relating to audits (whether within the meaning of section 13M(7) or otherwise),

(ii) reports on safety performance and compliance,

(d) in circumstances where the operator, or the owner as the case may be, considers it appropriate to do so,

(e) where the Commission issues a notice in writing to an operator or owner requiring it to do so, or

(f) where a change is made to the safety management system, or the safety and environmental management system with respect to designated petroleum activities carried out offshore, which could significantly affect the ability of the operator or the owner, as the case may be, to comply with his or her duty to reduce the risk of major accident hazards to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable,

and where in consequence of that review it is necessary to revise the safety case, the operator, or owner as the case may be, shall do so as soon as practicable and inform the Commission of the details of such revision.

(3) Where the revision of a safety case results in a material alteration of the safety case previously accepted by the Commission under section 13P the operator, or the owner as the case may be, shall submit the proposed revision to the Commission and any proposed revision shall not be made unless it has been accepted by the Commission in accordance with section 13P.

(4) A revised safety case shall be submitted to the Commission for the purposes of this section in accordance with such procedures as are specified by the Commission in the safety case guidelines.

(5) Where the Commission has revised the safety case guidelines under section 13L(4), it may specify a date by which the operator or owner must submit a revised safety case under this section for assessment by the Commission.]
relevant the associated combined operations notification) and any revision of the safety case under section 13N (and where relevant a revision to the associated combined operation notification under section 13OA) is implemented and followed.

(2) Where an owner has prepared and has had accepted a safety case under section 13P, the owner shall ensure that as long as the designated petroleum activity or activities to which the safety case and the associated safety permit relates is being carried out, that the safety case and the safety management system (or where relevant the safety and environmental management system) described in the safety case and any revision of the safety case under section 13N is implemented and followed.

(3) An operator who fails to comply with subsection (1) or an owner who fails to comply with subsection (2) commits an offence and is liable—

(a) on summary conviction, to a class A fine, or

(b) on conviction on indictment, to a fine not exceeding €3,000,000.]}

Annotations

Amendments:


13OA. (1) An operator shall submit a design notification or revised design notification to the Commission in accordance with the procedures and timescale set out in safety case guidelines where the operator intends to carry out a designated petroleum activity or activities related to production under a petroleum authorisation.

(2) The Commission shall assess the design notification or a revised design notification submitted by an operator.

(3) The Commission may—

(a) accept a design notification,

(b) accept a design notification with observations on matters to be taken into account by the operator when submitting a safety case under section 13M, or

(c) refuse a design notification,

having considered whether the information contained in the design notification or revised design notification complies with the safety case guidelines and whether the operator has provided sufficient demonstration that the operator is—

(i) capable of implementing the safety management system (or where relevant the safety and environmental management system) described in the design notification, and

(ii) capable of carrying on the designated petroleum activity or activities concerned in compliance with its duties under section 13KB.

(4) The Commission, in deciding whether or not to accept a design notification, may, for the purposes of satisfying itself under subsection (2), request in writing such additional information as it may reasonably require from an operator and the operator shall comply with any such request.
(5) Where there is a revision of a design notification which results in a material change to the design notification previously accepted by the Commission under this section, the operator concerned shall submit the proposed revision of a design notification to the Commission and any proposed revision shall not be made until the Commission has carried out its assessment of the revision of the design notification under this section.

(6) The revised design notification shall be submitted to the Commission for the purposes of this section in accordance with such procedures as are specified by the Commission in safety case guidelines.

(7) The Commission shall notify the relevant petroleum undertaking and operator of the acceptance of a design notification.

(8) The acceptance of a design notification or a revised design notification by the Commission shall not be interpreted as relieving an operator of its duties under section 13KB.

(9) Where an operator or owner proposes to carry on a combined operation, the operator and owner involved in a combined operation shall jointly prepare the combined operation notification.

(10) One of the persons referred to in subsection (9) shall submit a combined operation notification or revised combined operation notification to the Commission in accordance with the procedures and timescale set out in safety case guidelines.

(11) The Commission shall only accept a combined operation notification or a revised combined operation notification where the information contained in the combined operation notification or revised combined operation notification complies with the safety case guidelines and the Commission is satisfied the operators and owners concerned are—

(a) capable of implementing the safety management system, or where relevant the safety and environmental management system, described in the combined operation notification, and

(b) subject to any conditions of the safety permit, capable of carrying on the combined operation concerned in compliance with their duties under sections 13KB and 13KC.

(12) The Commission, in deciding whether or not to accept a combined operation notification, may, for the purposes of satisfying itself under subsection (11), request in writing such additional information as it may reasonably require from an operator and the operator shall comply with any such request.

(13) The Commission shall notify the relevant petroleum undertaking and operator of the acceptance of the combined operation notification.

(14) The acceptance of a combined operation notification by the Commission shall not be interpreted as relieving an operator of his or her duties under section 13KB or, where relevant, an owner of his or her duties under section 13KC.

(15) Where there is a revision of a combined operation notification which results in a material change to the combined operation notification previously accepted by the Commission under this section, the operator concerned shall submit the proposed revision of combined operation notification to the Commission and any proposed revision shall not be made until the Commission has carried out its assessment of the revision of the combined operation notification under this section.

(16) A revised combined operation notification shall be submitted to the Commission for the purposes of this section in accordance with such procedures specified by the Commission in safety case guidelines.]
(1) The Commission shall only accept a safety case or a revised safety case for the purposes of issuing a safety permit under this section where the information contained in the safety case or the revised safety case complies with the requirements of section 13M(4) and the Commission is satisfied that the operator and, where relevant, the owner—

(a) is capable of implementing the safety management system, or where relevant the safety and environmental management system, described in its safety case, and

(b) subject to any conditions of the safety permit, is capable of carrying on the designated petroleum activity or activities concerned in compliance with its obligations under section 13KB with respect to an operator and section 13KC with respect to an owner.

(2) The Commission, in deciding whether or not to issue a safety permit, for the purpose of satisfying itself under subsection (1), may request in writing such additional information as it may reasonably require from a petroleum undertaking, operator or owner and the undertaking, operator or owner shall comply with any such request.

(3) The Commission shall notify—

(a) an operator in writing of its acceptance or refusal of a safety case under section 13P(1),
(b) an owner in writing of its acceptance or refusal of a safety case under section 13P(1), and
(c) a petroleum undertaking of its acceptance of a safety case submitted by the operator or, where relevant, the owner by issuing a safety permit to that petroleum undertaking.

(4) It shall be a condition of a safety permit that the operator, and where relevant the owner, act in accordance with the accepted safety case or safety cases and, where relevant, the combined operations notification accepted by the Commission under section 13OA(11).

(5) Subject to subsection (4), the Commission may attach such conditions to a safety permit as it considers appropriate including conditions—

(a) restricting or prohibiting the operation of specified parts of petroleum infrastructure, maintained or intended to be established, in connection with the carrying on of the designated petroleum activity or activities concerned,
(b) restricting or prohibiting the carrying on of specified activities carried out on, from or in connection with petroleum infrastructure,
(c) specifying requirements to be complied with in respect of all or any of the different phases of the designated petroleum activity or activities concerned,
(d) in respect of when a safety permit shall be subject to review by the Commission,
(e) relating to audits (whether within the meaning of section 13M(7) or otherwise) and reporting requirements, or
(f) in respect of safety performance requirements.

(6) The Commission shall determine the form of a safety permit.

(7) The Commission shall issue a safety permit under subsection (1) or a request for information under subsection (2) as soon as practicable after it has completed its assessment but no later than 6 months after the date of receipt of the safety case or revised safety case of an operator or owner or receipt of the additional information requested under subsection (2).

(8) The acceptance of a safety case or revised safety case by the Commission and the issuing of a safety permit shall not be interpreted as relieving a petroleum undertaking of its duties under section 13K, an operator of his or her duties under section 13KB or an owner of his or her duties under section 13KC and does not imply any transfer of responsibility to the Commission.

(9) A safety permit shall remain in operation for such period as may be specified in writing by the Commission unless it is revoked by the Commission under section 13Q or replaced by a new safety permit.

(10) The Commission shall, as soon as practicable after the issue of a safety permit to a petroleum undertaking, ensure that a copy of that permit is published in the prescribed manner.]

Annotations

Amendments:


Editorial Notes:

E60 Certain petroleum activities designated as requiring a safety permit (30.11.2013) by Petroleum Safety (Designation of Certain Classes of Petroleum Activity) Regulations 2013 (S.I. No. 89 of 2013), reg. 4, in effect as per reg. 2.

Refusal or revocation of safety permit.

13Q.— (1) The Commission may—

(a) refuse to issue a safety permit where the Commission is not satisfied for the purposes of section 13P(1), or

(b) revoke a safety permit issued under section 13P(3) in all or any of the following circumstances:

(i) non-compliance with its conditions;

(ii) failure to comply with an improvement notice issued under section 13Z;

(iii) where, in the opinion of the Commission, the petroleum undertaking is not complying with its duties under section 13K.

(2) Where the Commission proposes to refuse or revoke a safety permit in accordance with subsection (1), it shall notify in writing the petroleum undertaking concerned of
the proposal and the petroleum undertaking may, within 21 days of the notification, make representations to the Commission, which shall consider them.

(3) Where the Commission decides under subsection (1) to refuse or revoke a safety permit and, having considered representations (if any) made by the petroleum undertaking under subsection (2), it shall notify the petroleum undertaking concerned of the decision and the reasons for the decision.

F191[(4) Where the Commission decides to refuse a safety permit or revoke a safety permit issued by it, the petroleum undertaking concerned may, not later than 21 days of the date of notification of the decision, appeal to the High Court.

(5) Where an appeal is taken under subsection (4), the decision of the Commission under subsection (3) shall, unless cancelled by the Court, take effect on the day next following the day on which the decision is confirmed on appeal or the appeal is withdrawn, or on such day as is specified by the Court, whichever is later.]

F192[(5A) Where no appeal is made under subsection (4), the decision of the Commission under subsection (3) shall take effect on the day on which the time allowed for an appeal has elapsed.]

(6) On hearing an appeal under subsection (4), the Court may either confirm or vary the decision of the Commission or allow the appeal.

(7) Any decision of the Court on an appeal under subsection (4) shall be final, save that, an appeal from the decision may be made to the Supreme Court on a specified point of law.]

Annotations

Amendments:


13R.— (1) Where an operator or owner—

(a) submits a safety case under section 13M, or

(b) submits a revised safety case under section 13N,

it shall be accompanied by such fee as the Commission may determine to be appropriate, having regard to the nature of the designated petroleum activity and the nature and extent of the petroleum infrastructure to which the safety case or revised safety case relates.

(2) The level of fees shall be structured to ensure that the fee relating to the safety case or revised safety case concerned is sufficient to enable the Commission recover the reasonable costs and expenses which the Commission is likely to incur by reason of its consideration of the safety case or revised safety case concerned and matters directly pertaining to the case concerned including the costs and expenses incurred in determining conditions relating to the issue of a safety permit or the refusal to issue a safety permit.
(3) The Commission shall make information on the structure and methodology of how it has determined such fees available to the operator or owner concerned where requested to do so.

Annotations

Amendments:


(1) Where a petroleum incident occurs, the operator and the owner concerned shall notify the Commission of the petroleum incident, without delay, after the occurrence of the petroleum incident and such notification shall be—

(a) in such form,

(b) provided in such timeframe, and

(c) accompanied by such additional information and particulars,

as may be prescribed by the Commission.

(2) Where an activity carried out by an operator or an owner poses an immediate danger to human health or significantly increases the risk of a petroleum incident and the operator takes suitable measures in line with his or her obligation under section 13KB(5) or the owner takes suitable measures in line with his or her obligation under section 13KC(3), the operator or owner shall notify the Commission accordingly, in such form and accompanied by such additional information and particulars as may be prescribed by the Commission, without delay, and no later than 24 hours after taking those measures.

(3) On receipt of a notification of a petroleum incident under subsection (1) or a notification of suitable measures taken under subsection (2) the Commission shall consider the notification and where it considers that it is necessary, the Commission may request a further report giving additional details of the incident and the circumstances associated with it and any suitable measures taken, and in that event the Commission shall notify the owner or operator concerned and request that such further report be furnished to it within such period of time specified in the request and is reasonable in the circumstances.

(4) An operator or owner who fails to comply with this section commits an offence and is liable—

(a) on summary conviction, to a class A fine,

(b) on conviction on indictment, to a fine not exceeding €1,000,000.]

Annotations

Amendments:

Actions Commission may take following petroleum incident.

(1) The Commission may on its own initiative or following receipt of—
   (a) a notification under section 13S(1) or (2) or a report under section 13S(3),
       appoint a petroleum safety officer to investigate the petroleum incident or
       the suitable measures taken, or
   (b) a confidential report under section 13GA(3)(e), appoint a petroleum safety
       officer to investigate the concerns.

(2) Where the Commission receives—
   (a) a notification under section 13S(1) of a petroleum incident,
   (b) a notification under section 13S(2) of suitable measures taken,
   (c) a report under section 13S(3) in respect of a petroleum incident or suitable
       measures taken,
   (d) a confidential report under section 13GA(3)(e) relating to offshore designated
       petroleum activities,
   (e) a report by a petroleum safety officer of an investigation under subsection
       (1),

the Commission may issue to the petroleum undertaking, operator or owner concerned—
   (i) an improvement notice,
   (ii) a prohibition notice,
   (iii) a notice requiring the operator or owner to revise its safety case, or
   (iv) a notice that the Commission intends to revoke the relevant safety permit.

(3) Nothing in subsection (2) shall limit the power of the Commission to issue a
    notice of a kind specified in that subsection in circumstances other than those referred
    to in this section.]

Annotations

Amendments:

F198 Inserted (18.12.2013) by Petroleum (Exploration and Extraction) Safety Act 2010 (4/2010), s. 3(d),
S.I. No. 500 of 2013.


Reporting of petroleum incidents to Minister by Commission

(1) The Commission shall prepare and send to the Minister a report in respect of each petroleum incident which results in—
   (a) the loss of human life,
   (b) serious personal injury being suffered by a person,
(c) damage to property the ownership of which is held by a person other than the petroleum undertaking operator or owner concerned, or

(d) a major accident.

(2) The Commission may prepare and send to the Minister a report in respect of a petroleum incident other than an incident referred to in subsection (1) where, in the opinion of the Commission, it is appropriate to do so by reason of the seriousness of the petroleum incident concerned.

(3) The Commission may, with the consent of the Minister, publish a non-confidential version of the reports issued to the Minister under subsection (1) or (2).]

Annotations

Amendments:


F202[Regulations (Part IIA).

F203[13V. The Commission shall, for the purposes of enabling this Part to have full effect, make regulations—

(a) prescribing all major accidents as a class of event for the purposes of the definition of petroleum incident,

(b) prescribing a class of event or occurrence for the purposes of the definition of petroleum incident which in the opinion of the Commission may materially increase the risk of an event or occurrence referred to in section 13U(1)(a) to (d) occurring,

(c) prescribing a class of event or occurrence for the purposes of the definition of petroleum incident to enable the Commission to discharge its reporting obligations to the European Commission, and

(d) prescribing a form to be used by operators or owners in notifying the Commission of a petroleum incident, the timeframe for such reporting and the classes of information to be included in such a form.]

Annotations

Amendments:


Editorial Notes:

E61 Power pursuant to section exercised (3.04.2016) by Petroleum Safety (Petroleum Incident) Regulations 2016 (S.I. No. 166 of 2016), in effect as per reg. 2.
F204 [Petroleum safety officers.]

13W. — (1) The Commission may appoint any of its officers or any other person to be a petroleum safety officer for the purposes of the exercise by the Commission of its functions under this Part.

(2) (a) A person appointed under subsection (1) shall be furnished with a certificate of his or her appointment by the Commission.

(b) When exercising a power conferred on him or her by this section, a petroleum safety officer shall, if requested by a person affected, produce the certificate of his or her appointment or a copy of such certificate to such person.

(3) A petroleum safety officer may, subject to this section—

(a) at any time board or otherwise enter, inspect, examine and search any place which he or she has reasonable grounds for believing is used for the purposes of or in connection with a designated petroleum activity and there make such inspection, carry out such tests or examination as may be necessary of any—

(i) petroleum infrastructure,

(ii) upstream pipeline,

(iii) activity, process or procedure,

(iv) plant, vessel or equipment, or

(v) records,

to ascertain whether the provisions of this Part are being complied with and for those purposes take with him or her and use any equipment or materials he or she considers necessary,

(b) carry out an investigation where appointed to do so under section 13T(1),

(c) direct that the place and anything at, in or on it, be left undisturbed for so long as is reasonably necessary for any search, examination, investigation, inspection or inquiry under this Part,

(d) take any measurement or photograph or make any electrical or electronic recording which he or she considers necessary for the purposes of any such examination or inquiry,

(e) take samples of any fluid or gas or other substance found at that place,

(f) as regards any article or substance he or she finds at that place, require any relevant person in authority to supply the officer without charge with any such article or substance,

(g) require any relevant person in authority to produce to him or her such documents, records or materials (and in the case of information in a non-legible form to reproduce it in a legible form) as are in that person’s possession or control relating to the matter under inquiry and to give to him or her such
information as the officer may reasonably require in regard to such docu-
ments, records or materials,

(h) inspect and take copies of or extracts from any such documents, records or 
materials or any electronic information system at that place or premises, 
including in the case of information in a non-legible form, copies or extracts 
from such information in a permanent legible form or require that such copies 
be provided,

(i) remove and retain such records for such period as may be reasonable for further 
examination,

(j) require any relevant person in authority to give to the officer any information 
that the officer may reasonably require for the purposes of any search, 
examination, investigation, inspection or inquiry under this Part,

(k) require any person he or she finds at that place to give the officer such assis-
tance and facilities within the person’s power or control as are reasonably 
necessary to enable the officer to exercise any of his or her powers under 
this Part,

(l) exercise such other powers as may be necessary for the purposes of the exercise 
by the Commission of its functions under this Part.

(4) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (3)(l) where, in the opinion of 
the petroleum safety officer, there is a substantial and imminent risk to safety, the 
petroleum safety officer may—

(a) instruct any person to evacuate any place referred to in subsection (3)(a) until 
such time as the place is, in the opinion of the officer, safe,

(b) instruct any person to perform or refrain from performing any act, if in the 
opinion of the officer, the performance or non-performance of such act is 
necessary in order to reduce or prevent any danger arising from the carrying 
on of any petroleum activity,

(c) search for any escaped oil or gas, or any leak or defect in any petroleum 
infrastructure, upstream pipeline or plant or equipment,

(d) interrupt the flow of any oil or gas, or disconnect any part of any petroleum 
infrastructure, upstream pipeline or plant or equipment,

(e) liaise with any other authorised person appointed by a body that has functions 
that are similar or ancillar y to the functions of the Commission with respect 
to the safety of petroleum activities.

(5) Where a petroleum safety officer has reasonable cause to apprehend any serious 
obstruction in the exercise of his or her duty or otherwise considers it necessary, he 
or she may be accompanied by—

(a) a member or members of the Garda Síochána, or

(b) a member or members of the Defence Forces, where the place concerned is 
in any part of—

F205[(i) the licensed area to which subparagraph (i) or (ii) or both of para-
graph (a) of the definition of “licensed area” relates, or,]

(ii) a designated area.

(6) A petroleum safety officer shall not enter a dwelling other than—

(a) with the consent of the occupier, or
(b) in accordance with a warrant from a District Court issued under subsection (8).

(7) Where a petroleum safety officer, in the exercise of his or her powers under this section, is prevented from entering any place, an application may be made, subject to subsection (9), to the District Court for a warrant under subsection (8) authorising such entry.

(8) Without prejudice to the powers of a petroleum safety officer under this Part, if a judge of the District Court is satisfied by information on oath of a petroleum safety officer that there are reasonable grounds for believing that—

(a) there are any articles or substances at any place or any records (including documents stored in a non-legible form) or information relating to a place, that the petroleum safety officer requires to inspect for the purposes of enforcing this Part, or

(b) there is to be found, or such an inspection is likely to disclose, evidence of a contravention of or failure to comply with a provision of this Part,

the judge may issue a warrant authorising a petroleum safety officer, alone or accompanied by such other persons as may be necessary, at any time or times within one month of the date of issue of the warrant, on production of the warrant if requested, to enter the place, if necessary by the use of reasonable force, and perform any of the functions of a petroleum safety officer under this section.

(9) Where the place the subject of an application under subsection (8) is located in any part of—

(a) the licensed area to which subparagraphs (i) or (ii), or both, of paragraph (a) of the definition of “licensed area” relates, or

(b) a designated area,

the application for a search warrant may be made to a judge assigned to any district court district.

(10) A person who—

(a) obstructs or impedes a petroleum safety officer in the exercise of powers conferred by this section,

(b) fails or refuses to comply with any instruction, requirement or direction of a petroleum safety officer for any of the purposes of this section,

(c) knowingly gives to a petroleum safety officer information which is false or misleading in a material respect,

F206[(d) alters, suppresses or destroys any documents, records or materials (including documents stored in non-legible form) that the person has been required to produce or may reasonably expect to be required to produce, or]

(e) interferes with any action taken by a petroleum safety officer to interrupt the flow of oil or gas or to disconnect any part of any petroleum infrastructure, upstream pipeline or plant,

commits an offence.

(11) A person who commits an offence under this section is liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding €5,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 6 months or to both, or
(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €3,000,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or to both.]

Annotations

Amendments:

13X.— (1) Where a petroleum safety officer is of the opinion that the condition of any petroleum infrastructure or any part of such infrastructure, or an upstream pipeline or any activity, process or procedure carried on, from or in connection with, such infrastructure or pipeline, poses such a substantial and imminent risk to safety that the activity should be ceased until specified measures have been taken to reduce the risk to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable, the officer shall immediately inform the Commission.

(2) The Commission, on being informed of the opinion of the petroleum safety officer as respects a matter referred to in subsection (1), may, where it is satisfied that it is necessary to do so for the immediate protection of human life or petroleum infrastructure, issue an emergency direction in writing to the petroleum undertaking stating that the activity should be ceased immediately and the measures that are required to be taken to reduce the risk to a level that is as low as is reasonably practicable.

(3) If a petroleum undertaking, an operator or owner, fails to comply with the direction under subsection (2), the Commission may apply ex parte to the Court for an order restricting or prohibiting that activity.

(4) The Court may, upon an application under subsection (3), make such order as it considers appropriate.

(5) An order under this section shall have effect notwithstanding the terms of any permission given under any other enactment for the activity to which the application under this section relates.

(6) On an application by any person for the revocation or variation of an order under subsection (3), the Commission shall be entitled to be heard.]

Annotations

Amendments:
13Y. (1) Where the Commission is of the opinion that a petroleum undertaking, operator or owner, or a person under the control or on behalf of that undertaking, operator or owner—

(a) is not operating in accordance with the approved safety case, or in accordance with any conditions of the safety permit issued to that petroleum undertaking, operator or owner,

(b) is not operating in such a manner as to ensure compliance with the duties under sections 13K and 13KA with respect to a petroleum undertaking, or section 13KB with respect to an operator or section 13KC with respect to an owner, or

(c) is contravening, has contravened, is failing to comply with or has failed to comply with any other requirement of this Part,

the Commission may give a direction in writing to the petroleum undertaking, operator or owner concerned requiring it to submit to the Commission, within the time period stated in the direction, a plan (in this Part referred to as an “improvement plan”) specifying the remedial action proposed to be taken by the petroleum undertaking, operator or owner to rectify the matters set down in the direction.

(2) Where an improvement plan is submitted in accordance with subsection (1) or re-submitted under paragraph (b), the Commission shall, within 30 days, write to the petroleum undertaking, operator or owner—

(a) stating that the Commission is satisfied with the remedial action proposed to be taken, or

(b) where the Commission is not satisfied that the remedial action proposed to be taken is adequate, directing that the plan be revised and re-submitted to the Commission within a specified time period.

(3) The Commission may withdraw a direction under this section at any time before a date specified in the direction or may extend and further extend such date.]
(ii) is not operating in such a manner as to ensure compliance with the duties under sections 13K and 13KA with respect to a petroleum undertaking, or section 13KB with respect to an operator or, section 13KC with respect to an owner, or

(iii) is contravening, has contravened, is failing to comply with or has failed to comply with any other requirement of this Part,

the Commission may serve a written notice (in this Part referred to as an “improvement notice”) on that petroleum undertaking, operator or owner, as the case may be.

(2) An improvement notice shall—

(a) state that the Commission is of the opinion referred to in subsection (1),

(b) state the reasons for that opinion,

(c) where applicable, state that the petroleum undertaking, operator or owner has failed to submit or implement an improvement plan,

(d) direct the petroleum undertaking, operator or owner to remedy the alleged contraventions or the matters occasioning that notice by a date specified in the notice, which shall not be earlier than the period within which an appeal may be brought under subsection (5),

(e) contain details of the consequences, under this section or under section 13Q, of a failure to comply with the notice,

(f) include information regarding the making of an appeal under subsection (5), and

(g) include any other requirement that the Commission considers appropriate.

(3) An improvement notice may include directions as to the measures to be taken to remedy any contravention or matter to which the notice relates or otherwise comply with the notice.

(4) Where the Commission proposes to serve an improvement notice, it shall first notify the petroleum undertaking, operator or owner concerned in writing of its intention to serve the improvement notice and the petroleum undertaking, operator or owner concerned may, within 21 days of such notification, make representations to the Commission, which shall consider them.

(5) Where the Commission, having considered any representations made to it under subsection (4), serves an improvement notice, the petroleum undertaking, operator or owner aggrieved by such improvement notice may, within the period of 14 days beginning on the day on which the improvement notice is served on it, appeal to the Court against the notice and in determining the appeal the Court may—

(a) if it is satisfied that in the circumstances of the case it is reasonable to do so, confirm the notice with or without modification, or

(b) cancel the notice.

(6) In considering an appeal against an improvement notice, the Court shall take into account the general duties of petroleum undertakings, operators or owners under section 13K.

(7) Where an appeal against an improvement notice is taken, the notice shall, unless cancelled by the Court, take effect on the day next following the day on which the notice is confirmed on appeal or the appeal is withdrawn or on the day specified in the notice as that on which it is to come into effect, whichever is the later.
(8) Where no appeal is taken against an improvement notice, the notice shall take effect on the expiration of the period during which such an appeal may be taken or on the day specified in the notice as that on which it is to come into effect, whichever is the later.

(9) The Commission may withdraw an improvement notice at any time before the date specified in it under subsection (2)(d) and the Commission may extend or further extend that date at any time when an appeal against the notice is not pending.

(10) A person who fails to comply with an improvement notice served on him or her commits an offence and is liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a class A fine, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €3,000,000.

Annotations

Amendments:


Editorial Notes:

(a) if the notice so declares, immediately the notice is received by the petroleum undertaking or the person on whom it is served,

(b) if no appeal is taken against the notice, on the expiration of the period during which such an appeal may be taken or on the day specified in the notice as that on which it is to come into effect, whichever is the later, or

(c) in case an appeal is taken (unless the notice is cancelled by the Court) on the day next following the day on which the notice is confirmed on appeal or the appeal is withdrawn or on the day specified in the notice as that on which it is to come into effect, whichever is the later.

(5) The bringing of an appeal against a prohibition notice which is to take effect in accordance with subsection (4)(a) shall not have the effect of suspending the operation of the notice provided that—

(a) the appellant may apply to the Court to have the operation of the notice suspended until the appeal is disposed of, and

(b) on such application, the Court may, if it thinks proper to do so, direct that the operation of the notice be suspended until the appeal is disposed of.

(6) (a) A petroleum undertaking or an operator or an owner which is aggrieved by a prohibition notice, within the period of 7 days beginning on the day on which the notice is served on it, appeal to the Court against the notice and in determining the appeal the Court may—

(i) if it is satisfied that in the circumstances of the case it is reasonable to do so, confirm the notice with or without modification; or

(ii) cancel the notice.

(b) Where on the hearing of an appeal under this section a prohibition notice is confirmed, notwithstanding subsection (4), the Court by which the appeal is heard may, on the application of the appellant, suspend the operation of the notice for such period as in the circumstances of the case the Court considers appropriate.

(7) In considering an appeal against a prohibition notice, the Court shall take into account the general duties of petroleum undertakings, operators, owners and others.

(8) The Commission may at any time withdraw a prohibition notice.

(9) A person who fails to comply with a prohibition notice commits an offence and is liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a class A fine, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €3,000,000.

Annotations

Amendments:


Circumstances in which application may be made to Court for immediate suspension of petroleum activities.

13AB. — (1) Where the Commission considers that the risk to the safety of—
   (a) human life,
   (b) petroleum infrastructure, or
   (c) property not in the ownership of the petroleum undertaking, operator or owner concerned,

is so serious that any of the petroleum activities of a petroleum undertaking, an operator or owner should be restricted or should be immediately prohibited until specified measures have been taken to reduce the risk to a level which is as low as is reasonably practicable, the Commission may apply, ex parte, to the Court for an order restricting or prohibiting the activities concerned.

(2) The Court may make such interim or interlocutory order as it considers appropriate, and the Court in considering whether to make the order shall consider whether the elimination or necessary reduction of the risk concerned could be achieved by the issue of an emergency direction or a prohibition notice.

(3) Any such order shall have effect notwithstanding the terms of any permission given under this Act or any other enactment for the carrying on of the activity concerned or, where the order refers to another person, the carrying out of an activity by such person.

(4) On any application for the revocation or variation of an order made under subsection (1), the Commission shall be entitled to appear, be heard and adduce evidence.

Annotations

Amendments:


13AC. (1) An operator who has an accepted safety case to which a safety permit relates shall make available a copy of the accepted safety case to any member of the public who requests it.

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), the obligation to make available a copy of an accepted safety case does not extend to releasing any content of an accepted safety case that relates to matters of industrial, commercial or personal confidentiality, public security or defence of the State.

(3) Where an operator proposes to omit any content of an accepted safety case which relates to the matters referred to in subsection (2), he or she shall obtain the prior written consent of the Commission.
(4) (a) An operator who makes available a copy of an accepted safety case is entitled to charge the person who requests it a fee in respect of the making available of that copy, provided that the amount charged by the undertaking does not exceed an amount which is reasonable having regard to the cost of making it available.

(b) For the purposes of paragraph (a), the Commission may give an operator such direction as it considers appropriate in relation to what is a reasonable fee.

Annotations

Amendments:


F222 Contraventions in the licensed area.

13AD.— A contravention of any provision of this Part (including a failure to comply with the conditions of a safety permit) which occurs in any part of—

(a) the licensed area to which subparagraphs (i) or (ii), or both, of paragraph (a) of the definition of “licensed area” relates, or

(b) a designated area,

shall be treated as having occurred in the State.

Annotations

Amendments:


PART III

Licences and Authorisations

F223—(1) The Commission may grant or refuse to grant to any person a licence—

(a) to generate electricity,

(b) to supply electricity to eligible customers,

(c) to discharge the functions of the transmission system operator,

(d) to discharge the functions of the transmission system owner,

(e) to discharge the functions of the distribution system operator,

(f) to discharge the functions of the public electricity supplier, or

(g) to discharge the functions of the

(h) to discharge the functions of the
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(i) to transport electricity across and (j) to maintain an interconnector.

(j) to act as the Single Electricity Market operator.

(k) to discharge the functions of Distribution System Owner.

and where the Commission grants such a licence, that licence shall be subject to such terms and conditions as may be specified in the licence.

(1A) The Commission may by order provide that a person generating electricity by means of a specified class or classes of generating station shall stand licensed to generate electricity subject to such terms and conditions as may be specified in such order.

(1B) The Commission may by order amend or revoke an order made under subsection (1A) of this subsection.

(1C) The Commission shall not make an order under subsection (1A) or (1B) unless a notice of intention to make such an order is published in at least one newspaper circulating in the State at least one month before the making of the order.

(1D) The draft order shall be published by the Commission in such manner as it shall determine, so as to bring it to the attention of those likely to be affected by it and the notice of intention published under subsection (1C) shall state the manner in which a copy of the draft order may be obtained.

(2) The Commission may grant to the Board a licence to supply electricity to eligible customers, subject to terms and conditions as may be specified in the licence.

(2A) A licence under paragraph (e) of subsection (1) shall only be granted to EirGrid.

(2B) A licence under paragraph (f) of subsection (1) shall only be granted to the Board or a subsidiary of the Board.

(2C) A licence under paragraph (g) of subsection (1) shall only be granted to the Board or a subsidiary of the Board.

(2D) A licence under paragraph (h) of subsection (1) shall only be granted to the Board.

(2DA) A licence under paragraph (k), of subsection (1) shall—

(a) only be granted to the Board, and

(b) not take effect prior to the transfer date fixed under the European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) (Electricity Supply Board) Regulations 2007.

(2E) A licence under subsection (1) may include such terms and conditions relating to participation in and the operation of the Single Electricity Market as the Commission considers necessary or expedient.

(2F) The Commission may grant an exemption from the requirement to hold a licence to act as the Single Electricity Market operator to a person who holds a licence to perform corresponding functions in Northern Ireland.

(2G) A licence under paragraphs (b), (c) or (d) of subsection (1) may include conditions to ensure that where the holder of the licence is registered in another Member State, the holder of the licence shall comply with—

(a) the conditions of the licence, and

(b) the requirements of this Act.
The holder of an electricity supply licence under subsection (1)(b) and (1)(h) shall maintain for not less than 5 years and make available on a request being made by the Commission, the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission or the European Commission all relevant data relating to all transactions in electricity supply contracts and electricity derivatives with wholesale customers and transmission system operators.

The data referred to in subsection (2H) shall include details on the characteristics of relevant transactions such as duration, delivery and settlement rules, the quantity, the dates and times of execution and the transaction prices and means of identifying the wholesale customer concerned, as well as specified details of all unsettled electricity supply contracts and electricity derivatives.

The Commission may decide to make available to market participants elements of this information provided that commercially sensitive information on individual market players or individual transactions is not released. This subsection shall not apply to information about financial instruments which fall within the scope of Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 April 2004.

The obligations on undertakings under subsection (2H) with respect to transactions by them in electricity derivatives with wholesale customers and transmission system operators shall not apply until the European Commission has adopted Guidelines, referred to in Article 40 of the Electricity Market Directive, defining the methods and arrangements for record keeping as well as the form and content of the data to be kept by undertakings.

In the event that the authorities referred to in subsection (2H) require access to data kept by entities falling within the scope of Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 April 2004, the authorities responsible under that Directive shall provide them with the required data.

(a) The Commission may, in carrying out its function under section 9(1F), in a licence under subsection (1)(b), specify such standards of performance and quality in connection with the supply of electricity to final customers as the Commission determines ought to be achieved.

(b) The holder of a licence referred to in paragraph (a) shall comply with such standards of performance as may be specified by the Commission in the licence concerned.

Any licence granted under this section shall be deemed to contain a condition that it shall be subject to modification for the purposes of compliance with any enactment implementing, whether in whole or in part, Council Directive No. 96/92/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 December, 1996 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity.

An application for a licence under this section shall be in writing and be in such form and contain such information as the Commission may request.

An application for a licence under this section shall be accompanied by such a fee, if any, as the Commission may determine to be appropriate, having regard to the application being made, and the Commission shall make information on such fees available on request.

A licence granted by the Commission shall be subject to—

(a) modification in accordance with section 19, or

(b) revocation by the Commission in accordance with this Act.

Where the Commission refuses to grant a licence to a person—
(a) the person shall be notified, in writing, by the Commission of the reasons for the refusal,

(b) within 28 days of the making of a refusal, the Commission shall notify, in writing, the Commission of the European Communities of the reasons for the refusal, and

(c) the person may appeal the refusal in accordance with section 29.

F238[(8)(a) The holder of a licence granted under paragraph (a) of subsection (1) may supply electricity to the holder of a licence granted under paragraph (b), (c) or (d) of that subsection or to the Board.

(b) The holder of a licence under paragraph (a) of subsection (1) may supply an amount of electricity to its own premises or to its own subsidiary, or subsidiaries, whether or not eligible, which does not exceed the amount of electricity produced by the holder of the licence or electricity which is purchased, in place of such electricity, in accordance with the trading arrangements provided for in any Regulations made by the Commission under section 9(1)(d).]

(9) A licence granted under paragraph (b), (c) or (d) of subsection (1) shall not authorise the supply of electricity to an eligible customer or final customer until after the 19th day of February, 2000.

(10) F239[...]

(11) The Commission shall monitor licensees to ensure that they continue to conform to all the conditions and requirements of their licences.

(12) The Board shall be obliged to supply electricity to the holder of a licence under subsection (1) in accordance with the trading arrangements provided for in regulations to be made by the Commission under section 9(1) (d).

F240[(13) (a) Subject to such arrangements as the Commission may approve in the interest of economic efficiency in relation to the discharge by the holders of licences of their functions under paragraphs (f) and (g) of subsection (1), the Commission shall ensure that the licence granted pursuant to the said paragraph (f) shall contain provisions which—

(i) secure the complete and effective separation of that part of the business of the licensee as relates to any of the ownership, maintenance and construction of the transmission system (or any part thereof) from all other parts of its business, and

(ii) require the preparation of separate accounts in respect of that part of the licensee’s business which relates to the ownership, maintenance and construction of the transmission system (or any part thereof).

(b) Subject to such arrangements as the Commission may approve in the interest of economic efficiency in relation to the discharge by the holders of licences of their functions under paragraphs (f) and (g) of subsection (1), the Commission shall ensure that the licence granted pursuant to the said paragraph (g) shall contain provisions which—

(i) secure the complete and effective separation of that part of the business of the licensee as relates to any of the operation, maintenance and development of the distribution system (or any part thereof) from all other parts of its business, and

(ii) require the preparation of separate accounts in respect of that part of the licensee’s business which relates to the operation, maintenance and development of the distribution system (or any part thereof).]
The Commission shall grant a licence to generate electricity pursuant to subsection (1)(a) to the Board in respect of existing generating stations which are not already licensed under this Act as soon as practicable after the coming into operation of this subsection.

For the purposes of this section a person acts as Single Electricity Market operator if the responsibilities of that person include responsibility, pursuant to the Trading and Settlement Code under the Single Electricity Market, for calculating charges and other payments due under that code.

Annotatons

Amendments:

F223 Substituted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 16(a).


F228 Substituted (1.01.2009) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) (Electricity Supply Board) Regulations 2008 (S.I. No. 280 of 2008), s. 22(a)(i), commenced on transfer date as per reg. 1(2) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil of 30 December 2008, No. 105 p. 1537.


F230 Inserted (1.01.2009) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) (Electricity Supply Board) Regulations 2008 (S.I. No. 280 of 2008), s. 22(a)(iii), commenced on transfer date as per reg. 1(2) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil of 30 December 2008, No. 105 p. 1537.

F231 Inserted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 16(b).

F232 Inserted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 16(c).

F233 Inserted (1.01.2009) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) (Electricity Supply Board) Regulations 2008 (S.I. No. 280 of 2008), s. 22(b), commenced on transfer date as per reg. 1(2) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil of 30 December 2008, No. 105 p. 1537.


F235 Inserted (1.12.2011) by European Communities (Internal Market in Natural Gas and Electricity) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 630 of 2011), reg. 40(5).

F236 Inserted (19.01.2015) by European Communities (Internal Market in Natural Gas and Electricity) (Amendment) Regulations 2015 (S.I. No. 16 of 2015), reg. 26(3).


Natural Gas Licence

17. (a) in sections 14(7), 29, 30 and 32 of the Act of 1999 to a licence shall be construed as including a reference to a natural gas licence and an order made under section 2 (1) of the Gas (Amendment) Act, 1987,

...
14A. — (1) The Commission may, in accordance with this section, modify the conditions of a particular licence where the Commission considers it necessary or expedient to do so—

(a) for the purpose of implementing, or facilitating the operation of, the Single Electricity Market, or

(b) in consequence of, or for giving full effect to, those arrangements.

(2) The power to modify licence conditions under this section includes the power—

(a) to make modifications relating to the operation of the transmission system or the distribution system, and

(b) to make incidental, consequential or transitional modifications.

(3) Conditions included in a licence by virtue of the power conferred by this section—

(a) need not relate to the activity authorised by the licence,

(b) may require the holder of a licence under section 14(1)(e) to carry out the responsibilities referred to in section 14(15) and to apply for or cause an affiliated company or a subsidiary company to apply for a licence under section 14(1)(j) in such form as may be approved by the Commission,

(c) may do any of the things authorised by section 14,

(d) may require the holder of a licence to enter into such new contracts or other arrangements, or new contracts or other arrangements for such purposes or of such description, as may be specified in or determined by or under the conditions,

(e) may include provision for determining the terms on which such new contracts or other arrangements are to be entered into, including terms for the contract or arrangement to be governed by a law other than the law of the State,

(f) may require the licence holder to amend or terminate, or agree to the amendment or termination of, such existing contracts or other arrangements, or existing contracts or other arrangements of such description, as may be specified in or determined by or under the conditions.
(4) Before making modifications under this section, the Commission shall consult—

(a) the holder of any licence being modified, and

(b) such other persons as the Commission considers appropriate.

(5) Subsection (4) may be satisfied by consultation before, or after or both, the coming into operation of this section.

(6) Notwithstanding section 8A(4), consultation referred to in subsections (4) and (5) may, subject to subsection (8), be performed by the Commission otherwise than in accordance with section 8A(4) where such consultation is performed jointly with the Authority.

(7) Notwithstanding section 8A, modifications under this section may, subject to subsection (8), be made by the Commission otherwise than in accordance with section 8A(4), but in such event it shall consult the Authority before making any such modification.

(8) Subsections (6) and (7) shall cease to have effect where the SEM Committee referred to in section 8A has been appointed in accordance with Schedule 1A, but without prejudice to any things done or steps taken prior to those subsections ceasing to have effect.

(9) The Commission shall publish any modifications under this section in such manner as it considers appropriate.

(10) The power of the Commission to modify a licence under this section may not be exercised after the end of the period of 2 years beginning with the day on which this section comes into operation.

(11) Subject to subsection (12), nothing in this section prejudices the generality of any other power to modify a licence, and nothing in subsection (2) or (3) prejudices the generality of subsection (1).

(12) Where a licence is modified under this section, sections 19 to 22 and sections 29 to 31 shall not apply in relation to any such modification.]
Modifications (not altering text):

C17 Prospective affecting provision: section inserted by Withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union (Consequential Provisions) Act 2019 (8/2019), s. 9, not commenced as of date of revision.

F246[148. (1) Notwithstanding sections 8A(4) and 14(6)(a), and any terms and conditions that may apply to a licence, the Commission may modify a condition of a licence where, in consequence of the withdrawal of the United Kingdom from membership of the European Union, the Commission considers it necessary or expedient to do so in order for the State to continue to comply with—

(a) the European Union rules for cross-border trade in electricity contained within or adopted pursuant to the Electricity Market Regulation as amended from time to time and as supplemented by—

(i) network codes established under Article 6 of that Regulation, and

(ii) guidelines adopted under Article 18 of that Regulation, or

(b) the Electricity Market Directive.

(2) The power to modify under subsection (1) includes the power to make incidental or consequential modifications.

(3) Before a modification is made under subsection (1), the Commission shall consult—

(a) the holder of the licence concerned,

(b) the Authority, and

(c) such other persons as the Commission considers appropriate.

(4) The Commission shall, as soon as practicable after a modification has been made under subsection (1)—

(a) notify the parties consulted under subsection (3), and

(b) publish the modification on the Commission’s website and in such other manner as the Commission considers appropriate.

(5) The power to modify under subsection (1) may not be exercised after the end of the period of 1 year from the time at which Chapter 1 of Part 4 of the Withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union (Consequential Provisions) Act 2019 comes into operation.

(6) Sections 19 to 22 and 29 to 31 shall not apply to a modification under subsection (1).]

Editorial Notes:

E81 The section heading is taken from the amending section in the absence of one included in the amendment.

Permits under section 37 of Principal Act.

15.—(1) A person who has been granted a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act on or after the 1st day of September, 1998, shall apply for a licence or an authorisation within 3 months of the coming into operation of this section or such other period as may be agreed by the Commission.

(2) An application to the Board for a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act which has not been the subject of a decision by the Board before the commencement of this section shall be deemed to be an application for a licence under section 14 and an authorisation under section 17 and shall be dealt with accordingly.

(3) A permit granted under section 37 of the Principal Act on or after the 1st day of September, 1998, shall expire 12 months after the commencement of this section or on the granting on an earlier date of a licence or authorisation by the Commission.
A permit granted under section 37 of the Principal Act before the 1st day of September, 1998, shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, continue in full force and effect.

The power of modification or revocation of a permit referred to in subsection (3) or (4) shall be exercisable by the Commission and not by the Board, and any powers conferred on the Board by such a permit shall be exercisable by the Commission and not by the Board.

16.—F247[(1) A person shall not—
(a) construct or reconstruct a generating station for the purpose of supply to final customers, or
(b) construct an interconnector,

unless an appropriate authorisation has been granted to the person by the Commission.]

(2) Notwithstanding the Electricity (Supply) Acts, 1927 to 1995, the Board may not construct or reconstruct a generating station unless an authorisation has been granted to it by the Commission.

F248[(3) Subject to section 17, the Commission may grant or may refuse to grant to any person an authorisation—
(a) to construct or reconstruct a generating station, or,
(b) to construct an interconnector,

and where the Commission grants such an authorisation, that authorisation shall be subject to such terms and conditions as may be specified in the authorisation, including, as respects a generating station, the generating capacity of such station.]

F249[(3A) The Commission may by order provide for—
(a) the authorisation of persons in relation to the construction or reconstruction of a class or classes of generating station, subject to such terms and conditions, including conditions relating to generating capacity and notification to the Commission, as may be specified in the order, and
(b) such ancillary matters, including application procedures or the dispensing with such procedures, as may be specified in the order.

(3B) The Commission may by order amend or revoke an order made under subsection (3A) of this section.

(3C) The Commission shall not make an order under subsections (3A) or (3B) unless a notice of intention to make such an order is published in at least one newspaper circulating in the State at least one month before the making of the order.

(3D) the draft order shall be published by the Commission in such manner as it shall determine, so as to bring it to the attention of those likely to be affected by it, and the notice of intention published under subsection (3C) shall state the manner in which a copy of the draft order may be obtained.]

(4) A person who contravenes subsection (1) shall be liable on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding £100,000.
16A. — The Commission may, with the consent of the Minister, secure the construction of an interconnector or interconnectors by one or more of the following means:

(a) a competitive tender;

(b) an authorisation granted to a person without a prior competitive tender where the person demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the Commission, that the granting of an authorisation, subject to such conditions as the Commission deems necessary and appropriate, is in the long term interests of final customers; or

(c) requesting the transmission system operator to provide for the construction of an interconnector in its development plan.

17. — (1) An application for an authorisation under section 16 shall be in writing unless that it is not required by virtue of an order made under section 16(3A) or (3B) and be in such form and contain such information as the Commission may reasonably request.

(1A) The Commission shall publish the authorisation procedures as determined by it in such manner as it shall determine so as to bring it to the attention of those likely to be affected by it.

(2) An application for an authorisation shall be accompanied by such a fee, if any, as the Commission may determine.

(2A) The Commission shall determine an application in accordance with the criteria specified in an order made under section 18.
(2B) The Commission shall ensure that authorisation procedures for small generators and distributed generation take into account their limited size and potential impact.

(2C) An authorisation granted by the Commission under this section, shall be in writing and, unless previously revoked in accordance with any term contained in the authorisation, shall continue in force for such period as may be specified in or determined by or under the authorisation.

(2D) Subsection (2C) shall not apply to an authorisation provided for in an order made under section 16(3A) or (3B).

(3) An authorisation granted by the Commission shall be subject to—

(a) modification in accordance with section 19,

(b) revocation by the Commission in accordance with this Act.

F254[(3A) A person who is granted an authorisation other than pursuant to an order made under section 16(3A) or (3B), may appeal the terms and conditions of that authorisation under section 29.]

(3B) Where the Commission modifies an authorisation or the terms and conditions of an authorisation the holder of the authorisation may appeal the modification in accordance with section 29.

F255[(4) Where the Commission refuses to grant an authorisation—

(a) the reasons for such refusal shall be objective, non-discriminatory, well founded and duly substantiated,

(b) the applicant for the authorisation shall be notified, in writing, by the Commission of the reasons for the refusal, and

(c) the applicant may appeal the refusal in accordance with section 29.]

Annotations

Amendments:

F251 Inserted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 14(a), subject to transitional provision in reg. 40.

F252 Inserted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 14(b), subject to transitional provision in reg. 40.

F253 Inserted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 14(c), subject to transitional provision in reg. 40.

F254 Inserted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 14(d), subject to transitional provision in reg. 40.

F255 Substituted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 14(e), subject to transitional provision in reg. 40.

Modifications (not altering text):


Natural gas licences

17. ...
Orders specifying criteria for considering applications for authorisations.

18.—(1) The Minister shall specify by order the criteria in accordance with which an application for an authorisation to construct or reconstruct a generating station may be determined by the Commission.

(2) The criteria specified by the Minister under subsection (1), in relation to an authorisation to construct or reconstruct a generating station, may relate to—

(a) the safety and security of the electricity system, electric plant and domestic lines,

(b) protection of public health and safety,

(c) the protection of the environment including the limitation of emissions to the atmosphere, water or land,

(d) the siting of a generating station and associated land use,

(e) use of public ground,

(f) the efficient production and use of energy,

(g) the nature of the primary source of energy to be used by a generating station,

(h) the qualifications of an applicant, including the technical, economical and financial qualifications of the applicant,

(i) public service obligations provided for in an order under section 39, and

(j) the contribution of the generating capacity to assisting in ensuring that the renewable share in the year 2020 is at least the national overall target of 16 per cent as provided for in paragraph A of Annex 1 to Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009, and

(k) the contribution of generating capacity to reducing emissions.

(3) The Minister may by order amend or revoke an order under this section including an order made under this subsection.

(4) An order under subsection (3) shall not be made unless a notice of intention to make such an order is published in a daily newspaper published and circulating in the State at least one month before the making of the order.

(5) The draft order shall be published by the Minister, in such manner as he shall determine, so as to bring it to the attention of those likely to be affected by it, and the notice of intention published under subsection (4) shall state the manner in which a copy of the draft order may be obtained.

(6) An order under this section shall not provide for the use of nuclear fission for the generation of electricity.

---
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19.—(1) Where the holder of a licence or an authorisation so requests the Commission may modify the conditions or requirements of the licence or authorisation.

(2) Where the Commission is of the opinion that a licence or an authorisation should be amended it may do so with or without the consent of the holder of the licence or the authorisation, as the case may be.

(3) Where the Commission is of the opinion that a modification of a condition or requirement of a licence or an authorisation is a modification of a class required by an order of the Minister made under section 39 or 40 the Commission may modify the conditions or requirements of the licence or authorisation concerned without the consent of the holder of that licence or authorisation, as the case may be.

Annotations

Modifications (not altering text):

C19 Application of ss. 19-22 and 29-31 extended to modified licences for interim period under certain conditions (30.07.2017) by Energy Act 2016 (12/2016), s. 7(3)(c), commenced on enactment.

Single Electricity Market: provision in respect of revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland

7. ...

(3) (a) During the interim period the Commission for Energy Regulation may modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation where the Commission considers it necessary or expedient to do so—

(i) for the purpose of implementing, or facilitating the operation of, the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland, or

(ii) in consequence of, or for giving full effect to, those arrangements.

(b) The power to modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation under this subsection includes the power to make incidental, consequential or transitional modifications.
(c) Where a licence or authorisation is modified under this subsection, sections 19 to 22 and 29 to 32 of the Act of 1999 shall apply in relation to any such modification.

(d) Sections 20(4)(a) and (9), 21(2)(a) and 22(3)(b) of the Act of 1999 shall, for the purposes of this subsection, have effect as if references to the Single Electricity Market included references to the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland.

C20 Application of ss. 19-22 and 29-31 restricted (8.10.2007) by European Communities (Conditions for Access to the Natural Gas Transmission Networks) Regulations 2007 (S.I. No. 691 of 2007), reg. 3(2).

European Communities (Conditions for Access to the Natural Gas Transmission Networks) Regulations

3. (1) The Commission shall cause every gas transmission licence to contain such terms and conditions as it considers necessary for the purpose of ensuring that every holder of such a licence complies with the provisions of the European Regulation which relate to the provision of access to the transmission system.

(2) Sections 19 to 22 and sections 29 to 31 of the Act of 1999 shall not apply in relation to any modifications made in accordance with paragraph (1) of this Regulation.

...
(b) where it is satisfied that sufficient grounds exist to warrant a public hearing, the Commission may cause such a public hearing to be held.

(8) Where the Commission rejects any objections or representations made under this section without a public hearing being held, the reasons for the rejection and the refusal of a public hearing shall be notified to the persons who made those objections or representations and the proposed modification shall be effected in accordance with section 22(3).

F263[(9) Where a modification relates to the Single Electricity Market, the Commission shall have due regard in exercising its functions under this section and sections 21 to 23 to the desirability of similar modifications (including similar modifications in Northern Ireland) having effect at the same time.]

Annotatons

Amendments:


Modifications (not altering text):

C21 Application of ss. 19-22 and 29-31 extended to modified licences for interim period under certain conditions and term “Single Electricity Market” construed (30.07.2017) by Energy Act 2016 (12/2016), s. 7(3)(c), (d), commenced on enactment.

Single Electricity Market: provision in respect of revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland

7. ... (3) (a) During the interim period the Commission for Energy Regulation may modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation where the Commission considers it necessary or expedient to do so—

   (i) for the purpose of implementing, or facilitating the operation of, the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland, or

   (ii) in consequence of, or for giving full effect to, those arrangements.

(b) The power to modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation under this subsection includes the power to make incidental, consequential or transitional modifications.

(c) Where a licence or authorisation is modified under this subsection, sections 19 to 22 and 29 to 32 of the Act of 1999 shall apply in relation to any such modification.

(d) Sections 20(4)(a) and (9), 21(2)(a) and 22(3)(b) of the Act of 1999 shall, for the purposes of this subsection, have effect as if references to the Single Electricity Market included references to the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland.

C22 Application of ss. 19-22 and 29-31 restricted (8.10.2007) by European Communities (Conditions for Access to the Natural Gas Transmission Networks) Regulations 2007 (S.I. No. 691 of 2007), reg. 3(2).

European Communities (Conditions for Access to the Natural Gas Transmission Networks) Regulations

3. (1) The Commission shall cause every gas transmission licence to contain such terms and conditions as it considers necessary for the purpose of ensuring that every holder of such a licence complies with the provisions of the European Regulation which relate to the provision of access to the transmission system.
Public hearings of Commission.

21.—(1) Where the Commission proposes to hold a public hearing under section 20(7) (b) it shall issue a notice stating—

(a) the date (being not less than 28 days from the date of giving notice) on which it is intended to hold the hearing, and

(b) the location at which it is intended to hold the hearing.

(2) A notice referred to in subsection (1) shall be given—

(a) by publishing the notice in a newspaper circulating in the State [in the State, and (where the proposed modification relates to the Single Electricity Market) in Northern Ireland, and]

(b) by serving the notice on the holder of the licence or authorisation concerned and any persons by whom objections or representations were made in the period referred to in section 20(2) (c).

(3) All hearing of the Commission shall be open to members of the public and may be held before the Commission or any other person authorised by the Commission to hold such a hearing and references to the Commission in subsection (4) shall include references to any other person so authorised.

(4) At a public hearing held for the purposes of this section—

(a) those persons by whom objections or representations were made in the period referred to in section 20(2) (c) may be heard,

(b) the Commission may assess the interest of any person who applies to be a party to the hearing and may admit or exclude them for stated reasons, and

(c) the Commission may administer oaths, issue notices, issue subpoenas, compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, accounts, papers, records, documents and material and take and receive evidence.

(5) The Commission may, following consultation with the Minister, make rules concerning the practice and procedures to be adopted at such public hearings.

(6) A witness before a public hearing shall be entitled to the same immunities and privileges as if he or she were a witness before the High Court.
During the interim period the Commission for Energy Regulation may modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation where the Commission considers it necessary or expedient to do so—

(i) for the purpose of implementing, or facilitating the operation of, the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland, or

(ii) in consequence of, or for giving full effect to, those arrangements.

(b) The power to modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation under this subsection includes the power to make incidental, consequential or transitional modifications.

(c) Where a licence or authorisation is modified under this subsection, sections 19 to 22 and 29 to 32 of the Act of 1999 shall apply in relation to any such modification.

(d) Sections 20(4)(a) and (9), 21(2)(a) and 22(3)(b) of the Act of 1999 shall, for the purposes of this subsection, have effect as if references to the Single Electricity Market included references to the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland.

European Communities (Conditions for Access to the Natural Gas Transmission Networks) Regulations

3. (1) The Commission shall cause every gas transmission licence to contain such terms and conditions as it considers necessary for the purpose of ensuring that every holder of such a licence complies with the provisions of the European Regulation which relate to the provision of access to the transmission system.

(2) Sections 19 to 22 and sections 29 to 31 of the Act of 1999 shall not apply in relation to any modifications made in accordance with paragraph (1) of this Regulation.

22.—(1) The Commission shall, within a reasonable period from the date of completion of a public hearing, make a determination—

(a) to modify a licence or an authorisation in accordance with the proposed modification set out in the notice issued under section 20(2)(b) or otherwise,

(b) not to make the modification concerned.

(2) Notice of a determination made under subsection (1) shall be given to the holder of the licence or authorisation concerned and any parties to the hearing and the determination shall be made available by the Commission to any other person on request.

(3) Subject to subsection (4), the modification of a licence or authorisation shall be effected—

(a) by serving notice of the modification on the holder of the licence or authorisation concerned, and

(b) by publishing the notice in a newspaper circulating in the State, and where the proposed modification relates to the Single Electricity Market in Northern Ireland, and]

(4) A modification of a licence or authorisation shall take effect on the day which is 28 days after the day on which—

(a) service of notice of modification on the holder of the licence or authorisation concerned is effected, or
(b) notice of modification of the licence or authorisation concerned is published in a newspaper circulating in the State.

whichever is the later, unless an appeal is made under section 29(2) in which case the modification shall not come into effect, unless confirmed under section 30(7).

Annotations

Amendments:


Modifications (not altering text):

C25 Application of ss. 19-22 and 29-31 extended to modified licences for interim period under certain conditions and term “Single Electricity Market” construed (30.07.2017) by Energy Act 2016 (12/2016), s. 7(3)(c), (d), commenced on enactment.

Single Electricity Market: provision in respect of revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland

7. ... 

(3) (a) During the interim period the Commission for Energy Regulation may modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation where the Commission considers it necessary or expedient to do so—

(i) for the purpose of implementing, or facilitating the operation of, the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland, or

(ii) in consequence of, or for giving full effect to, those arrangements.

(b) The power to modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation under this subsection includes the power to make incidental, consequential or transitional modifications.

(c) Where a licence or authorisation is modified under this subsection, sections 19 to 22 and 29 to 32 of the Act of 1999 shall apply in relation to any such modification.

(d) Sections 20(4)(a) and (9), 21(2)(a) and 22(3)(b) of the Act of 1999 shall, for the purposes of this subsection, have effect as if references to the Single Electricity Market included references to the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland.


European Communities (Conditions for Access to the Natural Gas Transmission Networks) Regulations

3. (1) The Commission shall cause every gas transmission licence to contain such terms and conditions as it considers necessary for the purpose of ensuring that every holder of such a licence complies with the provisions of the European Regulation which relate to the provision of access to the transmission system.

(2) Sections 19 to 22 and sections 29 to 31 of the Act of 1999 shall not apply in relation to any modifications made in accordance with paragraph (1) of this Regulation.

...
(3) The circumstances referred to in subsection (2) are—

(a) where the Commission is of the opinion that immediate action is necessary to protect—

(i) public health or safety or the environment,

(ii) the continuity of supplies of electricity,

(iii) the interests of other holders of licences or authorisations;

(b) where the Commission is of the opinion that the holder of a licence or an authorisation is contravening or is likely to contravene a condition or a requirement and immediate action is necessary to cease or prevent such contravention; or

(c) where the Commission is of the opinion that immediate action is necessary to prevent dissipation of the assets of the holder of a licence or an authorisation.

(4) Nothing in this section shall authorise the Commission to give directions relating to industrial disputes.

Annotations

Editorial Notes:

E85 Commission may revoke authorisation for failure to comply with direction under section as provided (25.09.2008) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Section 16(3A)) Order 2008 (S.I. No. 383 of 2008), art. 8(b), in effect as per art. 2.

Issue of notice by Commission concerning contraventions, etc.

24.—(1) Where the Commission is of the opinion that the holder of a licence or an authorisation F266[has contravened,] may be contravening or may be likely to contravene a condition or requirement, it may issue a notice under subsection (2) to the holder of the licence or authorisation.

(2) The notice referred to in subsection (1) shall—

(a) specify—

(i) the condition or requirement which the Commission considers that the holder of the licence or authorisation F267[has contravened,] may be contravening or may be likely to contravene, or

(ii) the acts or omissions which in the opinion of the Commission F267[constitute,] may constitute or would be likely to constitute contravention of the condition or requirement concerned,

and

(b) specify the period (being not less than 28 days from the date of the issuing of the notice) within which representations or objections may be made.

(3) The Commission shall consider any representations or objections which are made under subsection (2) and not withdrawn.

F268[(4) On consideration of any representations or objections, the Commission may give a direction to the holder of a licence or an authorisation—]
(a) to take such measures as are necessary to cease the contravention or to prevent a future contravention, and

(b) where there has been a contravention, to undertake such remedial actions as are necessary to rectify the situation and to prevent a re-occurrence of the contravention concerned.

(5) As soon as practicable after giving a direction in accordance with sub section (4) or section 23(2) the Commission shall give notice of the direction in accordance with subsection (10).

(6) Subject to subsection (7), the Commission may revoke a direction given under this section.

(7) Before revoking a direction the Commission shall give notice in accordance with subsection (10)—

(a) stating that it proposes to revoke the direction and setting out the effect of the revocation, and

(b) specifying the period (being not less than 28 days from the publication of the notice) within which representations or objections with respect to the proposed revocation may be made.

(8) The Commission shall consider any representations or objections which are made under subsection (7) and not withdrawn.

(9) If, after giving notice of a revocation made in accordance with subsection (6), the Commission decides not to revoke the direction to which the notice refers, it shall give notice of its decision.

(10) A notice under this section shall be given—

(a) by publishing the notice in a newspaper circulating [in the State, and [where the direction or revocation concerned relates to the Single Electricity Market]] in Northern Ireland, and]

(b) by serving a copy of the notice and a copy of the direction or revocation, as the case may be, on the holder of the licence or authorisation to whom the notice, direction or revocation relates.

Annotations

Amendments:


F267 Inserted (28.04.2017) by Energy Act 2016 (12/2016), s. 16(b), S.I. No. 171 of 2017


Editorial Notes:

E86 Commission may revoke approval for failure to comply with direction under section as provided (25.09.2008) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Section 14(1A)) Order 2008 (S.I. No. 384 of 2008), art. 7 and sch. condition 13(1)(c), in effect as per art. 2
Commission may revoke authorisation for failure to comply with direction under section as provided (25.09.2008) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Section 16(3A)) Order 2008 (S.I. No. 383 of 2008), art. 7 and sch. para. 8(b), in effect as per art. 2.

Determination by Commission of specified breach.

25.—(1) Where the Commission decides not to give a direction under section 24(4), the Commission may make a determination that the holder of a licence or an authorisation has committed a specified breach of a condition or requirement.

(2) As soon as practicable after making a determination under subsection (1) the Commission shall—

(a) publish a notice of the determination in a newspaper circulating in the State, and F271 in the State, and F272 (where the determination relates to the Single Electricity Market) in Northern Ireland, and

(b) serve a copy of the notice and a copy of the determination on the holder of the licence or authorisation to whom the determination relates.

Annotations

Amendments:


Editorial Notes:

E88 Commission may revoke approval for failure to comply with determination under section as provided (25.09.2008) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Section 14(1A)) Order 2008 (S.I. No. 384 of 2008), art. 7 and condition 13(1)(c), in effect as per art. 2.

E89 Commission may revoke authorisation for failure to comply with determination under section as provided (25.09.2008) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Section 16(3A)) Order 2008 (S.I. No. 383 of 2008), art. 7 and sch. para. 8(b), in effect as per art. 2.

Compliance with direction or determination.

26.—(1) In order to ensure compliance with a direction given under F273 section 23(2) or section 24, the Commission may apply in a summary manner ex parte or on notice to the High Court for an order requiring the holder of a licence or an authorisation who, in the opinion of the Commission, is contravening or who is likely to contravene a condition or requirement to discontinue or to refrain from specified practices.

(2) The High Court may make such order as it thinks fit and may confirm, revoke or vary a direction given by the Commission.

Annotations

Amendments:

Eligible customers.

27.—F274[...]

Annotatons

Amendments:


Modifications (not altering text):

Editorial Notes:

E92 Previous affecting provision: power pursuant to subs. (3) and (5) exercised (with effect from 19.02.2004 and 19.02.2005) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Eligible Customer) (Consumption of Electricity) Order 2003 (S.I. No. 632 of 2003); section repealed as per F-note above.


Purchase of electricity from combined heat and power.

28.—F275[...]

Annotatons

Amendments:

F275 Deleted (17.04.2001) by Electricity (Supply) (Amendment) Act 2001 (9/2001), s. 9(b), commenced on enactment.

PART IV

APPEAL PANELS

Establishment of Appeal Panel.

29.—F276{(1) This section applies to—

(a) a person whose application for a licence or an authorisation is refused,

(b) a person who is a holder of a licence or an authorisation and who wishes to appeal against a decision of the Commission—

140
(i) to modify the licence or authorisation concerned, other than a modification of a class required by an order made under section 39 of 40, or

(ii) to refuse to modify the licence or authorisation concerned at the request of the holder of that licence or authorisation.

F277[(2) A person to whom this section applies may, within 28 days of the making of a decision—

(a) to refuse to grant a licence or an authorisation,

(b) to modify a licence or an authorisation, or

(c) to refuse to modify a licence or an authorisation,

request the Minister to establish a panel to be known and in this Act referred to as an “Appeal Panel”.]

(3) When requested to establish an Appeal Panel, following consultation with the Competition Authority as to the composition of the Appeal Panel, the Minister shall, within one month, establish an Appeal Panel to consider an appeal made under this section.

(4) An Appeal Panel established under this section shall consist of at least three persons, one of whom shall be appointed by the Minister to be the chairperson of the Appeal Panel.

(5) An Appeal Panel shall have all the powers and duties of the Commission that are necessary to carry out the functions of the Appeal Panel under this Act.

(6) An Appeal Panel shall be independent in the performance of its functions.

(7) The Minister may by order amend or revoke an order made under this section including an order made under this subsection.

(8) All appeals under Part IV of this Act shall be determined within six months.

Annotations

Amendments:

F276 Substituted (8.10.2006) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2006 (S.I. No. 524 of 2006), reg. 2[a](i).

F277 Substituted (8.10.2006) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2006 (S.I. No. 524 of 2006), reg. 2[a](ii).

Modifications (not altering text):

C27 Application of ss. 19-22 and 29-31 extended to modified licences for interim period under certain conditions and term “Single Electricity Market” construed (30.07.2017) by Energy Act 2016 (12/2016), s. 7(3)(c), (d), commenced on enactment.

Single Electricity Market: provision in respect of revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland

7. ...

(3) (a) During the interim period the Commission for Energy Regulation may modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation where the Commission considers it necessary or expedient to do so—

(i) for the purpose of implementing, or facilitating the operation of, the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland, or

(ii) in consequence of, or for giving full effect to, those arrangements.
(b) The power to modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation under this subsection includes the power to make incidental, consequential or transitional modifications.

(c) Where a licence or authorisation is modified under this subsection, sections 19 to 22 and 29 to 32 of the Act of 1999 shall apply in relation to any such modification.

(d) Sections 20(4)(a) and (9), 21(2)(a) and 22(3)(b) of the Act of 1999 shall, for the purposes of this subsection, have effect as if references to the Single Electricity Market included references to the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland.


European Communities (Conditions for Access to the Natural Gas Transmission Networks) Regulations

3. (1) The Commission shall cause every gas transmission licence to contain such terms and conditions as it considers necessary for the purpose of ensuring that every holder of such a licence complies with the provisions of the European Regulation which relate to the provision of access to the transmission system.

(2) Sections 19 to 22 and sections 29 to 31 of the Act of 1999 shall not apply in relation to any modifications made in accordance with paragraph (1) of this Regulation.

...

C29 Terms “licence” and “authorisation” construed (10.04.2002) by Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 (10/2002), s. 16(17)(a), (b), commenced on enactment.

Natural Gas Licences

16. ...

(17)(a) in sections 14(7), 29, 30 and 32 of the Act of 1999 to a licence shall be construed as including a reference to a natural gas licence and an order made under section 2 (1) of the Gas (Amendment) Act, 1987,

(b) in sections 17(4), 29, 30 and 32 of the Act of 1999 to an authorisation shall be construed as including a reference to a consent of a type mentioned in section 8 (7), 39A(1) or 40 (1) of the Gas Act, 1976, other than a consent in regard to an upstream pipeline.

C30 Reference in sub. (1)(b)(i) to order made under s. 39 construed in certain circumstances (10.04.2002) by Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 (10/2002), s. 21(8), commenced on enactment.

Public Service Obligations

21. ...

(8) The reference in section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act of 1999 to an order made under section 39 shall, in the case of a proposed modification of a natural gas licence or a consent given by the Minister prior to the appointed day under section 8 (7) or 40 (1) of the Gas Act, 1976, or a consent given by the Commission under section 39A(1) (inserted by section 12) of the Gas Act, 1976, be taken to mean an order made under subsection (1).

...

Editorial Notes:


E96 Previous affecting provisions: subss. (1), (2) substituted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 32(1); substituted as per F-note above.
30.—(1) An Appeal Panel shall hear and determine an appeal against—
(a) a refusal to grant a licence or an authorisation,
(b) a modification, or
(c) a refusal to modify a licence or an authorisation,
and shall specify, on notice to the Commission and the appellant, the date on which the appeal shall be heard.

(2) An Appeal Panel shall have the powers, rights and privileges vested in the High Court or a judge thereof on the hearing of an action in respect of—
(a) the enforcement of the attendance of witnesses and their examination on oath or otherwise, and
(b) the compelling of the production of documents.

(3) A summons signed by the chairperson of the Appeal Panel or by such other member of the Appeal Panel as may be authorised by the Appeal Panel may be substituted for and shall be equivalent to any formal procedure capable of being issued in an action for enforcing the attendance of witnesses and compelling the production of documents.

(4) Where a person—
(a) being duly summoned to attend before an Appeal Panel makes a default in attending,
(b) being in attendance as a witness before an Appeal Panel refuses to take an oath lawfully required by that Panel to be taken or to produce any document in his or her power or control lawfully required by that Appeal Panel to be produced by him or her or to answer any question to which the Appeal Panel may lawfully require an answer, or
(c) being in attendance before an Appeal Panel does anything which, if the Appeal Panel were a court of law having power to commit for contempt, would be contempt of court,
that person shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable on summary conviction to a class A fine.

(5) A witness before an Appeal Panel shall be entitled to the same immunities and privileges as if he or she were a witness before the High Court.

(6) An Appeal Panel may confirm the refusal to grant a licence or an authorisation or may direct the Commission to grant a licence or an authorisation with or without conditions laid down by the Appeal Panel and where such a direction is made the Commission shall, in accordance with the decision of the Appeal Panel, grant the licence or authorisation, subject to such conditions as may be specified by the Commission which are not inconsistent with the decision of the Appeal Panel.

(7) In the case of a modification of a licence or an authorisation, the Appeal Panel may either confirm the modification or direct the Commission not to make it.

(8) In the case of a refusal to modify a licence or an authorisation, the Appeal Panel may either confirm the decision of the Commission or may direct the Commission to modify the licence or authorisation.

(9) The Appeal Panel shall notify the persons concerned of its decision in respect of an appeal under this section.
Annotations

Amendments:

F278 Substituted (8.10.2006) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2006 (S.I. No. 524 of 2006), reg. 2(b).


Modifications (not altering text):

C31 Application of ss. 19-22 and 29-31 extended to modified licences for interim period under certain conditions (30.07.2017) by Energy Act 2016 (12/2016), s. 7(3)(c), commenced on enactment.

Single Electricity Market: provision in respect of revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland
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(3) (a) During the interim period the Commission for Energy Regulation may modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation where the Commission considers it necessary or expedient to do so—

(i) for the purpose of implementing, or facilitating the operation of, the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland, or

(ii) in consequence of, or for giving full effect to, those arrangements.

(b) The power to modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation under this subsection includes the power to make incidental, consequential or transitional modifications.

(c) Where a licence or authorisation is modified under this subsection, sections 19 to 22 and 29 to 32 of the Act of 1999 shall apply in relation to any such modification.

(d) Sections 20(4)(a) and (9), 21(2)(a) and 22(3)(b) of the Act of 1999 shall, for the purposes of this subsection, have effect as if references to the Single Electricity Market included references to the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland.


European Communities (Conditions for Access to the Natural Gas Transmission Networks) Regulations

3. (1) The Commission shall cause every gas transmission licence to contain such terms and conditions as it considers necessary for the purpose of ensuring that every holder of such a licence complies with the provisions of the European Regulation which relate to the provision of access to the transmission system.

(2) Sections 19 to 22 and sections 29 to 31 of the Act of 1999 shall not apply in relation to any modifications made in accordance with paragraph (1) of this Regulation.

C33 Terms “licence” and “authorisation” construed (10.04.2002) by Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 (10/2002), s. 16(17)(a), (b), commenced on enactment.

Natural Gas Licences

16. ...

(17)(a) in sections 14(7), 29, 30 and 32 of the Act of 1999 to a licence shall be construed as including a reference to a natural gas licence and an order made under section 2 (1) of the Gas (Amendment) Act, 1987,

(b) in sections 17(4), 29, 30 and 32 of the Act of 1999 to an authorisation shall be construed as including a reference to a consent of a type mentioned in section 8 (7), 39A(1) or 40 (1) of the Gas Act, 1976, other than a consent in regard to an upstream pipeline.
31.—(1) An order made by the Minister under section 29(3) for the purpose of establishing an Appeal Panel may provide for—

(a) the membership, on such terms and conditions as the Minister considers appropriate, of the Appeal Panel,

(b) the procedure to be adopted by the Appeal Panel in considering any matter referred to it, and

(c) any other matters which the Minister considers incidental or expedient for the proper and efficient conduct of an appeal by the Appeal Panel.

(2) The remuneration and allowances for expenses, if any, of a member of an Appeal Panel shall be such as may be determined by the Minister, with the approval of the Minister for Finance, and shall form part of the expenses of the Commission.

Annotations

Modifications (not altering text):

C34 Application of ss. 19-22 and 29-31 extended to modified licences for interim period under certain conditions (30.07.2017) by Energy Act 2016 (12/2016), s. 7(3)(c), commenced on enactment.

Single Electricity Market: provision in respect of revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland

7. ...

(3) (a) During the interim period the Commission for Energy Regulation may modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation where the Commission considers it necessary or expedient to do so—

(i) for the purpose of implementing, or facilitating the operation of, the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland, or

(ii) in consequence of, or for giving full effect to, those arrangements.

(b) The power to modify the conditions of a licence or authorisation under this subsection includes the power to make incidental, consequential or transitional modifications.

(c) Where a licence or authorisation is modified under this subsection, sections 19 to 22 and 29 to 32 of the Act of 1999 shall apply in relation to any such modification.

(d) Sections 20(4)(a) and (9), 21(2)(a) and 22(3)(b) of the Act of 1999 shall, for the purposes of this subsection, have effect as if references to the Single Electricity Market included references to the revised arrangements in the State and Northern Ireland.

C35 Functions under subs. (2) transferred and references to “Department of Finance” and “Minister for Finance” construed (29.07.2011) by Finance (Transfer of Departmental Administration and Ministerial Functions) Order 2011 (S.I. No. 418 of 2011), arts. 2, 3, 5 and sch. 1 part 2, in effect as per art. 1(2), subject to transitional provisions in arts. 6-9.

2. (1) The administration and business in connection with the performance of any functions transferred by this Order are transferred to the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform.

(2) References to the Department of Finance contained in any Act or instrument made thereunder and relating to the administration and business transferred by paragraph (1) shall, on and after the commencement of this Order, be construed as references to the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform.
3. The functions conferred on the Minister for Finance by or under the provisions of —
   (a) the enactments specified in Schedule 1, and
   (b) the statutory instruments specified in Schedule 2,
are transferred to the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform.

5. References to the Minister for Finance contained in any Act or instrument under an Act and relating to any functions transferred by this Order shall, from the commencement of this Order, be construed as references to the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform.

Schedule 1
Enactments

Part 2
1922 to 2011 Enactments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number and Year</th>
<th>Short Title</th>
<th>Provision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 23 of 1999</td>
<td>Electricity Regulation Act 1999</td>
<td>Section 31(2); Schedule, paragraphs 1, 2, 10, 13, 21, 25, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36 and 40M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


European Communities (Conditions for Access to the Natural Gas Transmission Networks) Regulations

3. (1) The Commission shall cause every gas transmission licence to contain such terms and conditions as it considers necessary for the purpose of ensuring that every holder of such a licence complies with the provisions of the European Regulation which relate to the provision of access to the transmission system.

   (2) Sections 19 to 22 and sections 29 to 31 of the Act of 1999 shall not apply in relation to any modifications made in accordance with paragraph (1) of this Regulation.

... Editorial Notes:


Review of determination of Commission.

32.—F280[(1) Without prejudice to any right under this Act to appeal to an Appeal Panel, a person shall not question in any legal proceedings—

   (a) the validity of a decision of the Commission on an application made to it for the grant of a licence or an authorisation or for the modification of a licence or an authorisation,

   (b) a modification by the Commission of a licence or an authorisation,
(c) a decision of an Appeal Panel under section 30, or

(d) any decision (whether described as a decision, selection or determination or otherwise) made by the Commission under the Gas (Amendment) Act 2000, or under regulations under that Act,

otherwise than by way of an application for judicial review under Order 84 of the Rules of the Superior Courts (S.I. No. 15 of 1986) (hereafter in this section referred to as “the Order”).

F281[(2) An application for leave to apply for judicial review in respect of any matter referred to in subsection (1) shall—

(a) subject to subsection (2A), be made within the period of two months commencing on the date on which the decision is given, and

(b) be made by motion on notice to—

(i) the Commission,

(ii) if the application relates to a decision concerning a matter referred to in paragraph (a), (b) or (c) of subsection (1) and the applicant for leave is not the applicant for, or holder of, the licence or authorisation concerned, the applicant for, or holder of, that licence or authorisation,

(iii) if the application relates to a decision referred to in paragraph (d) of subsection (1) and the applicant for leave is not the person in respect of whom the decision was made, that person, and

(iv) any other person specified for that purpose by order of the High Court,

and such leave shall not be granted unless the High Court is satisfied that there are substantial grounds for contending that the decision is invalid or ought to be quashed, and that the applicant has a substantial interest in the matter which is the subject of the application.

(2A) The Court may extend the period referred to in subsection (2)(a) within which an application for leave to apply for judicial review under the Order may be made in relation to a matter referred to in that subsection if, but only if, it is satisfied that each of the following conditions is fulfilled—

(a) the applicant—

(i) did not become aware until after the expiration of the period referred to in that subsection of the material facts on which the grounds for the said application for leave are based, or

(ii) did, before that period’s expiration, become aware of those facts but only after such number of days of that period had elapsed as would not have made it reasonably practicable for the applicant to have made the said application for leave before that period’s expiration,

(b) the applicant could not with reasonable diligence have become aware of those facts until after the expiration of that period, or, as the case may be, those number of days had elapsed,

(c) the said application for leave has been made as soon as is reasonably practicable after the applicant has become aware of those facts.]

(3) (a) The determination of the High Court of such an application for leave to apply for judicial review of or of an application for such judicial review shall be final and no appeal shall lie from the decision of the High Court to the Supreme Court in either case save with the leave of the High Court which leave shall only be granted where the High Court certifies that its decision involves a
point of law of exceptional public importance and that it is desirable in the public interest that an appeal should be taken to the Supreme Court.

(b) This subsection shall not apply to a determination of the High Court in so far as it involves a question as to the validity of any law having regard to the provisions of the Constitution.

Annotations

Amendments:

F280 Substituted (8.10.2006) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2006 (S.I. No. 524 of 2006), reg. 2(c).


C37 Terms “licence” and “authorisation” construed (10.04.2002) by Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 (10/2002), s. 16(17)(a), (b), commenced on enactment.

Natural Gas Licences

16. ...

(17)(a) in sections 14(7), 29, 30 and 32 of the Act of 1999 to a licence shall be construed as including a reference to a natural gas licence and an order made under section 2(1) of the Gas (Amendment) Act, 1987,

(b) in sections 17(4), 29, 30 and 32 of the Act of 1999 to an authorisation shall be construed as including a reference to a consent of a type mentioned in section 8(7), 39A(1) or 40(1) of the Gas Act, 1976, other than a consent in regard to an upstream pipeline.

Editorial Notes:

E100 Previous affecting provision: subs. (1)(b), (c) substituted and (d) inserted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 32(3); substituted as per F-note above.


PART V

ACCESS TO TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

Annotations

Modifications (not altering text):

C38 Certain existing duties, obligations and requirements transferred and references construed (20.06.2001) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 (S.I. No. 445 of 2000), reg. 25, in effect as per reg. 1(2) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil, 22 June 2001, No. 50 p. 822.

Grid code and distribution code

25. (1) For the purposes of Part V of the Act of 1999—

(a) any existing duty, obligation or requirement on the Board in respect of the transmission system which relates to functions conferred on the transmission system operator by or under these Regulations shall be regarded as a duty, obligation or requirement on the transmission system operator, and not on the Board.
(b) any existing duty, obligation or requirement on the Board in relation to the operation of
the distribution system which is transferred to the distribution system operator by or
under these Regulations shall be regarded as a duty, obligation or requirement on the
distribution system operator, licensed under section 14(1)(g) of the Act of 1999, and
(c) any existing duty, obligation or requirement on the Board in relation to the ownership of
the transmission system which is transferred to the transmission system owner by or
under these Regulations shall be regarded as a duty, obligation or requirement on the
transmission system owner, licensed under section 14(1)(f) of the Act of 1999,
and Part V of the Act of 1999 shall be construed accordingly.

(2) Any work commenced or being carried out by the Board for the purposes of any duty, obliga-
tion or requirement on the Board under Part V of the Act of 1999 in relation to transmission,
distribution or ownership of the transmission system shall, by agreement of the parties, be
continued and carried out by the transmission system operator in the case of work in relation to
transmission, by the distribution system operator in the case of work in relation to distribution,
and by the transmission system owner in the case of work in relation to ownership of the transmis-
sion system.

(3) (a) In the event of a dispute between the transmission system owner, the transmission system
operator or the distribution system operator over which duties, obligations or rights are
to be exercisable by which party, the matter in dispute shall be submitted to the
Commission for decision.

(b) The Commission shall issue directions regarding its decision on the matter in dispute
submitted to it pursuant to subparagraph (a), as it sees fit, and the transmission system
owner, the transmission system operator and the distribution system operator shall
comply with such directions.

Preparation of grid code and distribution code.

33.—(1) Subject to subsection (2), within such time and following such consultation
as the Commission may direct, the Board shall make regulations, subject to the
approval of the Commission, setting out a grid code in relation to the transmission
system of the Board and a distribution code in relation to the distribution system of
the Board.

(2) The Commission may from time to time give directions to the Board in respect of—

(a) the matters to be specified in the grid code and the distribution code, and

(b) the review and revision by the Board from time to time of the grid code and
the distribution code,

and the Board shall comply with directions given by the Commission under this section.

(3) All releases of information under this section shall be made available within one
month of any request for same.

Terms for connection to and use of transmission or distribution system.

34.—(1) Subject to subsection (4), where an application is made to the Board by
any person, the Board shall offer to enter into an agreement for connection to or use
of the transmission or distribution system, subject to terms and conditions specified
in accordance with directions given to the Board by the Commission under this section
from time to time.

F282[(1A) An offer under subsection (1) may, on request of the applicant, be on the
basis that the applicant constructs, or that either or both the applicant and the
transmission system operator arranges to have constructed, the connection to the
transmission system, and any such connection constructed or arranged to be
constructed by the applicant shall be the property of the person with whom the
agreement is made, and shall, for the purposes of F283[section 37(4)], be deemed to
be a direct line.]
An offer under subsection (1), made for the purpose of connecting a generating station to the distribution system, may, on request of the applicant, be on the basis that the applicant constructs, or that either or both the applicant and the distribution system operator arranges to have constructed, the connection to the distribution system, and any such connection constructed or arranged to be constructed by the applicant shall be the property of the person with whom the agreement is made, and shall, for the purposes of section 37(4), be deemed to be a direct line.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1), directions given by the Commission under this section may provide for:

(a) the matters to be specified in an agreement for connection to and use of the transmission or distribution system;

(b) the matters to be specified in an agreement for use of the transmission or distribution system;

(c) the terms and conditions upon which an offer for connection to the transmission or distribution system is made;

(d) the methods for determining the proportion of the costs to be borne by the person making the application for connection to the transmission or distribution system and to be borne by the Board being costs which are directly or indirectly incurred in carrying out works under an agreement or making a connection or modifying an existing connection;

(e) the terms and conditions upon which applications for an agreement are to be made and the period of time within which an offer or refusal pursuant to an application is to be made by the Board; and

(f) any other matters which the Commission considers necessary or expedient for the purpose of making an offer for connection to or use of the transmission or distribution system,

and the Board shall comply with directions given by the Commission under this section within such time period as may be specified by the Commission.

(3) An offer made under subsection (1) to a person who is not the holder of a licence under section 14 or an authorisation under section 16 or an eligible customer shall be subject to the grant of a licence or authorisation to that person or to that person becoming an eligible customer.

(4) The Board shall not be required under subsection (1) to enter into an agreement where—

(a) it has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Commission that it is not in the public interest to provide additional capacity to meet the requirements to be imposed by that agreement,

(b) to enter into an agreement under this section would be likely to involve the Board:

(i) in a breach of this Act;

(ii) in a breach of regulations made under this Act;

(iii) in a breach of the grid code or distribution code; or

(iv) in a breach of the conditions of any licence or authorisation granted to the Board under this Act,
(c) the person making the application does not undertake to be bound by the terms of the grid code or distribution code in so far as those terms are applicable to that person.

(5) Where the Board refuses to offer to enter into an agreement under this section the Board shall serve notice on the applicant of the reasons for such refusal.

F285[(6)(a) Any dispute between the transmission system operator or the distribution system operator and any person who is, or claims to be, a person to whom the transmission system operator or the distribution system operator, as the case may be, is obliged to make an offer for connection to and use of the transmission system or distribution system, as the case may be, whether as to the terms and conditions (including proposed charges) or otherwise, shall, upon the application of such person, be determined by the Commission, and the Commission shall issue a direction regarding its determination and the transmission system operator or the distribution system operator, as the case may be shall comply with and be bound by any such direction.

(b) Any dispute between a transmission system operator or a distribution system operator in regard to duties under the Electricity Market Directive and a person as respects matters specified in section 9(1B) in relation to electricity shall, upon the application of such person, be determined by the Commission, and the Commission shall issue a direction regarding its determination and such direction shall be binding on all parties concerned.

(c)(i) The Commission shall issue the determination referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) within 2 months from the date of the receipt of the complaint.

(ii) The period referred to in subparagraph (i) may be extended by 2 months where the Commission seeks additional information in the matter, and such further extension as may be consented to by the applicant.

(iii) Where the applicant concerns connection tariffs for major new generation facilities, the period concerned may be extended by the Commission without the consent of the applicant.

(d) In the event of cross border disputes, the Commission has jurisdiction if the transmission system operator licensed under section 14(1)(e) is the system operator which refuses use of or access to the transmission system.

(7) In order to secure compliance with a determination made under this section the Commission may apply in a summary manner on notice to the High Court for an order requiring the Board to comply with the determination of the Commission made under this section.

(8) Where providing for use of the transmission or distribution system or where offering terms for the carrying out of works for the purpose of connection to the transmission or distribution system of the Board, the Board shall not discriminate unfairly as between any persons or classes of persons.

Annotations

Amendments:

F282 Inserted (20.06.2001) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 (S.I. No. 445 of 2000), reg. 33, in effect as per reg. 1(2)(b) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil of 22 June 2001, No. 50 p. 822.

F283 Substituted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 30(2), subject to transitional provision in reg. 40.
34A.— (1) Subject to subsection (3) the holder of a licence under section 14(1)(i) (in this section referred to as the “interconnector operator”) shall offer access to the interconnector concerned on the basis of published nondiscriminatory terms which shall be subject to the approval of and directions given by the Commission.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1) the Commission may give directions to the interconnector operator which provide for—

(a) the matters to be specified in an agreement for use of the interconnector,

(b) the terms and conditions upon which an offer for access to the interconnector is made,

(c) the basis upon which charges may be made for access to the interconnector,

(d) the terms and conditions upon which applications for access are to be made and the period of time within which an offer or refusal pursuant to an application is to be made by the interconnector operator, and

(e) any other matters which the Commission considers necessary or expedient for the purpose of making an offer of access to the interconnector,

and the interconnector operator shall comply with directions given by the Commission under this section within such period of time as may be specified by the Commission.

(3) The interconnector operator shall not be required under subsection (1) to enter into an agreement where—

(a) it has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Commission that it is not in the public interest to do so,

(b) to enter into an agreement under this section would be likely to involve the interconnector operator—
(i) in a breach of this Act,
(ii) in a breach of regulations made under this Act,
(iii) in a breach of the grid code or distribution code, or
(iv) in a breach of the conditions of any licence or authorisation granted to
the interconnector operator under this Act.

(4) Where the interconnector operator refuses to enter into an agreement under
this section the interconnector operator shall serve notice on the applicant of the
reasons for such refusal.

(5) Any dispute between the interconnector operator and a person who is, or claims
to be, a person to whom the interconnector operator is obliged to make an offer of
access to the interconnector (and whether the dispute relates to the making of an
offer, the terms offered, the proposed charge or otherwise)—

(a) where the offer is made by the interconnector operator, or

(b) where an offer is refused by the interconnector operator,

may, upon the application of that person, be determined by the Commission and
the interconnector operator shall comply with and be bound by any such determina-
tion.]

F287[(6) A person who transports electricity across an interconnector without being
duly licensed to do so under section 14(1) commits an offence and is liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding €5,000 or a term of imprison-
ment not exceeding 12 months or to both, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €50,000 or a term of
imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or to both.

(7) Summary proceedings for an offence under this section may be brought and
prosecuted by the Commission.]
(2) The Commission may make regulations for the purposes of subsection (1).

(3) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (2), regulations under subsection (2) may—

(a) prescribe those matters in respect of which the Commission may make directions including, without limitation, directions in relation to—

(i) the basis upon which payments are to be made by the transmission system operator to the Northern Ireland System Operator and by the Northern Ireland System Operator to the transmission system operator, in each case in relation to connection to the transmission system, connection to the Northern Ireland Transmission System and use of the All-Island Transmission Networks, and

(ii) the method for determining the proportion of the costs to be borne by the person making an application for connection to the transmission system and the proportion to be borne by the transmission system operator,

(b) prescribe the circumstances in which the transmission system operator can refuse to make an offer to an applicant to enter into an agreement for connection to the transmission system or use of the All-Island Transmission Networks,

(c) prescribe the circumstances in which the transmission system operator can refuse to make an offer to enter into an arrangement with the Northern Ireland System Operator pursuant to subsection (1),

(d) provide for the resolution of disputes between the transmission system operator and any applicant for an offer to enter into an agreement for connection to the transmission system or use of the All-Island Transmission Networks or any person who has entered into an agreement with the transmission system operator for connection to the transmission system or use of the All-Island Transmission Networks,

(e) provide for the resolution of disputes between the transmission system operator and the Northern Ireland System Operator in connection with any arrangement entered into or sought to be entered into pursuant to subsection (1),

(f) provide for the basis upon which charges are determined for connection to the transmission system and for use of the All-Island Transmission Networks, and

(g) prescribe the circumstances (if any) in which the transmission system operator shall continue to be obliged to make an offer to enter into an agreement for connection to or use of the transmission system pursuant to section 34(1).

(4) In this section—

“All-Island Transmission Networks” means the transmission system together with the Northern Ireland Transmission System;

“Northern Ireland System Operator” means the holder of a transmission licence granted under Article 10(1)(b) of the Electricity (Northern Ireland) Order 1992 and who is, from time to time, designated by the Authority as the transmission system operator for Northern Ireland;

“Northern Ireland Transmission System” shall have the meaning given to the term “transmission system” in the licence granted to the Northern Ireland System Operator under Article 10(1)(b) of the Electricity (Northern Ireland) Order 1992.]
35.—(1) Subject to subsection (2), within such time as the Commission may direct, the Board shall prepare a statement for the approval of the Commission setting out the basis upon which charges are imposed—

(a) for use of the transmission or distribution system of the Board, and

(b) for connection to the transmission or distribution system of the Board.

(2) The Commission may give directions to the Board from time to time in respect of the basis for charges for use of and connection to the transmission or distribution system of the Board.

(3) Notwithstanding the generality of subsection (2), directions given by the Commission under this section may provide for—

(a) the methods of charging to be included in the statement to be prepared by the Board,

(b) the form and the extent of the information to be provided by the Board to applicants,

(c) the form of charges and information about those charges to be included in the statement to be prepared by the Board,

(d) the procedure to be adopted in the submission by the Board of a statement of charges and the approval by the Commission of such statement, and

(e) the nature of information to be provided to applicants seeking connection to or use of the transmission or distribution systems and its presentation and transparency,

and the Board shall comply with directions given by the Commission under this section.

(4) A charge for connection to or for the use of the transmission or distribution system of the Board shall be calculated in accordance with directions given by the Commission under this section so as to enable the Board to recover—

(a) the appropriate proportion of the costs directly or indirectly incurred in carrying out any necessary works, and

(b) a reasonable rate of return on the capital represented by such costs.

(5) The Commission, solely, will determine what constitutes an “appropriate proportion” referred to in subsection (4)(a) and a “reasonable rate of return” referred to in subsection (4)(b).
36.—(1) The Board shall send each statement prepared in accordance with section 35 to the Commission for its approval (in this section referred to as the “statement”) and the statement, and in particular any charges referred to therein, shall not apply until such time as it has been approved of by the Commission.

(2) The Commission shall consult with the Board and have regard to any submission made by the Board to the Commission prior to making a decision as to whether to approve of or not, as the case may be, a statement submitted by the Board to the Commission for approval.

(3) A statement and, in particular, charges referred to therein, shall not take effect until such time as it is approved of by the Commission, subject to such modifications, if any, as the Commission considers appropriate.

(4) Any charges imposed by the Board on or before the commencement of this section shall, subject to the approval of the Commission, continue in force until a statement has been approved of by the Commission under this section and thereafter all charges shall be in accordance with a statement approved of by the Commission.

36A.—(1) Subject to subsection (2), within such time as the Commission may direct, the Market Operator shall prepare a statement for the approval of the Commission setting out the basis on which charges are imposed in relation to participation in the trading arrangements under the Single Electricity Market (in this section referred to as “the trading arrangements”).

(2) The Commission may give directions to the Market Operator from time to time in respect of the basis for charges imposed for participation in the trading arrangements.

(3) Notwithstanding the generality of subsection (2), directions given by the Commission under this section may provide for—

(a) the methods of charging to be included in the statement to be prepared by the Market Operator,

(b) the form and extent of information to be provided by the Market Operator to persons participating in the trading arrangements,

(c) the form of charges and information about those charges to be included in the statement to be prepared by the Market Operator,

(d) the procedure to be adopted in the submission by the Market Operator of a statement of charges and the approval by the Commission of such statement, and

(e) the nature of information to be provided to persons seeking to participate in the trading arrangements, and the presentation and transparency of that
information, and the Market Operator shall comply with directions given by the Commission under this section.

(4) Charges relating to participation in the trading arrangements shall be calculated in accordance with directions given by the Commission under this section so as to enable the Market Operator to recover—

(a) the costs and expenses directly or indirectly incurred in operating the trading arrangements, and

(b) a reasonable rate of return on capital expenditure included in such costs.

(5) The Commission, solely, will determine what constitutes a “reasonable rate of return” referred to in subsection (4)(b).

(6) In this section and in section 36B, “Market Operator” means the holder of a licence to act as the Single Electricity Market operator granted under section 14(1)(j) or a person granted an exemption from the requirement to hold such a licence pursuant to section 14(2F).

---

### 36B. — (1) The Market Operator shall send each statement prepared in accordance with section 36A to the Commission for its approval (in this section referred to as the “statement”) and such statement, and in particular any charges referred to in it, shall not apply until such time as it has been approved by the Commission.

(2) The Commission shall consult with the Market Operator and have regard to any submission made by the Market Operator to the Commission prior to making a decision as to whether or not to approve, as the case may be, a statement submitted by the Market Operator to the Commission for approval.

(3) A statement and, in particular, charges referred to in it, shall not take effect until such time as it is approved by the Commission, subject to such modifications, if any, as the Commission considers appropriate.

---

### 37. — (1) The Commission may grant or refuse to grant a permission to a person to whom this section applies to construct a direct line not connected to the transmission system or distribution system when initially constructed for the purpose of facilitating the supply of electricity.

(1A) The Commission shall not grant a permission referred to in subsection (1) unless a person has made an application for connection to and use of the transmission system or the distribution system and either—

(a) the application has been refused on the grounds of lack of capacity, or
(b) a dispute to which section 34(6) refers has been presented to the Commission for a determination and the Commission in making its determination pursuant to section 34(6) forms the view that it is in the public interest to issue a permission pursuant to subsection (1).

(2) A permission to construct a direct line granted by the Commission under this subsection shall require the person to whom the permission was granted to comply with such technical and other conditions, including those which may be necessary to ensure that direct lines are compatible with the transmission or distribution system, to such extent as the Commission may specify in the permission.

(3) The owner of a direct line constructed under subsection (1) may allow the direct line to be used for the transport of electricity to other eligible customers.

(4) (a) Where there is a connection made between a direct line and the transmission or distribution system of the Board, on the application of the Board, the Commission may direct the owner of a direct line constructed under subsection (1) to transfer the ownership of the direct line to the Board on such terms, including terms as to compensation, as may be agreed between the Board and the owner of the direct line.

(b) In default of agreement between the Board and the owner as to compensation, such compensation shall be assessed under the provisions of the Acquisition of Land (Assessment of Compensation) Act, 1919, and for this purpose the Board shall be deemed to be a public authority.

(5) This section applies to the holder of a licence, the holder of an authorisation or an eligible customer.

(6) A person to whom a permission is granted pursuant to subsection (1) may by means of that direct line supply—

(a) their own premises,

(b) their own subsidiaries, and

(c) eligible customers.

Annotations

Amendments:

F291 Substituted and inserted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 30(1)(a), subject to transitional provision in reg. 40.

F292 Inserted (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 30(1)(b), subject to transitional provision in reg. 40.

F293 Estimate of capacity, forecast flows and loading.

38.— (1) On and after the commencement of this section, and at such intervals as the Commission may direct, the transmission system operator shall prepare a statement, (to be known and in this Act referred to as a “forecast statement”) based on the information available to it, in a form approved of by the Commission.

(2) A forecast statement shall include forecasts in respect of capacity, forecast flows and loading on each part of the transmission system of the transmission system operator and fault levels for each electricity transmission node together with:

(a) such further information as shall be reasonably necessary to enable any person seeking use of the transmission or distribution system to identify and evaluate the opportunities available when connecting to and making use of the transmission or distribution system;
(b) a statement identifying those parts of the transmission system of the transmission system operator most suited to new connections and to the transport of further quantities of electricity;

(c) the generating capacity which is likely to be connected to the transmission system;

(d) the demand for electricity in the period to which the statement relates; and

(e) a statement on the demand for electricity generated from renewable, sustainable or alternative sources generally and a statement on arrangements for the supply of electricity to customers who have opted to purchase such electricity.

(3) The transmission system operator may revise from time to time the information set out in and, with the approval of the Commission, alter the form of each forecast statement and shall, at least once in every year, revise such statements.

(4) The transmission system operator shall give a copy of a forecast statement and of each revision of the forecast statement under subsection (3) to the Commission.

(5) Subject to subsection (6), the transmission system operator shall give a copy of a forecast statement or, as the case may be, of the latest revision of the forecast statement, to any person who requests a copy of such statement or statements within fourteen days of the date that the request was received.

(6) The transmission system operator may, with the prior consent of the Commission, omit from a forecast statement given under subsection (4) any confidential details as to the capacity, loading or other information, where disclosure of that information would, in the opinion of the Commission, prejudice the commercial interests of the transmission system operator or any other person.

(7) The transmission system operator may make a charge for each forecast statement given under subsection (4) of an amount which shall not exceed the maximum amount specified by the Commission for the purpose of this subsection.

(8) In this section the period to which the forecast statement relates shall be seven calendar years on and after the date on which the statement is prepared by the transmission system operator.

(9) The transmission system operator shall consult with the Northern Ireland System Operator on each occasion when it prepares, alters or varies a forecast statement.

(10) The preparation of any plan in accordance with this section shall, so far as practicable, be co-ordinated with the preparation of any equivalent document prepared by the Northern Ireland System Operator and such plans shall, so far as possible, be prepared on a consistent basis.

(11) In this section—

“Northern Ireland System Operator” means the holder of a transmission licence granted under Article 10(1)(b) of the Electricity (Northern Ireland) Order 1992 and who is, from time to time, designated by the Authority as the transmission system operator for Northern Ireland.]

Annotations

Amendments:

39.—(1) The Minister, following consultation with the Minister for the Environment and Local Government, shall by order direct the Commission to impose on the Board and holders of licences or authorisations, or holders of a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act, public service obligations which may include obligations in relation to—

(a) security of supply,

(b) regularity, quality and price of supplies,

F294[(c) environmental protection, including energy efficiency and climate protection, and]

(d) use of indigenous energy sources.

(2) Notwithstanding the generality of subsection (1), an order made by the Minister under this section may require the Commission to impose on F295[the Board, the holder of a licence, the holder of an authorisation or the holder of a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act] a requirement to make such arrangements F296[as are necessary to ensure that, in any specified period,] there shall be available to F297[the Board, the holder of a licence, the holder of an authorisation or the holder of a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act] F298[... from—]

(a) generating stations which use as their primary energy fuel source peat harvested within the State provided that the amount of peat used in any calendar year to F296[generate that electricity] may not exceed 15 per cent. of the overall primary energy necessary to produce the electricity consumed in the State that year, and

(b) generating stations chosen as a result of a competitive process established by the Minister, the Commission or the Commission of the European Communities, as the case may be, which use as their primary fuel source such renewable, sustainable or alternative forms of energy as may be specified in the order or which operate as combined heat and power plants.

(3) Notwithstanding the generality of subsection (1), an order made under this section may provide for—

(a) the imposition of a public service obligation on F299[the Board, the holder of a licence, the holder of an authorisation or the holder of a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act] in respect of electricity which is produced using indigenous fuel or renewable, sustainable or alternative forms of energy as their primary source or which operate as combined heat and power plants as a result of a competitive process established by the Minister or the Commission of the European Communities prior to this enactment, and

(b) measures designed to encourage effective and efficient use of electricity and to reduce demand for electricity.

(4) The Minister shall send a copy of an order made under F300[this section,] to the Commission of the European Communities not later than 28 days after the making of the order.

(5) Subject to subsection (6), an order under this section shall provide for—

(a) the recovery, by way of a levy on final customers F301[...], of the additional costs including a reasonable rate of return on the capital represented by such costs, where appropriate, incurred by the Board or holders of a licence or an authorisation F302[or holders of a permit under section 37 of the...]

160
Principal Act in complying with an order under F303[this section] including costs incurred after the variation or revocation of such an order,

F304[(b) the collection and recovery of payments in respect of the levy—

(i) from final customers by the Board or the holder of a licence or an authorisation or the holder of a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act,

(ii) from the Board or such holders of a licence, authorisation or permit by the distribution system operator or the transmission system operator, and

(iii) from the distribution system operator by the transmission system operator,]

(c) the making, out of such payments so collected, of payments to the Board and holders of licences or authorisations, F305[or holders of permits under section 37 of the Principal Act] as appropriate.

F306[(5A) (a) The levy referred to in paragraph (a) of subsection (5) shall be imposed on final customers in respect of a levy period in such a manner that—

(i) the levy is apportioned between each category of electricity accounts specified in paragraph 1 of Schedule 2 on the basis of the maximum demand attributable to that category of accounts as a proportion of the aggregate of the maximum demand attributable to each of the three categories of accounts, and

(ii) each holder of an electricity account who is a final customer is charged and liable to pay the levy in respect of each electricity account on the basis set out in paragraph 2 of Schedule 2.

(b) The attribution of the maximum demand in respect of each category of electricity account shall be carried out by the distribution system operator with the approval of the Commission in respect of each levy period.

(c) In this subsection “levy period” means a calendar year or such shorter period as may be specified in the order.]

(6) An order made under this section which, in accordance with subsection (5), provides for the recovery of additional costs referred to in that subsection shall provide that such costs shall be recovered in respect of a F307[specified period] and that the amount to be paid in respect of each year F308[or part of a year] in that period to the Board or to a holder of a licence or an authorisation F309[or the holder of a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act] shall be the amount of the additional costs certified by the Commission as having been incurred by the Board or such holder of a licence or an authorisation F309[or the holder of a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act] in accordance with the order.

(7) An order made under this section may—

(a) impose requirements (whether as to the furnishing of records or other information or the affording of facilities for the examination and testing of meters or otherwise) on the Board and on holders of licences or authorisations,

(b) provide for the times at which payments are to be made (whether payments by way of levy or payments to the Board and holders of licences or authorisations), and

(c) require the amount of any overpayment or underpayment which is made by or to any person to be set off against or added to any subsequent liability or entitlement of that person.
The Minister shall exercise the powers conferred by this section so as to ensure that the sums realised by the levy or otherwise are sufficient (after the payment of the administrative expenses, as certified by the Commission, of the Board and holders of licences or authorisations or holders of permits under section 37 of the Principal Act incurred in the collection of the levy) to pay to the Board and holders of licences or authorisations or holders of permits under section 37 of the Principal Act the payment required to be made by the order.

The Minister may by order, amend or revoke an order made under this section including an order made under this subsection but such amendment or revocation shall be without prejudice to the continued operation of the order in respect of additional costs of the type referred to in subsection (5) which the Commission certifies in respect of each year or part thereof of the unexpired part of the specified period of years to have been reasonably incurred notwithstanding the amendment or revocation.

A draft of the order proposed to be made under this section shall be given by the Minister to the person or persons upon whom the obligation is to be imposed one month before the order is made.

For the purposes of orders made under this section, “public service obligation” means an obligation placed on electricity undertakings which takes account of general social, economic and environmental factors.

In making an order under this section, the Minister shall have regard for the need for public service obligations to be imposed in a non-discriminatory and transparent manner.
Public service obligations

26. (1) For the purposes of an order made under section 39 of the Act of 1999 any obligation which the Commission is directed by the Minister to impose on the Board in relation to any functions assigned by virtue of these Regulations to:

(a) the transmission system operator,
(b) the distribution system operator, or
(c) the transmission system owner,

shall be regarded—

(i) in the case of subparagraph (a), as an obligation on the transmission system operator and not the Board,

(ii) in the case of subparagraph (b) as an obligation on the distribution system operator licensed under section 14(1)(g) of the Act of 1999, and

(iii) in the case of subparagraph (c) as an obligation on the transmission system owner licensed under section 14(1)(f) of the Act of 1999.

...
40.—(1) Where the Minister is satisfied that as a consequence of the implementation of Directive No. 96/92/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 December, 1996, the Board is unable to recover specified costs or revenue relating to a generating station constructed or under construction or reconstruction before the 19th day of February, 1997, he or she shall, after consultation with the Commission and the Commission of the European Communities, by order provide for the payment to the Board of an annual sum and for the recovery from final customers of the amounts so paid to the Board.

(2) The sum referred to in subsection (1) shall be calculated in accordance with the order in respect of the annual specified amounts of unrecovered costs or revenue that may occur in each single year applied only to a specified period of years.
(3) Notwithstanding the generality of subsection (1), the Minister may by order provide for—

(a) a levy on final customers in respect of electricity provided to such customers,

(b) the collection of payments in that respect by the Board and holders of licences or authorisations, or holders of a permit under section 37 of the Principal Act,

(c) the making of payments to the Board, out of such payments so collected,

(d) a condition that any amount paid to the Board under the order shall be used for purposes specified in the order and that the Commission shall have the power to ascertain whether such a condition is being complied with,

(e) conditions, in which a levy would be paid to the Board,

(f) the recovery from the Board of an amount or part thereof paid to it under the order where it has not been used in accordance with the order, and

(g) the certification by the Commission in respect of each year in the specified period of years that in that year the conditions specified in the order have been satisfied.

(4) An order made under this section may—

(a) impose requirements (whether as to the furnishing of records or other information or the affording of facilities for the examination and testing of meters or otherwise) on the Board,

(b) provide for the times at which payments (whether payments by way of levy or payments to the Board) are to be made,

(c) require the amount of any overpayment or underpayment which is made by or to any person to be set off against or added to any subsequent liability or entitlement of that person, and

(d) provide for the date of termination of the arrangement provided for in the order.

(5) The Minister shall exercise the powers conferred by this section so as to ensure that the sums realised by the levy are sufficient (after the payment of the administrative expenses of holders of licences to supply under section 14 or of the Board incurred in the collection of the levy) to pay to the Board the payment required to be made by the order.

(6) Subject to subsection (7), the Minister may by order amend or revoke an order made under this section including an order made under this subsection.

(7) The sum calculated in accordance with subsection (2) shall not be altered.

(8) A draft of the order proposed to be made under subsection (6) shall be given to the Board by the Minister one month before the order is made.

40A. — (1) In the event of a sudden crisis in the energy market and where the physical safety or security of persons, apparatus or installations, or the integrity of the natural gas or electricity transmission system or the natural gas or electricity distribution system is threatened the Minister may by order direct—

(a) the Commission,

(b) the holder of a licence under section 14,

(c) a person referred to in section 10A(2)(b)(i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) of the Gas Act 1976, to take such safeguard measures as the Minister considers necessary, and the person to whom the order is directed shall comply with the direction.

(2) In making an order under this section the Minister shall have regard to the objective that the measures subject to a direction under the order—

(a) should cause the least possible disturbance to the functioning of the internal market in gas or electricity, and

(b) are not wider in scope than is strictly necessary to remedy the sudden difficulties.

(3) The Minister may by order, amend or revoke an order made under this section, including an order under this subsection.]
Act 1999 (Public Service Obligations) (Amendment) (No. 2) Order 2007 (S.I. No. 583 of 2007));
“carbon revenue levy” has the meaning given to it by section 40D;
“electricity generator” means a person licensed under section 14(1)(a) to generate electricity;
“emissions” has the meaning given to it by the Regulations of 2004;
“installation” has the meaning given to it by the Regulations of 2004;
“levy period” means—
(a) a period of 3 months, and
(b) in the case where the final levy period is less than 3 months, that period;
“operator” has the meaning given to it by the Regulations of 2004;
“qualifying generating station” has the meaning given to it by section 40D;
“Regulations of 2004” means the European Communities (Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading) Regulations 2004 (S.I. No. 437 of 2004);
“relevant date” means the date of the passing of the Electricity Regulation (Amendment) (Carbon Revenue Levy) Act 2010;
“Single Electricity Market Trading and Settlement Code” means the code of that name established pursuant to section 9BA(1) and designated by the Commission pursuant to the Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Single Electricity Market) Regulations 2007 (S.I. No. 406 of 2007), as from time to time revised, amended, supplemented or replaced;
“tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent” has the meaning given to it by the Regulations of 2004.]

Annotations

Amendments:

F315 Inserted (30.06.2010) by Electricity Regulation (Amendment) (Carbon Revenue Levy) Act 2010 (13/2010), s. 3, commenced on enactment.

40C.— This Part applies to every electricity generator who—
(a) is the operator of an installation that is in receipt of allowances issued by the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to the Regulations of 2004, and
(b) is bound by the Single Electricity Market Trading and Settlement Code.]

Annotations

Amendments:

F316 Inserted (30.06.2010) by Electricity Regulation (Amendment) (Carbon Revenue Levy) Act 2010 (13/2010), s. 3, commenced on enactment.
40D.— (1) Each electricity generator shall, subject to and in accordance with this Part and any regulations made under this Part, pay to the Commission, in respect of the immediately preceding levy period, a levy (in this Part referred to as the “carbon revenue levy”) on such amount of the revenues received during that levy period by the electricity generator concerned, through participation in the Single Electricity Market, as is attributable to the emissions from each installation of which the electricity generator is the operator, which amount is calculated in accordance with the formula—

\[ E \times P \]

where—

\( E \) is the total of the emissions, during the levy period concerned, from each installation of which the electricity generator concerned is the operator, calculated in accordance with the formula for the calculation of emissions set out in Schedule 4 to the Regulations of 2004, expressed in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent, and

\( P \) is the simple arithmetic average of the daily price of allowances for the levy period concerned by reference to such index as may be determined by the Commission from time to time in accordance with subsection (2).

(2) When making a determination for the purposes of the construction of “\( P \)” in the formula in subsection (1), the Commission shall have regard to such transparent and accessible pricing information relating to allowance trading, including the daily price thereof, as may be available and the Commission shall, as soon as practicable, publish the determination on its website.

(3) The first levy period begins on the first day of the month immediately following the relevant date.

(4) The carbon revenue levy shall be payable in accordance with this Part in respect of all levy periods up to and including the final levy period which ends on the date of the passing of the Electricity Regulation (Carbon Revenue Levy) (Amendment) Act 2012.

(5) Save in accordance with subsection (6), no carbon revenue levy is payable by an electricity generator in respect of a generating station which is the subject of an order under section 39.

(6) (a) This subsection applies to a generating station in respect of which the following conditions are complied with (in this Part referred to as a “qualifying generating station”)—

(i) the generating station is the subject of an order under section 39, and

(ii) the electricity generator who is the operator of the generating station concerned is a counterparty to a CADA.

(b) For the purposes of the construction of “\( E \)” in the formula in subsection (1), the total of the emissions, during the levy period concerned, calculated in accordance with the formula for the calculation of emissions set out in Schedule 4 to the Regulations of 2004, shall, in the case of a qualifying generating station, include only such portion of the emissions as is attributable to the quantity of electricity produced by the qualifying generating station—

(i) in respect of which revenues are received during that levy period by the electricity generator concerned through participation in the Single Electricity Market, and

(ii) in respect of which the electricity generator does not receive payments from the Board in accordance with the CADA.]
40E.— The amount of the carbon revenue levy payable by an electricity generator in respect of the immediately preceding levy period shall be calculated by reference to—

(a) the amount calculated in accordance with the formula in section 40D(1), and

(b) the percentage rate provided for by section 40F.

40F.— (1) For the purpose of calculating the amount of the carbon revenue levy under section 40E and taking account of the fact that electricity generators, for the purposes of compliance with the Regulations of 2004, may require to purchase a proportion of their allowances, the percentage rate referred to in section 40E(b) shall be—

(a) such percentage rate as stands specified by order under subsection (2), or

(b) where no amount stands so specified, 65 per cent.

(2) (a) The Minister may, from time to time, review the percentage rate provided for by subsection (1) and may, subject to this section, having considered any representations made under subsection (4)(a), by order provide for a percentage rate in lieu of the percentage rate provided for by subsection (1)(a) or the percentage rate specified in subsection (1)(b).

(b) The Minister may revoke an order under this subsection without providing for a percentage rate, in which case the percentage rate specified in subsection (1)(b) shall apply.

(3) For the purposes of a review under this section the Minister shall have regard to—

(a) the effect of the carbon revenue levy on electricity generators, and

(b) such advice as the Commission may give to the Minister in relation to the competitiveness of electricity supplies and such other matters as the Commission considers appropriate or as the Minister may request.

(4) (a) Before making an order under subsection (2), the Minister, following consultation with the persons specified in paragraph (b), shall publish a draft of the proposed order on the internet and by such other means as the Minister considers appropriate inviting persons to make representations in
writing to the Minister in relation to the proposed order within 28 days from
the date of publication on the internet.

(b) For the purposes of paragraph (a), the Minister shall consult with—

(i) the Commission, and

(ii) electricity generators,

and may consult with such other persons as he or she considers appropriate.]

Annotatons

Amendments:

F320 Inserted (30.06.2010) by Electricity Regulation (Amendment) (Carbon Revenue Levy) Act 2010 (13/2010), s. 3, commenced on enactment.

40G.—(1) Each electricity generator shall make a return to the Commission within
10 working days of the end of each levy period, in the prescribed form and manner,
of—

(a) the total of the emissions, during the levy period concerned, from each
installation of which the electricity generator is the operator, calculated in
accordance with the formula for the calculation of emissions set out in
Schedule 4 to the Regulations of 2004, expressed in tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalent,

(b) in the case of a qualifying generating station, information relating to such
portion of the total of the emissions referred to in paragraph (a) as is
attributable to the quantity of electricity produced by the qualifying gener-
ating station—

(i) in respect of which revenues are received during the levy period concerned
by the electricity generator through participation in the Single Electricity
Market, and

(ii) in respect of which the electricity generator does not receive payments
from the Board in accordance with the CADA,

and

(c) such other information as may be prescribed by the Commission for the
purposes of this section relating to the verification of—

(i) the calculation of the total of the emissions referred to in paragraph (a),
and

(ii) in the case of a qualifying generating station, the portion of the total of
the emissions as referred to in paragraph (b).

(2) The Commission may make regulations providing for all or any of the following
matters:

(a) the form and manner in which returns are to be made, including by electronic
means, as appropriate;

(b) requirements relating to the certification of returns by or on behalf of the
electricity generator;

(c) the information to be contained in returns relating to the verification of—
(i) the calculation of the total of the emissions referred to in subsection (1)(a), and

(ii) in the case of a qualifying generating station, the portion of the total of the emissions as referred to in subsection (1)(b);

(d) such other matters as the Commission considers appropriate relating to the making of returns.

(3) The Commission may request an electricity generator to give to the Commission such evidence as the Commission may reasonably require in order to verify any information, particulars or documents given to the Commission in respect of a return made under this section.

(4) A request under subsection (3) shall be in such form as the Commission determines and shall specify a period of not less than 10 working days from the date of the request within which such evidence shall be given to the Commission.

(5) A person commits an offence where he or she knowingly gives to the Commission under this section information which is false or misleading in a material respect.

(6) A person convicted of an offence under subsection (5) is liable—

(a) on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding €5,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 6 months or to both, or

(b) on conviction on indictment to a fine not exceeding €15,000 or a term of imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or to both.

Annotations

Amendments:

F321 Inserted (30.06.2010) by Electricity Regulation (Amendment) (Carbon Revenue Levy) Act 2010 (13/2010), s. 3, commenced on enactment.

Editorial Notes:

E128 Power pursuant to section exercised (1.10.2010) by Electricity Regulation (Amendment) (Carbon Levy) Act 2010 Regulations 2010 (S.I. No. 474 of 2010), in effect as per reg. 1(2).

40H. — The Commission shall, within 10 working days of receipt of the return under section 40G, or within such longer period as the Commission may, in any particular case, determine, give to each electricity generator, in such form and manner as the Commission may determine, a notice in respect of the levy period concerned specifying—

(a) the average of the daily price of allowances for the levy period concerned referred to in the construction of ‘P’ in the formula in section 40D(1),

(b) the percentage rate provided for by section 40F,

(c) the amount of the carbon revenue levy payable by the electricity generator, calculated in accordance with section 40E, in respect of each installation of which the electricity generator is the operator,

(d) the date by which the carbon revenue levy is due and payable and the form and manner in which it is to be paid, including by electronic means, as appropriate, and

(e) the consequences of non-payment of the carbon revenue levy.
40I.— Within 15 working days after the date of the notice given under section 40H, each electricity generator shall pay to the Commission, in the form and manner specified in the notice, the amount of the carbon revenue levy payable by the electricity generator.

40J.— It shall be a condition of every licence granted under section 14(1)(a), whether granted before or after the relevant date, that the holder of the licence complies with the requirements imposed by this Part on electricity generators in respect of the carbon revenue levy.

40K.— If all or any part of the amount of carbon revenue levy specified in a notice given under section 40H is not paid on or before the date specified in the notice as the date on which the amount becomes payable, interest on the unpaid amount accrues at a rate calculated in accordance with Regulation 5 of the European Communities (Late Payment in Commercial Transactions) Regulations 2002 (S.I. No. 388 of 2002) for each day or part of a day beginning on the day on which the amount should have been paid and ending on the day immediately before the day on which it is paid.

40L.— The Commission may recover, as a simple contract debt in any court of competent jurisdiction, from the electricity generator by whom it is payable any amount due and owing to the Commission under this Part in respect of the carbon revenue levy and any interest that has accrued on that amount.
Proceeds of carbon revenue levy.

40M.—(1) The proceeds of the carbon revenue levy collected by the Commission under this Part shall be paid into an account, established by the Commission for the purposes of this section, which is separate from the Commission’s other accounts and moneys standing to the credit of that account shall not be used by the Commission other than in accordance with this section.

(2) The Minister for Finance may direct, following consultation with the Minister, that such amount as the Minister for Finance may determine of any dividend referred to in section 7 of the Electricity (Supply) (Amendment) Act 2001 be paid into the account referred to in subsection (1), in any financial year, in such manner as the Minister for Finance may direct under the said section 7.

(3) The Minister may give a direction that such sum or sums as the Minister may specify, with the prior consent of the Minister for Finance, standing to the credit of the account referred to in subsection (1) shall be paid into or disposed of for the benefit of the Exchequer in such manner as the Minister for Finance may direct following consultation with the Minister for Finance.

(4) Section 10A shall not apply to any direction given by the Minister under subsection (3).

(5) The Commission shall manage and control the account referred to in subsection (1).

(6) The Commission shall—

(a) keep in such form as may be approved by the Minister, with the consent of the Minister for Finance, all proper and usual accounts relating to the account referred to in subsection (1), and

(b) as soon as may be after the end of each financial year, submit the accounts to the Comptroller and Auditor General for audit and those accounts when so audited shall, together with—

(i) the report of the Comptroller and Auditor General thereon, and

(ii) a report of the Commission to the Minister in relation to the performance of its functions under this Part in the previous year,

be presented as soon as may be after the end of the financial year to the Minister, who shall cause copies of the accounts and the reports referred to in subparagraphs (i) and (ii) to be laid before each House of the Oireachtas.

(7) (a) The Minister may give a direction to the Commission to close the account referred to in subsection (1).

(b) The Commission shall—

(i) close the account not later than 45 days after the date of the direction given under paragraph (a), and

(ii) pay moneys (if any) standing to the credit of the account as the Minister may direct under subsection (3).]
Annot ations

Amendmen ts:

F327 Inserted (30.06.2010) by Electricity Regulation (Amendment) (Carbon Revenue Levy) Act 2010 (13/2010), s. 3, commenced on enactment.


Modific ations (not altering text):

C40 Functions transferred and references to “Department of Finance” and “Minister for Finance” construed (29.07.2011) by Finance (Transfer of Departmental Administration and Ministerial Functions) Order 2011 (S.I. No. 418 of 2011), arts. 2, 3, 5 and sch. 1 part 2, in effect as per art. 1(2), subject to transitional provisions in arts. 6-9. Note that the wording in the schedule table, column 3 implies that the change referred to is in the schedule, para. 40M. However, there is no such provision, and “Minister for Finance” is mentioned in s. 40M.

2. (1) The administration and business in connection with the performance of any functions transferred by this Order are transferred to the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform.

(2) References to the Department of Finance contained in any Act or instrument made thereunder and relating to the administration and business transferred by paragraph (1) shall, on and after the commencement of this Order, be construed as references to the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform.

3. The functions conferred on the Minister for Finance by or under the provisions of —

(a) the enactments specified in Schedule 1, and

(b) the statutory instruments specified in Schedule 2,

are transferred to the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform.

...

5. References to the Minister for Finance contained in any Act or instrument under an Act and relating to any functions transferred by this Order shall, from the commencement of this Order, be construed as references to the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform.

...

Schedule 1

Enactments

---

Part 2

1922 to 2011 Enactments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number and Year</th>
<th>Short Title</th>
<th>Provision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 23 of 1999</td>
<td>Electricity Regulation Act 1999</td>
<td>Section 31(2); Schedule, paragraphs 1, 2, 10, 13, 21, 25, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36 and 40M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PART VII

CONSEQUENTIAL REPEALS AND AMENDMENTS
Annotations

Modifications (not altering text):

C41 Part applied with modifications (20.06.2001) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 (S.I. No. 445 of 2000), reg. 29, in effect as per reg. 1(2)(b) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil of 22 June 2001, No. 50 p. 822.

Application of certain functions

29. (1) Any duty, obligation, or requirement on the Board under Part VII and Part VIII of the Act of 1999 necessary for the discharge of the transmission system operator’s functions under these Regulations, shall also be regarded as a duty, obligation or requirement on the transmission system operator.

(2) Any power conferred on the Board under Part VII and Part VIII of the Act of 1999 necessary for the discharge of the transmission system operator’s functions under these Regulations shall, to that extent, be regarded as a power conferred on the transmission system operator and not on the Board, other than where it is also necessary for the Board to discharge its functions as transmission system owner in which case that power shall be a power conferred on both the Board and the transmission system operator.

(3) Any work commenced or being carried out by the Board for the purposes of any duty, obligation or requirement on the Board or in exercise of any power conferred on the Board under Part VII and Part VIII of the Act of 1999 necessary for the discharge of the transmission system operator’s functions under these Regulations, shall be continued and carried out by the transmission system operator.

(4) In the event of a dispute between the transmission system owner and the transmission system operator over any matter in paragraph (1), (2) or (3), the matter in dispute shall be submitted to the Commission for decision. The Commission shall issue directions regarding its decision, as it sees fit, regarding the matter in dispute, and the transmission system owner and the transmission system operator shall comply with such directions.

Repeals.

41.—Sections 36 and 37 of the Principal Act are hereby repealed.

Amendment of section 35 of Principal Act.

42.—Section 35 of the Principal Act is hereby amended in subsection (1) by the insertion after “granted under this Act” of “or a licence granted under section 14 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999,” and the subsection as so amended is set out in the Table to this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) From and after the expiration of six months from the passing of this Act or such further period as may be fixed by the Board for any particular area, no person (other than the Board) shall sell electricity or supply electricity for sale unless he is an authorised undertaker or is a person authorised by a permit granted under this Act or a licence granted under section 14 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, to supply electricity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amendment of section 45 of Principal Act.

43.—Section 45 of the Principal Act is hereby amended in paragraph (a) of subsection (5) by the insertion after “the Board” of “or a holder of an authorisation under section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, as the case may be” and the paragraph as so amended is set out in the Table to this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(5) A special order made under this section may incorporate—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) the Acquisition of Land (Assessment of Compensation) Act, 1919, with the modification that the expression “public authority” shall include the Board or a holder of an authorisation under section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, as the case may be.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amendment of section 77 of Principal Act.

44.—Section 77 of the Principal Act is hereby amended by the substitution for that section of the following section:

“Payment by local authorities of expenses of certain alterations.

77.—Whenever a local authority on account of or for the purpose of an alteration to a road or bridge—

(a) requires an authorised undertaker or a holder of an authorisation under section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or the holder of a direct line permission under section 37 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, to alter the position or depth of underground electrical wires, mains, or other electrical works or the position of poles or other structures carrying electrical wires or mains or other above ground electrical works, or

(b) requires the Board to alter the position or depth of any such underground electrical works or the position of any such above ground electrical works as aforesaid belonging to or under the control of the Board,

the expenses incurred by such authorised undertaker or holder of an authorisation under section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or holder of a direct line permission under section 37 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or by the Board, as the case may be, in complying with such requisition shall be paid to such authorised undertaker or holder of an authorisation under section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or holder of a direct line permission under section 37 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or to the Board, as the case may require, by such local authority or, demand as part of the expenses of the maintenance of such road or bridge and the amount of such expenses so to be paid to such authorised undertaker or holder of an authorisation under section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or holder of a direct line permission under section 37 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or to the Board shall be fixed by an arbitrator appointed by the Commission for Electricity Regulation established under section 8 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999.”.

Amendment of section 98 of Principal Act.

45.—Section 98 of the Principal Act is hereby amended by the substitution for that section of the following section:

“Lopping of trees by Board, an authorised undertaker or holder of an authorisation.

98.—(1) The Board, an authorised undertaker or a holder of an authorisation under section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or holder of a direct line permission under section 37 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, as the case may be, may, taking due care and attention to avoid unnecessary damage, lop or cut any tree, shrub or hedge which obstructs or interferes with any electrical wires of the Board or of such authorised undertaker or holder of an authorisation under section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or holder of a direct line permission under section 37 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, as the case may be, or with the erection or laying of any such electrical wires or with the survey of the proposed route of any transmission or distribution lines of the Board or of such authorised undertaker or of any electric wire of a holder of an authorisation under section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or holder of a direct line permission under section 37 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999.
(2) Before lopping or cutting any tree, shrub or hedge under this section the Board or an authorised undertaker or a holder of an authorisation under section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, or holder of a direct line permission under section 37 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, as the case may be, shall give to the occupier of the land or in the case of a road or street to the local authority charged with the maintenance of such road or street on which such tree, shrub or hedge is standing, seven days notice of its intention to lop or cut the same and such occupier or local authority may if he or it, as the case may be, so desires and so informs the Board or such authorised undertaker or holder of an authorisation, as the case may be, within seven days himself or itself carry out such lopping or cutting.

(3) When the occupier of land cuts or lops any tree, shrub or hedge under this section the expense incurred by him in so doing shall be paid to him on demand by the Board or such authorised undertaker or holder of a direct line permission under section 37 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999, as the case may be, and the amount of such expenses shall, in default of agreement, be fixed by an arbitrator appointed by the Commission for Electricity Regulation established under section 8 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999."


46.—The First Schedule of the Freedom of Information Act, 1997, is hereby amended by the inclusion in paragraph 1(2) of the following—

“the Commission for Electricity Regulation,”.

PART VIII

Miscellaneous

Annotations

Modifications (not altering text):

C42 Part applied with modifications (20.06.2001) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000 (S.I. No. 445 of 2000), reg. 29, in effect as per reg. 1(2)(b) and notice in Iris Oifigiúil of 22 June 2001, No. 50 p. 822.

Application of certain functions

29. (1) Any duty, obligation, or requirement on the Board under Part VII and Part VIII of the Act of 1999 necessary for the discharge of the transmission system operator’s functions under these Regulations, shall also be regarded as a duty, obligation or requirement on the transmission system operator.

(2) Any power conferred on the Board under Part VII and Part VIII of the Act of 1999 necessary for the discharge of the transmission system operator’s functions under these Regulations shall, to that extent, be regarded as a power conferred on the transmission system operator and not on the Board, other than where it is also necessary for the Board to discharge its functions as transmission system owner in which case that power shall be a power conferred on both the Board and the transmission system operator.

(3) Any work commenced or being carried out by the Board for the purposes of any duty, obligation or requirement on the Board or in exercise of any power conferred on the Board under Part VII and Part VIII of the Act of 1999 necessary for the discharge of the transmission system operator’s
functions under these Regulations, shall be continued and carried out by the transmission system
operator.

(4) In the event of a dispute between the transmission system owner and the transmission system
operator over any matter in paragraph (1), (2) or (3), the matter in dispute shall be submitted to
the Commission for decision. The Commission shall issue directions regarding its decision, as it
sees fit, regarding the matter in dispute, and the transmission system owner and the transmission
system operator shall comply with such directions.

Compulsory
acquisition of
land by Commis-
sion, etc.

47.—(1) Subject to subsection (2) the power to make a special order conferred on
the Board by section 45(1) of the Principal Act shall be exerciseable by the Commission
and not by the Board on the application of the Board or a holder of an authorisation
or a person who has applied for an authorisation and any references in that Act to
the making of special orders shall be construed as references to the making of such
orders by the Commission.

(2) A special order made by the Commission shall operate to confer on an applicant
for an authorisation under section 16 the functions which such an order would confer
on the Board.

(3) Where an application is made to the Commission for a special order under this
section, section 45(2) to (6) of the Principal Act shall apply to the Commission as it
does to the Board.

Construction of
sections 51 and
52(1) of Principal
Act.

48.—The power to lay electric lines conferred on the Board by section 51 and section
52(1) of the Principal Act may, with the consent of the Commission, also be exercised
by the holder of an authorisation or the holder of a direct line permission under
section 37 and the said section 51 and 52(1) shall apply to the holder of an authori-
sation or the holder of a direct line permission under the said section 37 in like manner
as they apply to the Board.

Construction of
section 53 of
Principal Act.

49.—A holder of an authorisation or the holder of a direct line permission may,
with the consent of the Commission, for the purposes of such authorisation, exercise
the powers conferred on the Board by subsections (1) to (5) and (9) of section 53 of
the Principal Act and references to the Board in those subsections shall be construed
as including references to a holder of an authorisation.

Construction of
section 54 of
Principal Act.

50.—(1) Subject to subsection (2), references in section 54 of the Principal Act to
an authorised undertaker shall include references to the holder of an authorisation
or the holder of a direct line permission under section 37.

(2) Where regulations made before the commencement of this section are made
by the Board under the Principal Act which regulate the placing of electric lines across
or along or either over or under any railway, land, inland navigation, dock or harbour
those regulations shall apply to the holder of an authorisation or the holder of a direct
line permission under section 37.

(3) The Board shall not amend regulations to which subsection (2) applies without
the consent of the Commission.

(4) The Commission may prescribe modifications to regulations referred to in
subsection (2) for the purposes of enabling their application to the holder of an
authorisation or the holder of a direct line permission under section 37.

Construction of
section 91 of
Principal Act.

51.—Section 91 of the Principal Act shall apply to the holder of an authorisation or
the holder of a direct line permission under section 37 in like manner as it applies to
an authorised undertaker and references to the Board shall be construed as references
to the Commission for that purpose.
52.—Regulations made by the Board before the commencement of this section under section 2 of the Electricity (Supply) (Amendment) Act, 1949, shall have effect in respect of persons to whom licences or authorisations have been granted under this Act or in respect of eligible customers.

53.—Section 2 of the Electricity (Supply) (Amendment) Act, 1949, is hereby amended by the substitution of the following subsection for subsection (2):

“(2) Where the Board proposes to make regulations under this section the purposes of which are not solely connected with the procedure, administration or internal direction of the Board, it shall submit the regulations to the Commission for approval and the Commission may—

(a) approve of the regulations with or without amendments, or

(b) refuse to approve of the regulations until amendments specified by the Commission are made by the Board.”.

54.—Section 2(3), (4) and (6) of the Electricity (Supply) (Amendment) Act, 1949, is hereby repealed.
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PART IX

POWER TO CARRY OUT INVESTIGATIONS AND IMPOSE ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTION

Annotiations

Amendments:


55. In this Part and Schedule 4—

“improper conduct” means—

(a) failure by the holder of a licence under subsection (1)(b) of section 14 to comply, under subsection (2M)(b) of that section, with such standards of performance as may be specified by the Commission under subsection (2M)(a) of that section in the licence concerned,

(b) failure by the holder of a licence under section 14(1)(e), (g) or (h), as the case may be, to comply, under Regulation 26(1) of the European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), with such standards of performance as may be specified by the Commission under Regulation 26(2) of those Regulations in the licence concerned,

(c) failure by an interconnector operator to comply with the determination of the Commission under section 34A(5),

(d) failure, by the holder of a licence under section 16(1)(a) of the Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002, under section 16(1F) of that Act, to keep, and make available on a request being made, data relating to transactions in gas supply contracts and gas derivatives with wholesale customers, transmission system operators and storage and LNG operators, or

(e) failure by the holder of a licence under subsection (1)(a), (c) or (d) of section 16 of the Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 to comply, under subsection (4A)(b) of that section, with such standards of performance as may be speci-
fied by the Commission under subsection (4A)(a) of that section in the licence concerned;

“inspector” means a person appointed under section 56(1) to be an inspector for the purposes of this Part;

“investigation” means an investigation under section 57(1);

“investigation report”, in relation to an investigation, means a report in writing prepared, following the completion of the investigation, by the inspector appointed under section 57(2) to carry out the investigation;

“major sanction” means—

(a) a direction to a specified body that the specified body pay a sum, as specified in the direction, but not exceeding €50,000, to the Commission, being the whole or a part of the cost to the Commission of an investigation of the specified body,

(b) a direction to a specified body that the specified body pay a sum, as specified in the direction, but not exceeding 10 per cent of the turnover of the specified body, to the Commission by way of a financial penalty for improper conduct, by the specified body, specified in the direction, or

(c) any combination of the sanctions specified in paragraphs (a) and (b);

“minor sanction” means—

(a) the issue, to a specified body, of—

(i) advice,

(ii) a caution,

(iii) a warning, or

(iv) a reprimand,

or

(b) any combination of any of the sanctions specified in paragraph (a);

“premises” includes vessel, aircraft, vehicle and any other means of transport, as well as land and any other fixed or movable structure;

“specified body” means a person referred to in any of paragraphs (a) to (e) of the definition in this section of “improper conduct”;

“turnover” means, in relation to a specified body, the turnover of the body in the financial year of the body ending immediately before the financial year in which the improper conduct took place.

Annotations

Amendments:

(b) the Commission may appoint such other persons as it thinks fit to be inspectors for such period and subject to such terms (including terms as to remuneration and allowances for expenses) as the Commission, with the approval of the Minister and the consent of the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, may determine.

(2) Each inspector shall, on his or her appointment, be furnished with a certificate of appointment and, when exercising a power conferred on him or her or performing any function imposed by this Part, shall, if requested by any person thereby affected, produce the certificate or a copy of it, to that person for inspection.


57. (1) Where the Commission considers it is necessary to do so for the purpose of the performance of any of the functions conferred on it by or under this Act or any other Act of the Oireachtas, the Commission may cause such investigation as it thinks fit to be carried out to identify any improper conduct by a specified body.

(2) For the purposes of the investigation, the Commission shall appoint an inspector, subject to such terms as it thinks fit—

(a) to carry out the investigation, and

(b) to submit to the Commission an investigation report following the completion of the investigation.

(3) The terms of appointment of an inspector may define the scope of the investigation to be carried out by the inspector, whether as respects the matters or the period to which it is to extend or otherwise, and in particular may limit the investigation to matters connected with particular circumstances.

(4) Where more than one inspector has been appointed to carry out an investigation, the investigation report shall be prepared jointly by the inspectors so appointed and this Part shall, with all necessary modifications, be construed accordingly.

(5) Where the Commission has appointed an inspector to carry out an investigation, the inspector shall, as soon as is practicable after being so appointed—

(a) give notice in writing to the specified body concerned of the matters to which the investigation relates, and

(b) give the specified body—

(i) copies of any documents relevant to the investigation, and

(ii) a copy of this Part,

and

(c) without prejudice to the generality of section 58, afford the specified body an opportunity to respond within 30 days from the date on which it received the notice referred to in paragraph (a), or such further period not exceeding 30 days as the inspector allows, to the matter to which the investigation relates.]
58. (1) For the purposes of an investigation, an inspector may—

(a) subject to subsections (13) and (14), at all reasonable times enter, inspect, examine and search any premises at, in or by means of, which any activity of a specified body, authorised by or under any enactment or by any licence or authorisation held by the specified body, is carried on,

(b) subject to subsections (13) and (14), at all reasonable times enter, inspect, examine and search any dwelling occupied by—

(i) a specified body, or

(ii) a director, manager or any member of staff of a specified body,

that carries on an activity referred to in paragraph (a), being a dwelling as respects which there are reasonable grounds to believe records, books, accounts or other documents relating to the carrying on of that activity are being kept in it,

(c) without prejudice to any other power conferred by this subsection, require any person found in or on any premises referred to in any of the preceding paragraphs or any person in charge of or in control of such premises or directing any activity therein referred to in paragraph (a) to produce any records, books, accounts or other documents which it is necessary for the inspector to see for the purposes of the investigation (and the inspector may inspect, examine and copy any such records, books, accounts or other documents so produced or require any such person to provide a copy of them or of any entries in them to the inspector),

(d) require any person referred to in paragraph (c) to afford such facilities and assistance within the person’s control or responsibilities as are reasonably necessary to enable the inspector to exercise any of the powers conferred on the inspector under paragraph (a), (b) or (c),

(e) require any person by whom or on whose behalf data equipment is, or has been, used in connection with an activity referred to in paragraph (a), or any person having charge of, or otherwise concerned with the operation of, such data equipment or any associated apparatus or material, to afford the inspector all reasonable assistance in respect of its use,

(f) require the specified body or the specified body’s employee or agent to give such authority in writing addressed to any bank that the inspector requires for the purpose of enabling the inspection of any account or accounts opened, or caused to be opened, by the specified body at such bank (or any documents relating thereto) and to obtain from such bank copies of such documents relating to such account or accounts for such period or periods as the inspector deems necessary to fulfil that purpose, and

(g) be accompanied by a member of the Garda Síochána if there is reasonable cause to apprehend any serious obstruction in the performance of any of the inspector’s functions under this subsection.

(2) A requirement under subsection (1)(c), (d), (e) or (f) shall specify a period within which, or a date and time on which, the person the subject of the requirement is to comply with it.
(3) For the purposes of an investigation, an inspector—

(a) may require a person who, in the inspector’s opinion—

(i) possesses information that is relevant to the investigation, or

(ii) has any records, books, accounts or other documents within that person’s possession or control or within that person’s procurement that are relevant to the investigation,

to provide that information or those records, books, accounts or other documents, as the case may be, to the inspector, and

(b) where the inspector thinks fit, may require that person to attend before the inspector for the purpose of so providing that information or those records, books, accounts or other documents, as the case may be,

and the person shall comply with the requirement.

(4) A requirement under subsection (3) shall specify—

(a) a period within which, or a date and time on which, the person the subject of the requirement is to comply with it, and

(b) as the inspector concerned thinks fit—

(i) the place at which the person shall attend to give the information concerned or to which the person shall deliver the records, books, accounts or other documents concerned, or

(ii) the place to which the person shall send the information or the records, books, accounts or other documents concerned.

(5) A person required to attend before an inspector under subsection (3)—

(a) is also required to answer fully and truthfully any question put to the person by the inspector, and

(b) if so required by the inspector, shall answer any such question under oath.

(6) Where it appears to an inspector that a person has failed to comply or fully comply with a requirement under subsection (1), (3) or (5), the inspector may, on notice to that person and with the consent of the Commission, apply in a summary manner to the Circuit Court for an order under subsection (7).

(7) Where satisfied after hearing the application about the person’s failure to comply or fully comply with the requirement in question, the Circuit Court may, subject to subsection (10), make an order requiring that person to comply or fully comply, as the case may be, with the requirement within a period specified by the Court.

(8) An application under subsection (6) to the Circuit Court shall be made to a judge of that Court for the circuit in which the person the subject of the application ordinarily resides or carries on any profession, business or occupation.

(9) The administration of an oath referred to in subsection (5)(b) by an inspector is hereby authorised.

(10) A person the subject of a requirement under subsection (1), (3) or (5) shall be entitled to the same immunities and privileges in respect of compliance with such requirement as if the person were a witness before the High Court.

(11) Any statement or admission made by a person pursuant to a requirement under subsection (1), (3) or (5) is not admissible against that person in criminal proceedings other than criminal proceedings for an offence under subsection (17), and this shall be explained to the person in ordinary language by the inspector concerned.
(12) Nothing in this section shall be taken to compel the production by any person of any records, books, accounts or other documents which he or she would be exempt from producing in proceedings in a court on the ground of legal professional privilege.

(13) An inspector shall not, other than with the consent of the occupier, enter a private dwelling without a warrant issued under subsection (14) authorising the entry.

(14) A judge of the District Court, if satisfied on the sworn information of an inspector that—

(a) (i) there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that any information is, or records, books, accounts or other documents required by an inspector under this section are, held on any premises or any part of any premises, and

(ii) an inspector, in the performance of functions under subsection (1), has been prevented from entering the premises or any part thereof,

or

(b) it is necessary that the inspector enter a private dwelling and exercise therein any of his or her powers under this section,

may issue a warrant authorising the inspector, accompanied if necessary by other persons, at any time or times within 30 days from the date of issue of the warrant and on production if so requested of the warrant, to enter, if need be by reasonable force, the premises or part of the premises concerned and perform all or any such functions and exercise all or any such powers.

(15) For the purposes of an investigation, an inspector may, if he or she thinks it proper to do so, of his or her own volition or at the request of the specified body to whom the investigation relates, conduct an oral hearing.

(16) Part 1 of Schedule 4 shall have effect for the purposes of an oral hearing referred to in subsection (15).

(17) Subject to subsection (12), a person who—

(a) withholds, destroys, conceals or refuses to provide any information or records, books, accounts or other documents required for the purposes of an investigation,

(b) fails or refuses to comply with any requirement of an inspector under this section, or

(c) otherwise obstructs or hinders an inspector in the performance of functions conferred by or under this Part,

commits an offence and is liable—

(i) on summary conviction, to a class A fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or both, or

(ii) on conviction on indictment, to a fine not exceeding €50,000 or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years or both.

(18) Subject to subsection (19), where a specified body is convicted summarily of an offence under subsection (17), the court may, after having regard to the nature of the offence and the circumstances in which it was committed, order that any licence or authorisation held by the specified body be revoked and that the former holder be prohibited (which may be a permanent prohibition, a prohibition for a specified period or a prohibition subject to specified conditions) from applying for any new licence or authorisation or a particular class of new licence or authorisation.

(19) An order under subsection (18) shall not take effect until—
(a) the ordinary time for bringing an appeal against the conviction concerned or the order has expired without any such appeal having been brought,

(b) such appeal has been withdrawn or abandoned, or

(c) on any such appeal, the conviction or order, as the case may be, is upheld.

(20) Subject to subsection (21), where a specified body is convicted on indictment of an offence under subsection (17), the court shall order that all licences and authorisations held by the specified body be revoked and that the former holder be permanently prohibited from applying for any new licence or authorisation.

(21) An order under subsection (20) shall not take effect until—

(a) the ordinary time for bringing an appeal against the conviction concerned has expired without any such appeal having been brought,

(b) any such appeal has been withdrawn or abandoned, or

(c) on any such appeal, the conviction is upheld.

(22) In this section, “records, books, accounts or other documents” includes copies of records, books, accounts or other documents.

(23) In this section where records, books, accounts or other documents are held or maintained in electronic form, the obligation to produce or provide records, books, accounts or other documents includes an obligation to provide those records, books, accounts or other documents in a legible and comprehensible printed form.

Annotations

Amendments:

60. (1) On receipt of an investigation report submitted to it by an inspector in accordance with section 59(2), the Commission shall consider the report and any submissions annexed to it.

(2) Subject to subsection (3), where the Commission has considered an investigation report (and any submissions annexed to it) under subsection (1), the Commission—

(a) if it is satisfied that improper conduct by the specified body to whom the investigation relates has occurred or is occurring, shall, subject to subsection (6) and section 61—

(i) impose a minor sanction on the specified body, or

(ii) impose a major sanction on the specified body,

as it thinks fit in the circumstances of the case,

(b) if it is not satisfied that improper conduct has occurred or is occurring but is of the opinion that a further investigation of the specified body is warranted, shall cause the further investigation to be carried out pursuant to its powers under section 57, or

(c) if it is not satisfied that improper conduct has occurred or is occurring and is not of the opinion that a further investigation of the specified body is warranted, shall take no further action.

(3) Where the Commission has considered an investigation report (and any submissions annexed to it) in accordance with subsection (1), the Commission may, if it considers it proper to do so for the purposes of assisting it to make a decision under subsection (2), or for the purposes of observing fair procedures, for those purposes—

(a) conduct an oral hearing, or

(b) give to the specified body to whom the investigation concerned relates—

(i) a copy of the investigation report, and
(ii) a notice in writing stating that the specified body may, not later than 30
days from the date it received the notice, or such further period not
exceeding 30 days as the Commission allows, make submissions in writing
to the Commission on the investigation report.

(4) Part 2 of Schedule 4 shall have effect for the purposes of an oral hearing referred
to in subsection (3)(a).

(5) The Commission shall, as soon as is practicable after making a decision under
subsection (2), give notice in writing of the decision and the reasons for the decision
to the specified body to whom the investigation concerned relates and, if subsection
(2)(a) applies in the case of that specified body, set out in that notice—

(a) the minor sanction or major sanction imposed on the specified body for the
improper conduct specified in the notice in respect of which the Commission
is satisfied as referred to in that subsection, and

(b) the reasons for the imposition of such minor sanction or major sanction, as
the case may be.

(6) Where subsection (2)(a) applies in the case of a specified body the Commission
shall, in deciding the sanction to be imposed on the specified body, take into consid-
eration the matters referred to in section 65.

(7) The Commission may publish particulars, in such form and manner and for such
period as it thinks fit, of any imposition of any major sanction or any minor sanction,
as the case may be, on a specified body pursuant to a decision confirmed or given
under section 62 or 63, as the case may be.

Annotations

Amendments:

F336 Confirmation of High Court required before decision to impose sanc-
tion takes effect

61. A decision under section 60(2) to impose a major sanction on a specified body
shall not take effect unless the decision is confirmed by the High Court under section
62 or 63, as the case may be.

Annotations

Amendments:

F337 Appeal to High Court against decision to impose major sanction

62. (1) A specified body, the subject of a decision under section 60(2)(a) to impose
a major sanction, may, not later than 30 days from the date the specified body received
the notice under section 60(5), appeal to the High Court against the decision.

(2) The High Court may, on the hearing of an appeal by a specified body under
subsection (1), consider any evidence adduced or argument made, whether or not
adduced or made to an inspector or the Commission.

(3) Subject to subsection (4), the High Court may, on the hearing of an appeal by a
specified body under subsection (1)—
(a) either—

(i) confirm the decision the subject of the appeal, or

(ii) cancel that decision and replace it with such other decision as the Court considers appropriate, which may be a decision—

(I) to do either or both of the following:

(A) impose a different major sanction on the specified body;

(B) impose a minor sanction on the specified body,

or

(II) to impose neither a major sanction nor a minor sanction on the specified body,

and

(b) whether paragraph (a)(i) or (ii) is applicable, make such order as to costs as it thinks fit in respect of the appeal.

(4) The High Court shall, for the purposes of subsection (3)(a)(i) or (ii)(I), take into consideration the matters referred to in section 65.

Annotations

Amendments:


63. (1) Where a specified body does not, within the period allowed under section 62(1), appeal to the High Court against a decision under section 60(2)(a) to impose a major sanction on the specified body, the Commission shall, as soon as is practicable after the expiration of that period by motion on notice to the specified body make an application in a summary manner to the High Court for confirmation of the decision.

(2) The High Court shall, on the hearing of an application under subsection (1), confirm the decision under section 60(2)(a) unless the Court considers that there is good reason not to do so.

Annotations

Amendments:


64. (1) The decision of the High Court on an appeal under section 62 or an application made under section 63 is final except that the Commission or the specified body the subject of the decision may, by leave of the Court or the Court of Appeal, appeal against the decision to the Court of Appeal on a specified question of law.

(2) Where the High Court confirms or gives a decision under section 62(3) or 63(2), the Commission shall, as soon as is practicable after the decision is confirmed or given, as the case may be, give notice in writing of the decision to the specified body the subject of the decision.
(3) Any amount specified in paragraph (a) or (b) of the definition of “major sanction” in section 55 due to the Commission pursuant to a decision confirmed or given under section 62(3) or 63(2), as the case may be, by the High Court shall be paid into or disposed of for the benefit of the Exchequer in such manner as the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform may direct.

(4) The Commission may recover, as a simple contract debt in any court of competent jurisdiction, from the person by whom it is payable any amount due and owing to the Commission pursuant to a decision confirmed or given under section 62(3) or 63(2), as the case may be, by the High Court.

Annotations

Amendments:


65. The Commission or the High Court, as appropriate, in considering—

(a) the minor sanction or major sanction to be imposed on a specified body pursuant to section 60(2)(a), or

(b) the minor sanction or major sanction (if any) to be imposed on a specified body pursuant to a decision confirmed or given under section 62(3) or 63(2), as the case may be,

shall take into account the circumstances of the improper conduct concerned (including the factors occasioning it) and, without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, may have regard to—

(i) the need to ensure that any sanction imposed—

(I) is appropriate and proportionate to the improper conduct, and

(II) if applicable, will act as a sufficient incentive to ensure that any like improper conduct will not occur in the future,

(ii) the seriousness of the improper conduct,

(iii) the turnover of the specified body in the financial year of the body ending in the year immediately before the financial year in which the improper conduct last occurred,

(iv) the extent of any failure by the specified body to co-operate with the investigation concerned of the specified body,

(v) any excuse or explanation by the specified body for the improper conduct or failure to co-operate with the investigation concerned,

(vi) any gain (financial or otherwise) made by the specified body or by any person in which the specified body has a financial interest as a consequence of the improper conduct,

(vii) the amount of any loss suffered or costs incurred as a result of the improper conduct,

(viii) the duration of the improper conduct,

(ix) the repeated occurrence of improper conduct by the specified body,

(x) if applicable, the continuation of the improper conduct after the specified body was notified of the investigation concerned,
(xi) if applicable, the absence, ineffectiveness or repeated failure of internal mechanisms or procedures of the specified body intended to prevent improper conduct from occurring,

(xii) if applicable, the extent and timeliness of any steps taken to end the improper conduct and any steps taken for remedying the consequences of the improper conduct,

(xiii) whether a sanction in respect of like improper conduct has already been imposed on the specified body by a court, the Commission or another person, and

(xiv) any precedents set by a court, the Commission or another person in respect of previous improper conduct.

Annotations

Amendments:


66. The powers conferred on the Commission by this Part are without prejudice to the powers conferred on it by or under this Act or any other Act of the Oireachtas.

Annotations

Amendments:

Section 8.

Schedule F342[1]

THE COMMISSION FOR ELECTRICITY REGULATION

1. The Commission shall consist of at least one but not more than three members, each of whom shall be appointed by the Minister on such terms and conditions of appointment, including remuneration, F343[as the Minister, following consultation with the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government may fix], with the consent of the Minister for Finance, to hold office in a full-time capacity for a period of F344[not less than five ] and not more than seven years.

2. Where there is more than one member of the Commission, the Minister shall appoint one of them to be chairperson of the Commission on such terms and conditions of appointment, including remuneration, as the Minister may fix, with the consent of the Minister for Finance F345[...].

F346[2A. Where the chairperson appointed pursuant to paragraph 2 is not available to perform his or her duties, the Minister may appoint another member of the Commission to be the acting chairperson of the Commission for a specified period not exceeding 6 months, and a person so appointed shall perform the duties and functions of the chairperson.

2B. Where there is more than one member of the Commission, each member of the Commission, including the chairperson, shall have a vote and any matter on which a decision is to be taken by the Commission shall be determined by a majority of the votes of the members of the Commission present when the vote is called and voting on the question and in the case of an equal division of votes the chairperson of the Commission appointed pursuant to paragraph 2 or 2A shall, if present and voting, have a second and casting vote.]

3. A member of the Commission whose term of office expires by effluxion of time shall be eligible for re-appointment to serve a second term.

F347[3A. In appointing a member of the Commission under paragraph 1 or re-appointing a member of the Commission under paragraph 3, the Minister shall seek to ensure an appropriate rotation of Commission members so that terms of office do not all end within the same 12 month period.]

4. A member of the Commission shall not be entitled to serve more than F349[two terms of office as a member].

5. A member of the Commission may—

(a) at any time resign his or her office by letter addressed to the Minister and the resignation shall take effect from the date of receipt of the letter, and

(b) be removed from office by the Minister if, in his or her opinion, the member has become incapable through ill-health of effectively performing his or her duties or for stated misbehaviour and the Minister shall cause to be laid before each House of the Oireachtas a statement of the reasons for such removal.

6. The Commission may act notwithstanding a vacancy or vacancies in its membership.

7. A member of the Commission shall not hold any other office or employment in respect of which emoluments are payable.

F350[7A. A member of the Commission who is appointed to be a member of the SEM Committee established by section 8A, or a corresponding Committee in Northern Ireland, shall not for the purposes of paragraph 7 be regarded as holding any other office or employment in respect of which emoluments are payable.]
8. A member of the Commission shall not, for a period of twelve months following his or her resignation, removal or retirement from the office of Commission, hold any office or employment or act as a consultant where he or she may be liable to use or disclose information acquired by him or her in the exercise of the functions of the Commission.

9. Subject to this Act, the Commission shall be independent in the performance of its functions.

10. The Commission may, subject to the consent of the Minister and the Minister for Finance, appoint such and so many persons to be members of its staff as it considers necessary to assist it in the performance of its functions on such terms and conditions including terms and conditions as to remuneration and grading as may be agreed.

F351[10A. The Minister shall, where he or she receives a request from the Commission in relation to staffing or other resources required by the Commission in relation to the performance of its functions under the Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013, consult with the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government.]

11. The Commission may perform such of its functions as it may deem proper through or by any member of its staff.

12. The Commission shall designate a member of its staff as deputy member of the Commission who shall assume and carry out with the authority of the Commission all of the functions of the Commission in the absence of the members or when the membership of the Commission is vacant.

13. The Minister may make available to the Commission, on a request being made by the Commission, such staff, premises, equipment, services and other resources as the Minister may determine from time to time in consultation with the Minister for Finance.

14. Members of the staff of the Minister whose services are afforded to the Commission by secondment shall remain civil servants of the Minister and in any particular case a period of assignment on secondment to the Commission shall not exceed two years.

15. The Commission shall pay to the Minister such sum or sums as the Minister may specify to be the expenses incurred by the Minister in establishing the office of Commission and in making available to the Commission such staff, premises, equipment, services and other resources under paragraph 13.

F352[16. For the purposes of meeting expenses properly incurred by the Commission in the discharge of its functions under this Act, the Commission may make an order (in this Act referred to as a “levy order”) imposing a levy to be paid each year on such class or classes of—

(a) energy undertakings,

(b) petroleum undertakings, or

(c) holders of LPG safety licences,

as may be specified by the Commission in the order and separate orders may be made under this paragraph in respect of electricity undertakings, natural gas undertakings, holders of LPG safety licences and petroleum undertakings and in respect of different classes of such undertakings.]

F353[16A. For the purposes of meeting expenses properly incurred by the Commission in the discharge of its functions under the Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013 the Commission may make an order (in this Act referred to as a “levy order”)
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imposing such levy to be paid each year by Irish Water as may be specified by the
Commission in the order.]

F354[17. Whenever a levy order is made under paragraph 16 there shall be paid to
the Commission by each undertaking to which the levy order applies such amount as
shall be appropriate having regard to the terms of the levy order.]

18. A levy order made under F355[paragraph 16 or 16A] may be amended or revoked
by the Commission by order.

19. An amendment to a levy order made under F356[paragraph 16 or 16A] which
provides for an increase in the levy may only take effect in the year after the year in
which the amendment is made.

F357[20.(1) Any excess of the revenue of the Commission over its expenditure in
any year shall be applied by the Commission to meet its expenses in the following
year and the levy for that year shall take into account such excess.

(2) Any expenses incurred by the Commission which are not recovered by the levy
payable for a particular year may be recovered by the Commission on foot of a levy
order in a subsequent year.

(3) In making a subsequent levy order the Commission shall, in so far as is reasonably
practicable, apply the amount of the excess of revenue in a particular year or the
amount of expenses not recovered in a particular year to the class of undertaking to
which it most closely relates.]

21. The Minister may from time to time, with the consent of the Minister for Finance,
advance to the Commission out of moneys provided by the Oireachtas such sums as
the Minister may determine for the purposes of expenditure by the Commission in
the performance of its functions.

F358[21A. The Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government
may from time to time, with the consent of the Minister for Finance and the Minister
for Public Expenditure and Reform, advance to the Commission out of moneys
provided by the Oireachtas such sums as the Minister for the Environment, Commu-
nity and Local Government may determine for the purposes of expenditure by the
Commission in the performance of its functions under the Water Services (No.2) Act
2013.]

22. The sums to be advanced under F359[paragraphs 21 and 21A] shall be expended
solely for the purpose and exercise of the functions conferred on the Commission by
this Act.

23. The Commission shall pay to the Minister on every sum advanced to the
Commission under this Act interest from the date of the advance of such sum until
the same is repaid at such rate and in such manner as shall be appointed by the
Minister at the time of the advance and at such rate as may be determined from time
to time and such rate of interest shall not at any time exceed that fixed by an order
under section 20 of the Courts Act, 1981.

F360[23A. Paragraph 23 shall apply to advances made to the Commission by the
Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government under paragraph
21A as if those advances had been made by the Minister under paragraph 21.]

F361[24. (a) The Commission may, for the purpose of the performance of its func-
tions, borrow money, but shall not do so without the consent of the Minister
and the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform.

(b) The Minister shall consult with the Minister for the Environment, Community
and Local Government, prior to giving his or her consent under subparagraph
25. The Commission shall—

(a) keep in such form as may be approved by the Minister, with the concurrence of the Minister for Finance, all proper and usual accounts of all moneys received or expended by it including an income and expenditure account and balance sheet,

(aa) ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, that such accounts identify separately in regard to the gas, LPG, electricity, water and petroleum sectors all elements of cost and revenue, with the basis of their calculation and the detailed attribution methods used, related to the discharge of the Commission’s functions under this Act and the Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013,

(b) submit accounts kept under subparagraph (a) in respect of each year to the Comptroller and Auditor General for audit and those accounts when so audited shall, together with—

(i) the report of the Comptroller and Auditor General thereon, and

(ii) a report of the Commission to the Minister in relation to the performance of its functions in the previous year,

be presented within 6 months of the end of the financial year to the Minister, who shall cause copies of the accounts, the report of the Comptroller and Auditor General, and the report of the Commission in relation to its functions to be laid before each House of the Oireachtas, and

(c) not later than 30 November in each year make a report to the Minister and the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government in relation to its proposed work programme for the following year and the Minister shall cause copies of the report to be laid before each House of the Oireachtas as soon as practicable.

25A. (1) The Commission shall—

(a) not later than 6 months after the coming into operation of section 19 of the Energy Act 2016, prepare and submit to the Minister an energy strategy statement in respect of the period of 3 years immediately following the year in which the energy strategy statement is so submitted, and

(b) not later than 3 months before each third anniversary of the submission to the Minister in accordance with this subparagraph of the energy strategy statement for the time being in effect, prepare and submit to the Minister an energy strategy statement in respect of the period of 3 years immediately following the year in which it is so submitted.

(2) The Minister shall, as soon as is practicable after an energy strategy statement has been submitted to him or her under subparagraph (1), cause a copy thereof to be laid before each House of the Oireachtas.

(3) The Commission shall, as soon as is practicable after copies of an energy strategy statement are laid before both Houses of the Oireachtas in accordance with subparagraph (2), arrange for the energy strategy statement to be published on the internet.

(4) In this section ‘energy strategy statement’ means a statement that—

(a) specifies the key objectives, outputs and related strategies, including use of resources, of the Commission in relation to the performance of its energy
and safety functions and those functions not covered by section 41 of the
Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013,

(b) except for the first energy strategy statement, includes a review of the
outcomes and effectiveness of the previous energy strategy statement, and

(c) is prepared in a form and manner that is in accordance with any directions
issued from time to time by the Minister.

(5) When preparing an energy strategy statement the Commission may consult such
persons or bodies of persons that it considers appropriate.

26. From time to time, and whenever so requested, the Commission shall account
for the performance of its functions to a Joint Committee of the Oireachtas and shall
have regard to any recommendations of such Joint Committee relevant to its functions.

27. The Commission may from time to time engage such consultants or advisers as
it may consider necessary to assist it in the discharges of its functions and any fees
due to a consultant or adviser engaged under this paragraph shall form part of the
expenses of the Commission.

28. No action or other proceedings shall lie or be maintainable (except in the case
of wilful neglect or default) against any member of the Commission arising from a
failure to perform or to comply with any of the functions conferred on the Commission
by this Act.

29. Where the Commission is satisfied that any member of the staff of the
Commission or authorised person appointed by the Commission has discharged his
or her duties in a bona fide manner, the Commission shall indemnify the member of
staff or authorised person against all actions or claims however arising in respect
of the discharge by him or her of his or her duties.

30. (a) The Minister may, with the consent of the Minister for Finance, make a
scheme or schemes for the granting of superannuation benefits to or in respect of a
member of the Commission ceasing to hold office or for the making of contributions
to a pension scheme approved of by the Minister with the consent of the Minister
for Finance which has been entered into by a member of the Commission.

(b) The Minister may, with the consent of the Minister for Finance, make a scheme
amending or revoking a scheme under this paragraph, including a scheme
under this subparagraph.

(c) If any dispute arises as to the claim of a member of the Commission to, or the
amount of, any pension, gratuity or other allowance payable in pursuance
of a scheme under this paragraph, such dispute shall be submitted to the
Minister who shall refer it to the Minister for Finance for determination by
him or her.

(d) A scheme under this paragraph shall be carried out by the Minister in accor-
dance with its terms.

(e) No pension, gratuity or other allowance shall be granted by the Minister to or
in respect of any person referred to in subparagraph (a) ceasing to hold office
otherwise than in accordance with a scheme under this paragraph or as
otherwise may be approved of by the Minister with the consent of the
Minister for Finance.

31. The Commission may prepare and submit to the Minister a scheme or schemes
or may make such other arrangements with the approval of the Minister given with
the consent of the Minister for Finance, for the granting of superannuation benefits
to or in respect of such members of staff of the Commission, including a member
appointed as a deputy member of the Commission in accordance with paragraph 12, as he or she may think fit.

32. Every scheme made under paragraph 30 or 31 shall fix the time and conditions of retirement for all persons to or in respect of whom superannuation benefits are payable under the scheme, and different times and conditions may be fixed in respect of different classes of persons.

33. Every scheme made under paragraph 31 may with the consent of the Minister for Finance be amended or revoked by a subsequent scheme prepared, submitted and approved under paragraph 31.

34. A scheme made under paragraph 31 submitted by the Commission to the Minister shall, if approved by the Minister with the consent of the Minister for Finance, be carried out by the Commission in accordance with its terms.

35. No superannuation benefits shall be granted by the Commission nor shall any other arrangements be entered into by the Commission for the provision of such a benefit to or in respect of a member of the staff of the Commission otherwise than in accordance with a scheme under paragraph 31 or otherwise as may be approved of by the Minister with the consent of the Minister for Finance.

36. If any dispute arises as to the claim of any person to, or the amount of any superannuation benefit payable in pursuance of a scheme or schemes under paragraph 30 or 31, such dispute shall be submitted to the Minister who shall refer it to the Minister for Finance, for determination by him or her.

37. As soon as may be the Commission shall establish a fund administered by trustees who shall be appointed by the Commission from which superannuation benefits payable in respect of a member of the staff of the Commission ceasing to hold office, under a scheme under paragraph 31 shall be paid.

38. A scheme under paragraph 30 or 31 shall be laid before each House of the Oireachtas by the Minister, in the case of a scheme under paragraph 30, or by the Commission, in the case of a scheme under paragraph 31, as soon as may be after it is made and, if a resolution annulling the scheme is passed by either such House within the next 21 days on which that House has sat after the scheme is laid before it, the scheme shall be annulled accordingly, but without prejudice to the validity of anything previously done thereunder.

39. Where a member of the Commission is—

(a) nominated as a member of Seanad éireann, or

(b) nominated to stand as a candidate for election as a member of either House of the Oireachtas or to the European Parliament, or

(c) regarded pursuant to Part XIII of the Second Schedule to the European Parliament Elections Act, 1997, as having been elected to the European Parliament to fill a vacancy,

the member shall thereupon cease to be a member of the Commission.

40. Where a person employed by the Commission—

(a) is nominated as a member of Seanad éireann, or

(b) is elected as a member of either House of the Oireachtas or to the European Parliament, or

(c) is regarded pursuant to Part XIII of the Second Schedule to the European Parliament Elections Act, 1997, as having been elected to the European Parliament to fill a vacancy,
he or she shall thereupon stand seconded from his or her employment by the Commission and shall not be paid by, or be entitled to receive from, the Commission remuneration or allowances in respect of the period commencing on such nomination or election, or when he or she is so regarded as having been elected, as the case may be, and ending when he or she ceases to be a member of either such House or such Parliament.

41. A person who is, for the time being, entitled under the Standing Orders of either House of the Oireachtas to sit therein or who is a member of the European Parliament shall, while he or she is so entitled or is such a member, be disqualified from becoming a member of, or a member of the staff of the Commission.

42. Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 40 that paragraph shall be construed as prohibiting, among other things the reckoning of a period mentioned in that paragraph as service with the Commission for the purposes of any superannuation benefits.

43. In this Schedule—

“expenses” means outgoings of the Commission to include the remuneration of the Commission and its staff, any expenditure incurred by the Commission or its staff in consequence of the carrying out of the functions of the Commission, payments to the Minister under this Act and repayment of any advance or interest or any advance made by the Minister under this Act;

“superannuation benefits” means pensions, gratuities and other allowances payable on resignation, retirement or death.

Annotations

Amendments:


F343 Substituted (7.02.2014) by Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013 (50/2013), s. 44(3)(a), S.I. No. 76 of 2014.


F347 Substituted (1.12.2011) by European Communities (Internal Market in Natural Gas and Electricity) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 630 of 2011), reg. 10(2)(b).


F351 Inserted (7.02.2014) by Water Services (No. 2) Act 2013 (50/2013), s. 44(3)(b), S.I. No. 76 of 2014.


**Modifications (not altering text):**


**Change of name of Commission for Energy Regulation**

4. The Commission for Energy Regulation (established by section 8 of the Act of 1999) shall, on and from such day as the Minister appoints by order, be known as the Commission for Regulation of Utilities or in the Irish language as An Comisiún um Rialáil Fón tais and references in this Act or any other Act of the Oireachtas, any instrument made under this Act or any other Act of the Oireachtas, any legal proceedings and any document to the Commission for Energy Regulation shall from that day be read as references to the Commission for Regulation of Utilities.

**C44** Functions transferred and references to “Department of Finance” and “Minister for Finance” construed (29.07.2011) by Finance (Transfer of Departmental Administration and Ministerial Functions) Order 2011 (S.I. No. 418 of 2011), arts. 2, 3, 5 and sch. 1 part 2, in effect as per art. 1(2), subject to transitional provisions in arts. 6-9. Note that the wording in the schedule table, column 3 implies that the change referred to in 40M is in the schedule. However, there is no such provision, and “Minister for Finance” is mentioned in s. 40M.

2. (1) The administration and business in connection with the performance of any functions transferred by this Order are transferred to the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform.
(2) References to the Department of Finance contained in any Act or instrument made thereunder and relating to the administration and business transferred by paragraph (1) shall, on and after the commencement of this Order, be construed as references to the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform.

3. The functions conferred on the Minister for Finance by or under the provisions of —

(a) the enactments specified in Schedule 1, and

(b) the statutory instruments specified in Schedule 2,
are transferred to the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform.

5. References to the Minister for Finance contained in any Act or instrument under an Act and relating to any functions transferred by this Order shall, from the commencement of this Order, be construed as references to the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform.

Schedule 1
Enactments

Part 2
1922 to 2011 Enactments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number and Year</th>
<th>Short Title</th>
<th>Provision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 23 of 1999</td>
<td>Electricity Regulation Act 1999</td>
<td>Section 31(2); Schedule, paragraphs 1, 2, 10, 13, 21, 25, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36 and 40M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C45 Functions under para. 24 transferred to Minister of Public Expenditure and Reform (6.07.2011) by Ministers and Secretaries (Amendment) Act 2011 (10/2011), s. 9(2), 20 and sch. 2 part 1, commenced as per s. 1(2) and S.I. No. 401 of 2011.

Transfer of certain other functions to Minister

9. — ...

(2) The functions conferred on the Minister for Finance by or under any of the provisions specified in Part 1 of Schedule 2 are transferred to the Minister.

SCHEDULE 2
Functions Transferred To Minister

PART 1
Functions performable with consent of Minister for Finance STATUTES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number and Year</th>
<th>Short Title</th>
<th>Provision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 23 of 1999</td>
<td>Electricity Regulation Act 1999</td>
<td>Paragraph 24 of Schedule 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Commission for Energy Regulation**

5.—The Commission for Electricity Regulation (established by section 8 of the Act of 1999) shall, on the appointed day, be known as the Commission for Energy Regulation or in the Irish language as An Coimisiún um Rialáil Fuinnimh and references in that Act, any other Act of the Oireachtas, any instrument made under any Act of the Oireachtas, any legal proceedings and any document to the Commission for Electricity Regulation shall from that day be construed as references to the Commission for Energy Regulation.

**Editorial Notes:**

E141 Previous affecting provision: power pursuant to para. 16 exercised (31.12.2017) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Electricity) Levy Order 2017 (S.I. No. 583 of 2017), in effect as per art. 1(2); revoked (1.01.2019) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Electricity) Levy Order 2018 (S.I. No. 528 of 2018), art. 1(3), in effect as per art. 1(2).

E142 Previous affecting provision: power pursuant to para. 16 exercised (31.12.2017) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Gas) Levy Order 2017 (S.I. No. 582 of 2017), in effect as per art. 1(2); revoked (1.01.2019) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Gas) Levy Order 2018 (S.I. No. 514 of 2018), art. 1(3), in effect as per art. 1(2).


E144 Additional information in relation to the report prepared in accordance with para. 25(c) prescribed (10.04.2002) by Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 (10/2002), s. 9(4)(a)-(c), commenced on enactment.


E147 Previous affecting provision: power pursuant to Act exercised (31.12.2016) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Gas) Levy Order 2016 (S.I. No. 589 of 2016), in effect as per art. 1(2); revoked (1.01.2018) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Gas) Levy Order 2017 (S.I. No. 582 of 2017), art. 1(3), in effect as per art. 1(2), (3).

E148 Previous affecting provision: power pursuant to Act exercised (31.12.2016) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Electricity) Levy Order 2016 (S.I. No. 588 of 2016), in effect as per art. 1(2); revoked (1.01.2018) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Electricity) Levy Order 2017 (S.I. No. 583 of 2017), art. 1(3), in effect as per art. 1(2), (3).


E150 Previous affecting provision: power pursuant to para. 16 exercised (31.05.2016) by Electricity Regulation Act, 1999 (LPG Safety Licence) Levy Order 2016 (S.I. No. 283 of 2016), in effect as per art. 1(2); revoked (1.01.2017) by Electricity Regulation Act, 1999 (LPG Safety Licence) Levy Order 2016 (S.I. No. 601 of 2016), art. 1(3).


E153 Previous affecting provision: power pursuant to Act exercised (31.12.2015) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Gas) Levy Order 2015 (S.I. No. 561 of 2015), in effect as per art. 1(2); revoked (1.01.2017) by Electricity Regulation Act 1999 (Gas) Levy Order 2016 (S.I. No. 589 of 2016), art. 1(3).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


E170 Previous affecting provision: para. 25(aa) substituted (22.05.2010) by Petroleum (Exploration and Extraction) Safety Act 2010 (4/2010), s. 4(c), S.I. No. 227 of 2010; substituted as per E-note above.

E171 Previous affecting provision: para. 16 substituted (22.05.2010) by Petroleum (Exploration and Extraction) Safety Act 2010 (4/2010), s. 4(a), S.I. No. 227 of 2010; substituted as per F-note above.


E186 Previous affecting provision: certain expenses deemed to have been incurred under para. 16 (8.02.2005) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity) Regulations 2005 (S.I. No. 60 of 2005), reg. 24(2); reg. 24 revoked (9.09.2011) by European Communities (Internal Market in Electricity and Gas) (Consumer Protection) Regulations of 2011 (S.I. No. 463 of 2011), reg. 13(2).


E191 Previous affecting provision: paras. 16 and 17 amended (10.04.2002) by Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 (10/2002), s. 22(1)(b), (c), commenced on enactment; substituted as per F-note above.


E193 Previous affecting provision: para. 25(aa) inserted (10.04.2002) by Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 2002 (10/2002), s. 22(1)(e), commenced on enactment; substituted as per E-note above.
SCHEDULE 1A

SINGLE ELECTRICITY MARKET COMMITTEE

1. The SEM Committee shall consist of—

(a) not more than 3 persons appointed by the Minister after consultation with the Commission,

(b) not more than 3 persons appointed by the Minister, with the approval of the Department,

(c) a person (the “independent member”) appointed by the Minister with the approval of the Department and after consultation with the Commission,

(d) subject to the provisions of paragraph 3, where a person stands appointed under that paragraph, that person (the “deputy independent member”).

2. (a) A person appointed under paragraph (1)(a) shall be a member of the Commission.

(b) A person appointed under paragraph (1)(b) shall be a member of, or a member of the staff of, the Authority.
3. The Minister may, with the approval of the Department and after consultation with the Commission, appoint a person (the “deputy independent member”) who—

(a) may attend and take part in meetings of the SEM Committee, but,
(b) may not vote on any matter except in the absence of the independent member.

4. Paragraphs 5 to 12 apply in relation to the deputy independent member as they apply in relation to the independent member.

5. (a) Subject to this Schedule, the members shall hold and vacate office in accordance with the terms of their appointment.

(b) Those terms of appointment shall be determined by the Minister with the approval of the Minister for Finance and the Department.

6. A person shall not be appointed as a member for a term exceeding 5 years.

7. A person holding office as a member may resign that office by giving notice in writing to the Minister and the Department.

8. A person holding office as an independent member may be removed from office by the Minister with the approval of the Department on the grounds of incapacity or misbehaviour.

9. A person holding office as a member under paragraph 1(a)—

(a) may be removed from office by the Minister—

(i) on the grounds of incapacity or misbehaviour, or
(ii) at the request of the Commission,

(b) shall cease to hold office if he or she ceases to be a member of the Commission.

10. A person holding office as a member under paragraph 1(b)—

(a) may be removed from office by the Minister with the approval of the Department—

(i) on the grounds of incapacity or misbehaviour, or
(ii) at the request of the Authority,

(b) shall cease to hold office if he or she ceases to be a member of, or a member of the staff of, the Authority.

11. A previous appointment as a member does not affect a person’s eligibility for appointment to that office.

12. (a) The Commission shall pay to the persons appointed under paragraph 1(c) and 3 such remuneration as may be determined by the Minister with the consent of the Minister for Finance.

(b) The Commission shall pay to the members such travelling and other allowances as may be determined by the Minister with the consent of the Minister for Finance.

13. (a) The SEM Committee may establish sub-committees.

(b) A sub-committee of the SEM Committee may include persons who are not members of the SEM Committee.
14. (a) Subject to the provisions of this Schedule, the SEM Committee may regulate its own procedures.

(b) A person shall be treated for the purposes of those procedures as being present at a meeting of the SEM Committee if, in accordance with arrangements made under those procedures, that person is able to hear and be heard by all the persons participating in the meeting.

(c) A meeting of the SEM Committee may be held outside the State.

(d) The validity of anything done by the SEM Committee is not affected by a vacancy or vacancies in its membership or by a defect in the appointment of a member.

15. The quorum for a meeting of the SEM Committee is—

(a) the independent member (or the deputy independent member) and one other member, or

(b) one member appointed under paragraph 1(a) and one member appointed under paragraph 1(b).

16. (a) A matter may be decided by agreement—

(i) of all the members of the SEM Committee (whether at a meeting or not), or

(ii) of all the members of the SEM Committee present at a meeting.

(b) Where at any meeting of the SEM Committee all the members present are not agreed as to any matter falling to be decided at that meeting, the following provisions of this paragraph apply.

(c) The matter shall be put to a vote and may be decided by a majority of the votes cast.

(d) For this purpose there shall be 3 votes of which—

(i) the independent member (or the deputy independent member) if present shall have one,

(ii) the members appointed under paragraph 1(a) who are present shall have one, and

(iii) the members appointed under paragraph 1(b) who are present shall have one.

(e) There shall be no casting vote, and accordingly where there is an equality of votes cast the matter shall not be decided at the meeting (but may be decided at a later meeting).

(f) In relation to a vote falling to be cast under clause (ii) or (iii) of paragraph (d)—

(i) where all the members mentioned in the clause concerned are agreed as to how the vote is to be cast, the vote shall be cast in that manner,

(ii) where a majority of those members are agreed as to how the vote is to be cast, the vote shall be cast in that manner,

(iii) in any other case, no vote shall be cast.

(g) Nothing in this paragraph affects the application of paragraph 15.
17. (a) Anything which is authorised or required to be done by the SEM Committee may be done by—

(i) any member of the SEM Committee who is authorised for that purpose by the Committee, either generally or specifically,

(ii) any sub-committee of the SEM Committee which is so authorised, or

(iii) any member of the staff of the Commission or the Authority who is so authorised.

(b) Subparagraph (a)(ii) does not apply to a sub-committee whose members include any person who is not a member, or member of the staff, of the Commission or the Authority.

Annotations

Amendments:


F368 Schedule 2

Categorisation of Accounts

1. For the purposes of section 39 the categories of electricity account are—

(a) Domestic Accounts, meaning electricity accounts held by final customers and which are identified by the distribution system operator as liable for distribution use of system charges at the rate for urban domestic customers or the rate for rural domestic customers;

(b) Small Accounts, meaning electricity accounts held by final customers which are not Domestic Accounts or Medium-Large Accounts;

(c) Medium-Large Accounts, meaning electricity accounts held by final customers which, in respect of each such account, the distribution system operator certifies as having a maximum import capacity of not less than 30kVA.

Computation of amount of levy payable by holders of individual electricity accounts

2. The amount of levy to be imposed on each electricity account in respect of a levy period shall be computed—

(a) in the case of a Domestic Account by dividing the amount of the levy attributed to that category of accounts in accordance with section 39(5A) by the number of electricity accounts certified by the distribution system operator as falling within that category;

(b) in the case of a Small Account by dividing the amount of the levy attributed to that category of accounts in accordance with section 39(5A) by the number of electricity accounts certified by the distribution system operator as falling within that category;
(c) in the case of a Medium-Large Account by applying the formula in paragraph 3 of this Schedule.

Formula to be applied in computation of amount of levy payable by holders of Medium-Large electricity accounts

3. The amount of levy payable by the holder of an electricity account in respect of each electricity account which is certified by the distribution system operator as being a Medium-Large Account shall be calculated according to the following formula—

$$A \times \frac{B}{C}$$

Where

A is the proportion of the levy attributable to the category of Medium-Large Accounts in accordance with section 39(5A) expressed as a monetary amount;

B is the maximum import capacity of the electricity account of the final customer expressed in kVA;

C is the aggregate of the maximum import capacities of electricity accounts which are certified by the distribution system operator as Medium-Large Accounts expressed in kVA.

Construction and Interpretation

4. (a) In this Schedule a reference to the distribution system operator shall in the case of a final customer who has a direct connection to the transmission system be construed as including a reference to the transmission system operator.

(b) In this Schedule—

‘formula determined by the Commission’ means a formula determined by the Commission following consultation with the electricity industry, and having been approved by the Minister, which formula is, after such approval, published by the Commission;

‘maximum import capacity’ means in relation to an individual electricity account—

(i) the agreed maximum import capacity being the maximum import capacity expressed in kVA agreed by the holder of the electricity account with the distribution system operator, or

(ii) in a case where the maximum import capacity has not been agreed with such an operator, the deemed maximum import capacity being the level of maximum import capacity calculated by the distribution system operator (in accordance with a formula determined by the Commission) as being the maximum import capacity in relation to that account.”]
1. Subject to paragraph 2, electricity production from combined heat and power shall be calculated as follows:

(a) in the case of combined cycle gas turbine with heat recovery or in the case of steam condensing extraction turbine with an annual overall efficiency of 80 per cent or greater, the total annual electricity production of the unit measured at the outlet of the main generators shall be considered to be electricity produced from combined heat and power;

(b) in the case of any other technology or technologies which satisfy the definition of combined heat and power and which have an annual overall efficiency of 75 per cent or greater, the total annual electricity production of the unit measured at the outlet of the main generators shall be considered to be electricity produced from combined heat and power; and

(c) in the case of combined heat and power units with an annual overall efficiency below the values referred to in subparagraphs (a) and (b), the electricity produced from combined heat and power is calculated as follows:

\[ E_{\text{CHP}} = H_{\text{CHP}} \cdot C \]

where:

- \( E_{\text{CHP}} \) is electricity production from combined heat and power.
- \( C \) is the actual power to heat ratio of the unit.
- \( H_{\text{CHP}} \) is the amount of useful heat from combined heat and power (calculated as total heat production minus any heat produced in separate boilers or by live steam extraction from the steam generator before the turbine).

2. If a share of the energy content of the fuel input to the combined heat and power process is recovered in chemicals and recycled this share can be subtracted from the fuel input before calculating the overall efficiency used in paragraph 1.

3. The relative amount of primary energy savings provided by combined heat and power production shall be calculated as follows:

\[ PES = \left(1 - \frac{1}{\frac{\text{CHP} \eta H + \text{CHP} \eta E}{\text{Ref} \eta H + \text{Ref} \eta E}}\right) \times 100\% \]

Where:

- \( PES \) is primary energy savings.
is the heat efficiency of the combined heat and power, defined as annual useful heat output divided by the fuel input used to produce the sum of useful heat output and electricity production from combined heat and power.

\[ \text{CHP}_H \]
is the efficiency reference value for separate heat production determined in accordance with section 7(6).

\[ \text{Ref}_H \]
is the electrical efficiency of the combined heat and power, defined as annual electricity production from combined heat and power divided by the fuel input used to produce the sum of useful heat output and electricity production from combined heat and power. Where a combined heat and power unit generates mechanical energy, the annual electricity from combined heat and power may be increased by the amount of electricity which is equivalent to that of mechanical energy.

\[ \text{Ref}_E \]
is the efficiency reference value for separate electricity production determined in accordance with section 7(6).

4. Values used for calculation of electricity from combined heat and power and the amount of primary energy savings provided by combined heat and power shall be determined on the basis of—

(a) the expected or actual operation of the unit under normal conditions of use, or

(b) in the case of micro-combined heat and power units, certified values.

5. The principles in accordance with which efficiency reference values for separate electricity and heat production may be determined under an order made under section 7(6) are as follows:

(a) the comparison with separate electricity production shall be based on the principle that the same fuel categories are compared and the comparison is with the best available and economically justifiable technology for separate production of heat and electricity on the market in the year of construction of the power unit concerned;

(b) the efficiency reference values for units older than 10 years of age shall be fixed on the reference values of units of 10 years of age;

(c) the efficiency reference values for separate electricity production and heat production shall, if necessary, be calibrated to reflect Irish climatic conditions.

Annotations

Amendments:

Part 1

Oral Hearing Conducted by Inspector Pursuant to Section 58(15)

1. The inspector conducting the oral hearing for the purposes of an investigation may take evidence on oath, and the administration of such an oath by the inspector is authorised.

2. The inspector may by notice in writing require any person to attend the oral hearing at such time and place as is specified in the notice to give evidence in respect of any matter in issue in the investigation or to produce any relevant documents within his or her possession or control or within his or her procurement.

3. Subject to paragraph 4, a person referred to in paragraph 2 may be examined and cross-examined at the oral hearing.

4. A person referred to in paragraph 2 shall be entitled to the same immunities and privileges in respect of compliance with any requirement referred to in that paragraph as if the person were a witness before the High Court.

5. Where a person referred to in paragraph 2 does not comply or fully comply with a requirement referred to in that paragraph, the inspector may apply by way of motion on notice to the Circuit Court, for an order requiring the person to comply or fully comply, as the case may be, with the requirement within a period to be specified by the Court, and the Court may make the order sought or such other order as it thinks fit or refuse to make any order.

6. The jurisdiction conferred on the Circuit Court by paragraph 5 may be exercised by the judge of that Court for the circuit in which the person concerned ordinarily resides or carries on any profession, business or occupation.

7. The oral hearing shall be held otherwise than in public.

8. The reasonable travelling and subsistence expenses of any person attending before the inspector in accordance with paragraph 2 shall be paid out of moneys provided by the Commission.

Part 2

Oral Hearing Conducted by Commission Pursuant to Section 60(3)

1. The Commission, in conducting the oral hearing for the purposes of assisting it to make a decision under section 60(2) or for the purposes of observing fair procedures, may take evidence on oath, and the administration of such an oath by any member of the Commission is authorised.

2. The Commission may by notice in writing require any person to attend the oral hearing at such time and place as is specified in the notice to give evidence in respect of any matter in issue in the making of the decision under section 60(2) or to produce any relevant documents within his or her possession or control or within his or her procurement.

3. Subject to paragraph 4, a person referred to in paragraph 2 may be examined and cross-examined at the oral hearing.

4. A person referred to in paragraph 2 shall be entitled to the same immunities and privileges in respect of compliance with any requirement referred to in that paragraph as if the person were a witness before the High Court.

5. Where a person referred to in paragraph 2 does not comply or fully comply with a requirement referred to in that paragraph, the Commission may apply by way of
motion on notice to the Circuit Court, for an order requiring the person to comply or fully comply, as the case may be, with the requirement within a period to be specified by the Court, and the Court may make the order sought or such other order as it thinks fit or refuse to make any order.

6. The jurisdiction conferred on the Circuit Court by paragraph 5 may be exercised by the judge of that Court for the circuit in which the person concerned ordinarily resides or carries on any profession, business or occupation.

7. The oral hearing shall be held otherwise than in public unless—

(a) the specified body to whom the investigation concerned relates makes a request in writing to the Commission that the hearing (or a part thereof) be held in public and states in the request the reasons for the request, and

(b) the Commission, after considering the request (in particular, the reasons for the request), is satisfied that it would be appropriate to comply with the request.

8. The reasonable travelling and subsistence expenses of any person attending before the Commission in accordance with paragraph 2 shall be paid out of moneys provided by the Commission.

Annotations

Amendments: